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~ny aircraft Ifly has to·be safe

attilelimitsofits performance.
Thesamegoes for mycat"
People whose life and livelihood depend on high
standards of engineering, design and safety tend to cast
a supercritical eye over the car they intend to buy.
More and more of them end up choosing a Rover.
A Rover; whether it's a 2300 or 2600, both powered by
the specially-developed 6-cylinder engine or a 3500
with theJamous Rover V8
under the bonnet, is subjected to a total of 700
quality control checks.
At the end of that,
every Rover is passed for
sale only if it conforms to standards set down by NATO
for the requisition of its military equipment. Stan~rds
that satisfy the most professional critic.

And that includes safety. Every Rover is designed to
protectjwith energy absorbing compression struts in the
bodywork, the world's most advanced safety Windscreen,
dual circuit brakes, a safety cut out SWitch, and many other
designed in safety features.
Elegant aerodynamic styling not only houses a
deeply luxurious interior
(With rear door estate-car
capacity for luggage), but
also contributes to the outstanding operating economy
never before associated with
such big and powerful saloons.
The latest Rovers are at your showroom now.
Take one for a test flight.

The difference.isRover

.Jor full details c:i th~ Rover R~ng~, write to Rover Information ServiQs, Jaguar Rover Triump/, Ltd., p.a. Box 00, East Molesey, SURREY KT8 oPE.

You can start enjoying Rover performance with the 2300 at £5,995.08,2600: £6,795.36,3500: £7,995.:Z8.
Prices are for standard manual version, correct at time of going to press and include car tax, VAT, inertia reel front seat belts and Supercover. Delivery and number plates extra.
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SYSTEMS

MINI-VARIO
AUDIO DIRECTOR

INTEGRATOR

Your choice for 1979.
Tne choice of winners at Chateauroux, Rayskal:a and
Waikerie.
The only (:omplete system from basics to advanced accessories.
Utili,zing the 'latest in electronic and packaging techniques,
Cambridge is the only system with the unique building-block
approach, enabling you to tailor the system to exactly your
requirements. All system components are compatible and
retrofittable on the field.
STANDARD VARIO

Full two year warranty and fast service back-up.

Cambridge systems are available through:
SOUTH DOWN AERO SERVICES, LASHAM AIRFIELD, NR. ALTON, HANTS GU34 5SR
TEL: HERRIARD 359
Service is available through:
GLIDER INSTRUMENTS, 5 GLENDEVON RD., WOODLEY, REAo.ING, BERKS.
TEL: 0734 696491
STOCKING DISTRIBUTORS IN:

Australia. Canada. England, France, Germany, Holland, New Zealand. Switzerland Full Service
Faci'lities in Au.stralia, Canada. England and Switzerland.

Variometer Systems
Pirol Air Data Computers
CONTACT YOUR DEALER OR

BUSINESS.MEMBER

CAMBRIDGE AERO INSTRUMENTS INC
365 OLD MARLBORO RD . CONCORD, MASSACHUSETIS 01 742 USA
TEl617-369-8572
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Mike Osborne confers with Rod Wilier while Gory Feeley dons
his parachute.

Rod Wilier and Mike Osborne check the wind
speed.

The Blanik and Dorl ready 01 the launch point.

COLD CLIMB OVER CLWYD
The Wrekin GC (RAFGSA) recently organised a sponsored flight, [rom an
expedition bungey site on the Clwydian hills, for the benefit o[ the BGA Philip
Wills Memorial Fund, and raised £528. ROD WITTER tells the story.
The BOA Fund in the name of Phi/ip' Wills honours the
memory of a man whose achievements for our sport cannot
be overstated. All British glider pilots enjoy a degree of
freedom, largely won by ,the efforts of Phitip, which is the
envy of pilots in other countries throughout the world.
We felt, at Cosford, that a special money-raising activity
for The Memorial Fund should be carried out - preferably
in a way that would be in the spirit of everything that
Philip stood for in gliding - namely the adventure, chalfenge and enjoyment of "the most absorbing spon in the
world". We decideJ to organise a sponsored gain of height
attempt from an expedition site we had discovered in
North Wales.
Our club pilots regularly make the long, and often
frustrating, -tflp to Scotland in search of wave. However, we
knew tbat probably better conditions existed in Nor'th
Wales, if only a suitable site could be found. The stories of
Bill CreaSes' old site at the Clwyd Gate near Ruthin (from
where the Cambridge University GC and others flew) gave
us tfle clue we needed. The range of the Clwydian hills is
some. 15 miles ~ong risin~ to I800Ctasl and ~erfectly: shaped
for ndge soanng, runnmg north/south with a wide safe
valley at the bottom for landings. Much more important,
however, is tbe position of the ridge; 30 miles dtrectly in
the lee of a stable westerly flowin~ over the Snowdonia
range which rises to 3500ft as!. It dIdn't need any Caswell
calculations to teH us that here cou.d be a soaring paradise.
Any g:Jider pilot living in the area will teH you of the
lenticulars which regularly appear. seemingly applied by
broad strokes of somecelestia~ whitewash brush to the
Clwydian sky.
The only problem of course is a suitable launch site. We
eventually discovered the original Clwyd Gate bungey
point, but either the pilots of eadier years were made of
sterner stuff or the local geography has changed. Clearly
the requirements of tbe older gliders were different from
today with -their much lower take-off and landing speeds.
Looking at the site we were in awe at the stories of BiIt
Crease landing back on the site (a 1 in 3 field) downwind
and uphill! We decided the site waS not for us and extended our search along the hills.
After much tramping we finally came upon the perfect
field, 900ft up the side of the hills, clear of trees, with good
access and a flat top where the gliders could be rigged in

safety and accelerated by autotowor bungey to the point
where the hill drops away at a sle·ep angle. Moreover, the
farmer was particularly co-operative over this strange new
use of his sheep field.
The first launch was achieved on Easter Sunday, 1978,
when 3hrs' soar,ing took our syndicate Blanik in ridge Ilift to
7000rt in a 20kt westerly - wh~ch certainly proved the hill,
but dId not locate the wave which we knew had to be there.
We determined to try again, but this 'lime to make
money. for Ithe Philip Wills fund ~y inviti.ng sponsorship
from pilots of so much per lOOOft gam of height On the next
launch.

Weather system upside down
In mid-December we positioned our syndicate Dart and
B1anik at Queensferry, near Chest.er, in instant readiness
for the hoped for westerlies. However somebody saw us
coming and promptly turned the weather system upside
down. For the pex't teA weeks .3 constant procession of
highs ,tracked across Iceland with lows across Europe. This
was exacdy the opposite of what we wanted and caused the
Clwydians, along with the rest of the country, to disappear
under a curious white powdery layer, which was ,"ost
unhelpful for gliding.
We used the delay to collect as many sponsorship
pl~dges as possible -:- and such is the charisma of Philip
WIlls that we met With only one or two refusals amongst
the g.Hding fraternity. By the begi~ntng of March sponsorslilp pledges from 141 people had been collected totalling £44 for each WOOf! gain of height.
On Thursday. March I, it was beginning to look as
,though the isobars might arrange themselves obligingly for
the weekend and the initial stages of the plan were put into
operation. This invo~lved ringing round the maximum
number of local gliding enthusiasts in the hope of gathering t()~~ther a suffici~ntly. large team pre'p~r.ed to make. the
expedmon up the hdl With only a possibility of the nght
conditions occurring.
On Saturday morning the cold front, which had been
forecast to dear during the night, had not even begun to
arrive. Thick stratus covered the area with constant drizzle.
The attempt would have to be deferred to the Sunday 107

although we had the use of a borrowed Land Rover
(essential for getling the trailers to the top of the field) for
the Saturday only. Hopefully enough bodies could still be
motivated on the Su,day and if necessary the trailers co\'.Id
be winched to the top of the hill.
Sunday morning dawned bright and clear witho<Jt a
cloud in the sky. A phone call to Gloucester Met gave us a
forecast of ground level wind speeds increasing to 20kt,
gusting 30, at 250" during the day. Cloud cover was forecast
at 3 to 4 oktas cumulus with the possibility of showers.
Although it was obviously an unsta ble airflow we decided to
have a go in the hope that the wave would appear in the
evening as the convection ceased.
By 11.30am the team was assembled at the bottom of the
hill and, by careful driving along precarious sheep tracks,
soon had the two trailers at the entrance to the launch field.
Now t'he problems began as the previous day's ra'in had left
the field entrance impassable to cars. By great fortune,
however, ,a party of soldiers .in a Land Rover arrived in the
opposite direct,jon on the sheep track at this very mement.
Finding to their smprise the track blocked by two glider
trailers they very kindly used their Rover to help us into
position. By this lime the farmer had also arrived with his
Land Rover, so we were thankful to be spared an exhausting manhandling session.
A check of the wind strength and a quick conference
decided that we would first launch the Bfanik, with Mike
Osborne and Gary Feeley as pilots. Due to lack of experienced people we decided on an autotow launch rather than
bungey. The field is shaped such that a 30 yard run can be
achieved on the flat by the glider before the ground starts to
drop away. Thus by using some 30 yards of cable between
the car (Triumph 2500) and the glider, the towcar starts on

its fun immediately on a downhill slope which helps to
accelerate the combination. On getting the all out signal the
Triumph only required to accelerate to some 15-20mph and
the Blanik was very quickly flying (using full flap).
Those remaining on the hill left the Blanik to its ridge
soaring and turned their attention to launching the Dart,
which was intended as the glider for the sponSored flight
since it carried oxygen. Unfortunately, however, the Dart
launch failed - the glider overrunning the cable and back
releasing. The subsequent ground loop put a small hole in
the wingtip and an end to any further launch plans for that
day. Disappointed, we radioed to the Blanik that the
sponsored flight was now up to him and he should go for a
maximum climb.
We had launched the two-seater at 3.00pm, and he flew in
ridge lift up and down at a maximum of 3000ft for the next
hour and a half - constantly pushing out over the valley in
sear,ch of a wave. At 4.30pm it was clear from the ground
that convection was reducing and the cumulus cloud was
beginning to line up across the wind. On the next push out
into the valley Mike and Gary contacted the wave at a
steady 3-4kt, rising at times to 6kl. They beat up and down
over St Asaph and were soon at 13 000as1 where the lack of
oxygen made them prudently decide to break off the climb.
At this 80int the Blanik was still going up at a steady 2kt.
An 8 kt braked descent raridly placed them in the circuit
of the ATe Gliding Schoo at RAF Sealand, where the
surprised instructors quickly made them welcome - in true
gliding style.
At the end of the day we totalled up our achievement to
discover that the gain of height of 12 OOOft would bring in
£528 from the sponsored pledges for the Philip Wills Fund.
Only one problem now remain~d - collecting the money!

CUT THE COST OF FL YING
INSURE WITH THE GLIDING BROKERS
Ring Carol Taylor at THtRSK(0845) 230' 8 (24hr. Ansafone Service)
or write '0:MOWBRAY V ALE INSURANCE BROKERS
8 CASTLEGATE, THIRSK,
NORTH YORKSHIRE.
Telex 587470
All classes of Insurance tronsacted
Represented ot Lloyds
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MODELS OF THERMAL STRUCTURE

,.'

BRENNIG JAMES
THEj~E

is a fair a~lOunt o.r agre~meflt between competilIon pllo'ts ,about then expenences lI'I thermals fr,om whIch a
picture can be built of the thermal structure, All right, let's
start with the "facts".
I. "11 found a thermal coming off a corn field." Probably
wrong if it is not on fire. Thermals average aboul ten per
square mile so at 1/ 10th of a square mile it would be a very
large field.
2. On a good day about one cumulus in three works well.
Aboul one in five gives nothing (on a very dry day they a'lll
work).
3. U' there ,is a good thermal going into a cloud, the
cloud base is more definale. lower or higher. Depending on
circumstances a'l'l may be true for as water vapour makes a
thermal more buoyant, vertical wisps of condensation
going into cloud base is the most reliable sign.
4. Almost always there ,is lift above and below another
glider circling in lift, even t'hough it may be a thousand feet
away. H is unusual to fall out of the bottom of a thermal.
This all adds up to a picture of a thermal which is an
unbroken ,current of rising air from the ground to the
inversion.

A guide to the shape ofthernlals

generally difficuh to find the lift you left in the first place.
When most pilOlS feel that they are reasonably centred they
don't like to drift about much more than one circle radius at
a time since jf the stwng part does not materialise., getting
back may not be easy.

Putting it all altogether
A superadiabatic iayer builds up on the ground which
may be up to 100ft thick. This 1l1ay be thrown into waves by
the wind or p,j)ed against an obstacle. It will tend to take-off
as a thermal at its thickest part, eg when it is piled against a
hill. Buoyancy may be due to a rise in temperature or water
content, or both. Thermals have had their temperatures
measured at less than the surrounding air near doudbase,
since on these occasions the buoyancy was largely due to
water vapour contenl.
If the production of more superadiabatic air keeps up
with its loss into the thermal the flow will attain a steady
state, but this will be broken up into inhomogeneities
produced by turbulence and mixing. Thus the centre line of
the therma'l column which is tilted over by the wind will
tend to erode the windwa,rdedge because ,it is more
buoyant. Once it gets to the edge ilt loses buoyancy by
mixing and stows down aHowing the parts left behind to
become relatively more buoyalH and become secondary
billows which follow suit.
Viewed from upwind these will tend to alternate from one
side to another so the tin \0 a certain extent gets dispersed.
However many of these billows will be too small to c,ircIe in.
The glider pilot just sees them as a series of bumps so that
the circling t,echnique is dir,ected more to collecting
numerous bumps per thermal than getting inside one of
them. This attempt to get inside a bump sometimes leads to
over-cenH.ing where hard work just leads to worse results.
Often the secret of success is to be content with a reasonable
__
ra_t_e_o_f_c_li_ffi_'b__ra_t_h_e_r_th_a_n...-th_e:-ti_u_l_il_e..:.p_u_r_su_i_t..,0r-f_e...x_ce_I_le_n_c_e_.

5. The therma:ls rising from stubbl'e fires are not unusual
in anyway. apart from heing rendered visible by smoke, and
the cumulus cloud wh,ich may sit On top of it is typical in
appearance. From this may be concluded that what one
observes from the shape of smoke isa fair guide to the shape
of other therma:ls.
6. Climbing in cloud is very rapid until the top is reached
when one climbs in rougher air at about half the previous
speed. This suggests that the top of the cloud is burrowing
up into the sti'U air above and although 'the air comes to rest
I
at the top, the air rising from below causes the top of the
I
cloud to accumulate at about half the speed of the air rising
\
,
in the middle.
7. ,In windy conditions the thermals tend to be stronger to
,
I
windward and when you lose lift you often find il again by
~ ~"/(
I
I
flying to windward. From observation of dust devils,
, ,
I
sometimes they alre static but usually they move downwind
[):
I
at about half the wind velo61y.
,
,
I
8. In windy conditions thennals are often small and
/
/,
\
broken, whereas in calm conditions they may be relatively
,I
I'
\
smooth and stable so that re-centring is unnecessary.
9. Blue thermals. thermals under cumulus or thermals
I
I
within cumulus all seem to have the same characteristics so
I
I
,
I
I
that one can Graw the conclusion that the shape of the
cumulus extrapolated togwund level gives ,a fair idea of the
"
/
I
AS SEEN FllDMA
shape of the invisible part of the thermal. This fits ,in with
I
\
,
smoky thermals such as Ithose froln stubble fires.
-~,
'- - - - •
These findings, as I have stated. are generally supported Notice on fhe middle drawing how billolVs fend fa alternate 'ram le" to right in 0
by glider pilots; however I am open to further suggestions. I 'airly random manner. On the drawing on the 'or right note how the thermal fends 10
think the view that thermals have all appreciable rotary straighten up on entering cloud due to accelera'ion. The fhermal also narrows for 'he
some reason.
velocity is nonsense; certainly changing the direction of
circles never makes any difference which cannot better be
This model of thermal structure is proposed as a first
accounted for by a difference of position in the thermal. If
approximation: other pilots are invited to express their
you flyover to @ne side of a thennal to look for lift it is
views and suggestions as to its modification.
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FIFTH TIME LUCKY
HELEN GEORGESON describes the multi-seater world record
goal and return flight she made with her husband Dick in a Janus
on January 10 when they covered 801. 77km in New Zealand. Dick
also holds the world single-seater goal flight record which h~ shares
with two other New Zealand pilots (see S&G, April 1978, p54).

Last Christmas Dick and I decided to spend part of our
holiday at 8'lackwood Bay in the Sounds and then, if the
weather became suitable for gliding, we p~anned to go to
Hanmer where the Canterbury Club was baving its annual
camp.
Phil Howell had sent us a battery-powered radio and
after ten days tord Dick it was time he got off his... and
m~de an att~mpt on some ser!ous gliding. (Phil'~ words, not
mme). So wlthm 24 hours nIck set off for Chnstchurli:h to
prepare the Janus for an out·and-return tliight from Hanmer
to Alexandra and back, shoufd the weather become suitable. I sent up a silent prayer that the nor-w.ester would not
blow until after the holidays, but little did I realise the hectic
activity that was about to come.
Dick first rang me in tht! Sounds on January 6 and said:
"It looks as though tomorrow is the day for the oUl-and-return. Could you 'come immediately to Hanmer?" This
meant 1 bad to travel by boat the nine miles to Pieton where
my car was and then the 170 miles to Hanmer.
I duly arrived later on the 6th at Hanmer with promising
lenticulars in ,the sky and a ~ood forecaslt for the following
day. However the westerly did not develop and the day was
fine and calm. The north-westerlies were still prevailing and
so I decided to stay and see what the next day would bring. I
should not have waited as the following day, January 8,
Dick and I were towed in'to a nor-west sky and for the next
two hours had a most unpleasant, turbulent and at times
dangerous flight. Very thankfully and rather hastily I

PlICIfIC
,~

returned to the peace of the Sounds, and prepared to settle
_
down for the rest of the holiday.
less than 15 hours after arriving at Blackwood Bay
another telephone call came from Dick to suggest that I
returned to Hanmer as tomorrow was the day. To let anyone
think that I was thrillled by this news would be wrong. I was
appalled at the prospect of going back, but 'I knew I had to.
My transport to Hanmer this ttme was by boat and aerolan~ and so just 24 hours after my depart~re from Hanmer
arrived back. There has to be a happy endmg to a story ,and
this is it.
Once again we wrote declarations, made lunches, drinks
(soft) and the hundred-and-one jobs required for a record
flight attempt.
John Goddard and Dimitri Zotov offered to hetp us get
off in the early morning and with this great assistance we
were airborne at 6.30am. We then ,floated round the
Hanmer basin for two hours in beautiful smooth ,hft. This
was a contrast to the wild ride we had had two days earlier.
Unfortunately the lift was very weak and the sky looked
very disappointing so we decided to tand and wait to see if
the conditions improved.
just as we had made the decision to land we found that
the 2kt lift had increased to 4kt and then 6kt and soon we
climbed to 17 ()()()ft and started flying sou-th. For the first 100
miles we used patchy wave and as the wind was approximately 260° we had in effect a 60kt head wind.
W,e had a marveUous climb in the Mt Huu area and

r

15 meter Glass Fibre flapped AIC
Ma•. nying wt.
9901bs.
Winglood,ng
6.5 to 9 Ibs per sq ft.
Best glide angle
1 in 42 at 60· kts.
Min. sink
1.1 kh 01 39kls.
Empty weight
540 Ibs.
Water ballast
2B6 Ibs.
Wing area
lOB sq h.
The DG 200 has co~pled naps and ailerons like the Kestrel with powerful
top surface airbrakes and landing nap selected position.

DG 100 15 meter Standard Class A I (
Wing Loading
Best glide angle
Min. sink
Empty weight
Woler Bollost
Wing area

5.6/0 B.5 Ibs per sq fI,
1 in 39.2 at 60 kts
1.09 kts Cl 38 kts.
530 Ibs.
242 Ibs.
118.4 sq ft.

WITH REMOVABLE WING I,IPS THE DG 200 CAN NOW
BE 17-15 or 15, 13.1 METRE SPAN
DG 200 - D.nlon.trator at SuHon Bank.
• DG 200 .outh.rn area d·emon.trator ba.ed at Book.r
Average delivery lime appro. 6 manlhs

Sole U.K Distributor.

H.lmut IR.lchmann naw own•• DG 200
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climbed to 21 OOOft and then forward to the Two Thump
Range. We pushed forward into the Mackenzie over Lake
Tek.apo and ran illong the leading edge of a series of
lentlculars. Near ~arama the volume of cloud began to
worry us and with the addition of smoke haze from
Australia the visibility at our altitude was poor. We felt
isolated and lonely and I felt that the loneliness of a long
distance single-seat sailplane flight would be hard to
endure.
We were getting through oxygen at a gr,eat rate and this
added to a 'list of anxieties on this part of the flight. There
was so much cloud about and visibility was so poor we
thought that a front might be affecting the weather as we
eould also see heavy rain to the west and were concerned
our turning poin't mIght be under cloud.
To reach our turning point, which was the bridge over the
Clutha river at Clyde, we flew one valley upwino and flew
along a gigantic lenticular which lay from Tarras to
Cromwell. It was a cloud of spectacular beauty and lay
ponderously along the valley with its bottom sitting heavily
on the tops of the Dunstan range. We were worried that it
might block the narrow Clutha gorge over which we had to
fly downwind to our turning point. However, we were lucky
and the gorge was clear and we could see our destination.
We climbed to 17 OOOft over Cromwell and flew down the
~orge to photograph the Clyde bridge. At the end of our run
tn to the bridge and our subsequent photographing of it, we
were down to I1 OOOft and to our great relief saw another
huge lenticular lying parallel in the Manheurikia valley, a
twin sister to the one ,in the Cromwell valley. These giant
lenticulars were of such awesome beauty that to me they
were the visual highlights of the whole flight.

Immense brooding power
We ftew at 100kl along the leading edge of this benevolent giant, starting our run at just under 11 OOOft and at'
the north end of the cloud we were at 21 OOOft. I shall never
forget the feeling of immense brooding power which
emanated from this cloud mass. It was quite oppressive and
made us realise yet again how puny man is beside the forces
of nature.
It was a relief to be free of the cloud and out into the more
openenvir,onment of the Mackenzie country, but as we now
had a good tail wind our ground speed was approximately
200 miles per hour and the scenery altered rapidly. Over the
Two Thumb Range we decided to fly downwind onto the
next wave system and, in fact, flew downwind three systems
and in so c6ing very nearLy flew out of the wave altogether.
At about 14000ft we felt it was time to "top up"
with more lift. but we could find none. Even a watery
lenticular in the lee @f Mt HUll produced nothing
and as we were now at 10 500ft we tip-toed across the
Rakaia into a sky which looked empty of cloud and
opportunity. There was no indication of wher'e to go except
there was a small mU cloud in the lee of the Mt Torlesse
range. Dick and I now hac our first difference of opinion as
he wanted to try ,this cloud and I wanted to fly upwind onto
the face of Mt Torlesse and, if necessary, try to hill soar to
Hanmer. I reasoned lhat if the [oU c1.oud did not work we
would be on the ground very quickly as we would have no
alternatives. We were down to 8000ft and the situation was
becoming ser,ious so Dick decided to fly into the face of
Torlesse and hill soar if possible. We bad to go forward to
achieve this and I just prayed that it would work. It seemed

ages before we got upwind onto the face of the mountain
but we did and we started to climb again at two knots. What
a relief.
After a while I said to Dick that I thought we were in
wave, but Dick said "No, it is hilllift.;' However, 40 minutes
later at 17 500ft he commented on the excellence of the hill
lift.
From this P?int to Hanmer was a long final glide and it·
wa~ very excltmg to ge.t nearer and nearer to our goal. We
arnved over Hanmer high and on landing had a marvellous
welcome from friends, a'nd gliding enthusiasts who were at
the Christmas camp.
I felt very privilegec to have been on this flight with a
pilot of Di,ck's flying experience and ability and now have a
much greater understanding of the difficulties of the
turbule~ce, {h.e lonel.iness and the isolation the long distanc,e, hIgh altitude pilot has to overcome.
A fo?tnote.from Dick: Whil~ heights of 8000n may seem
relatively high to a thermal pIlot, they are relatively low to a
wave pilot as we were experiencing l'osses of around
2000ft/min and at times up to 3000ft. Incidentally on the
previous attempt, which Helen skates over fairly lightly, we
had an extraordinary rough ride and one of the most unpleasant I have had for years, the main problem being that
we were unable to keep our straps tight and I was hitting
my head continually on the canopy. I really was frightened
I was going to damage my neck or become incapacitated.
Helen was unable to fly the aircraft, having to hold her
shoulder straps tight.

AIRBORNE
WITH
EASE

The Paraglider Mark 8 is a
purpose built ascending, slow
descent parachute glider. It will
fly with stability in winds from
0-30mph, altitude range
5O-2.0ooft. Airborne after a few
paces forward. Particularly
suitable for prolonged flights,
with tow driver keeping pilot
airborne by tacking or circuit
towing. Equally suitable for high
released flights, the Mark 8 has
a slightly slower performance
than a deployed sport jump
parachute.
It is gentle enough to fly the
family and has enough lift for
dual kited flights, Each Mark 8
has a revolutionary quick
releasing fully adjustable bucket
seat hamess, with dual flight
attachment points. The Mark 8's
low drag makes towing behind
motor boat equally as easy as
land vehicle. The equipment
weighs 20100 and packs into a
small kit bag.

Bollom.
~ Trowley
T""'""'l.'~
Flamslead.
Herts.
TeI: Luton 840196

POS'K,ipt: The above record

WOl

PARAGLlDING SCHOOL
Open to the general public
for one and two day flying
courses, single or group
bookings, mixed classes, small
groups, each pupil spends
plenty of time in the sky! Bring
the family for a flying visit to the
countryside!
Send for our free illustrated
booklet on Albatross Paragliding
and other Albatross aviation
services and products.

broken on Apflt 7 by Tom IKnouflf and Roberl Tawse. USA.

With 0 night

of 819km. (Glidef unknown).
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HIGH PERFORMANCE

PIK-20E

MOTOR SAILPLANE
FROM FINLAND

•

In series production

•

41 LID 01 60kl

•

Take-off to 45ft in 330yds

•

Power to spare

•

Empty weight only 660lbs

•

1980 options available

BALL ELECTRIC V ARIOMETERS
Sole UK Agency
•

Latest models in stock

•

Very low battery consumption - as low as 1ma

•

All self-contained - no awkward bottles

•

Standard sizes 3t and 2t inch available

•

Netto, cruise, variable gain, variable damping and averager available

WATCH FOR DETAILS OF A NEW SAILPLANE FROM FINLAND
AND OF COURSE: Cs OF A, REPAIRS, TRAILERS, SPARES AND INSTRUMENTS

JOHN HULME

BOTTISHAM · CAMBRIDGE
Telephone Cambridge 81 J 323
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Advanced Training
I
I
I
I

I

-

-

-
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- - - - - - - In previous issues we have had articles by John Jefferies on c;ross-country soaring
courses and by Bdan Spreckley on the Instructors' Task Week. The use of
hi.gh-perf,ormance two-seaters has not been considered. Here Bill Scull (BGA
Director of Operations) looks ot it from the pilots' point of view and considers the
respective merits of the voriQus methods.

-

1How one defines advanced training depends on your club's
stage of development and levels of achievement in peformance terms. Taking this into account any training which
helps the solo pilot achieve more or reach a particular
standard (say 300km) sooner, qualifies as advanced. It may
help him with navigation, soaring technique or give confidence abollt field selection or landing; if he has the latter
then he will go cross-country anyhow and teach himself the
rest, although there might eventually be need for some
coaching to he'lp him fly faster.
Advanced lraining should be closely related to the
individuals' needs; often the problem is not a lack of skill
but a lack of confidence - over-confidence is rare!
Experience with the task weeks bears out the need for the
identification of the individuals' problems; case histories
illustrate the problem areas. One of the first, and perhaps
the mOst interesting, was a young man attending an
instructors' course who did not have the requisite number
of PI hours (35 at that time). He hoped he would be able to
get the three hours required during the course itself.
However it transpired that he had done his Silver C
distance and one other cross-country flight - a 300km in a
straight line; a flight of some seven hours in a K-6 if I
remember rightly. Obviously no one had told him it was
difficult and it was particularly interesting that the flight
was from a club which did very little cross-country flying.
Although an advance training scheme might have taken
such a pilot and, perhaps, who can know, have turned him
into a National's standard pilot, we need to concern
ourselves with more basic problems.
Case histories
I. A pilot who has become an ins/ruc/or before gelling a
Silver C or flying across country a/ al/.
The number of pi.lots in this category is steadily
decreasing and shollld do so further with the introduction
of Silver C as a qualification for an assistant instructor. The
problem afflicting such an instructor is a psychological one
of turning his back on the airfield; the more circuits he does
the more difficult it becomes. The remedy lies in the hands
of his CFI who must make him go away (cross-country) to
break the "umbilical cord". It is probable that such a pilot
will always suffer a reluctance to turn his back on the
airfield.
The best remedy may be a task week environment which
provokes him into going away. One instructor without a
Silver C (or previous cross-country experience) on last
year's task week made 49km into wind in poor conditions
and landed successfully in a field at the end of the flight.
Any de-briefing should have left him in no doubt about

_ -

_

- -

-

-
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I

I

---I

how great an achievement this was. The only query might
be whether a little more preparation for the flight would
have enabled him to make the 50km. (In fact he rounded
the TP for preference.)
2. Instmctors who have a Silver C but have not landed in
a field and have no further significant cross-country
flying experience.
Their problems are again psychological; the worry of a
possible field landing and perhaps a lack of credibility in a
cross-country orientated club. While they may have carried
out one or two small closed-cir<:ui. tasks one does sometimes wonder whether they only went far enough to see the
turning points.

A failure and a success
To help this pilot there are two needs; a failed triangle
and a successful one with turning poinl photographs. The
successful triangle should be of a size which genuinely takes
him out of gliding range. A cross-country flight in a twoseater as P2 may overcome the lack of confidence but
could, and probably would, reduce it further. The requirement is the task week environment or a progress system
within the club which is based on achievement rather than
experience, eg you can fly the Astir when you've done a
lOOkm triangle in the K-6.
3. Pilo/s who make many a//emp/s a/ Silver C distance before
achieving it.
Pilots in this category aren't too common nowadays but
they suffer from a pre-occupation and concern with the field
landing. Despite evidence of their ability in this respect they
choose a field, or perhaps only an area, much too soon and
neglect soaring considerations - choosing the next likely
cloud. Failure to soar may also be due to an element of
"track fixation" attempting to stay exactly on track which
may indicate a lack of navigational ability or confidence.
On the credit side is the confidence he should have about
field landings. When he eventually gets his SHver C his
experience is much greater than that of his counterpart
whose first cross-country was to a declared airfield goal.
...
...
...
Beyond these basic problems the training need extends to
improving cross-country performance. A pilot who is
unable to make his 300km in the K-6 may achieve this flight
by buying a better glider; his weaknesses are only exposed
in his failure to achieve the 500km.
I'm not sure that it is relevanl but many pilots do their
first 300km on a 500 day or what would be a 500 day if they
113
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Alexander Schleicher's

ASW 19
Question . ..
World Championship Winner
or First Solo Glider?

... Answer - Both
Its unequalled Standard Class performance make it
the best competitive glider in its class. Its easy, docile
handling make it a popular first solo glider on the
Continent - Don't let your club fall behind.

ASK 21
Modern Training
Methods require.

... M,odern Traio;ng Two-seaters'
Maiden flights of tne ASK 21 show it exactly to mo,tch the job it is
specifically designed to do. Roomy, comfortable cockpits, crisp
handling, docile low speed characteristics, easy turnround and
excellent performance ensure its place as a worthy successor to
the ever popular ASK 13.

For details of these and other gliders in the Schleicher range, write or telephone:

London Sailplanes Ltd.
DUNSTABLE DOWNS· DUNSTABLE . BEDS.
Telephone: Dunstable (0582) 63419
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had less deficiencies in their soaring techn.que. h perhaps
doesn't maller that you get the badge in the best glider
money can buy 0j, the best day of the year but d1e sense of
achievement of p110ts who gel their Gold C or even three
Diamonds in wooden ghders is understandably greater.
It is, ho,wevcr, a training aim for more pilots to do better
at an earlier stage of their experience and case histories
again serve to make the poin\.
4. pilot unable to complete a 300km triangle or ou/and-return.
Factors which contribute may include:
a} Poor weather forecastin'g and interpretation and liule or
00 help in choosing the right tasks. The choice of task itself
will be influenced by the location of ,the oase airfield; for
airfields near the coast a dog-leg or straight fligl1t may stand
a much greater chance of success than a triangle or
out-and-return.
b} Inability to achieve an .adequate speed; if you can't
guarantee to get away as SOOI1 as it's soarable and be sure
flow long the day will last, then it is essential to average at
least 50km/h. If time is to be allowed for at least one low
scrape, then 6Okm/h is a better target speed. It is more
economical to work up one's speed on small tr,iangles rather
than repeatedly fall short on the 300km atlempt (see S&G,
August 1917, pl50, "Try the Tiny Triangle" by A. D.
Purnell). Inability to achieve a good speed will also be
rel~t~d to the faults acquired in the local-soaring stage of
tramlng (see S&G, February 1976, p 14, "Cross-country
Orientated Basic Training") and these may be difficult to
overcome without the help of an instructor.
c} While improved performance may lie in dealing with the
factors above, there may be psychological problems. The
first may be the sheer size of the task (ie 300km) - it's
certainly a big step from 50km. The remedy may lie in
sending your pilot off on a downward or dog-leg task - a
ISkl wind behind you for five hours represents half the
ground to be covered.
The second psychological effect depends on the club
environment; if it is an active cross-country orientated club
then the pundits will be completing the tasks they set
themselves, "touring" on unpredictable days, or abandoning,the task when the weather proves (or seems) unsuitable,
eg tmrning back rather than landing out. The influence of
the laller is to create an environment where landing out is
regarded as "failure" and so the pilot who aspires to a
300km triangle abandons his attempt after his first "Iow
scrape" or if he isn't going fast enough after two hours. It is
incidental that his real psychological problem is a serious
doubt about his ability to do the task at all.
d} The only other fauFt which may make it impossible to go
fast enough is serious navigational weaknesses. It's probably true to say lhat a pilot on his first 300km attempt is
teaching himself ,to navigate. He may pay too much
attention todetail-trying to map read every inch of the way
or perhaps he gets lost which may consume a lot of time;
tasks should be set to avoid controlled airspace infringements if a pilol's navigational ability is in doubt.
Building !JP bolh confidence and experience can be
helped in the preparation for the 300km by setting outand-returns which go along the first and final legs of the
possible/probable triangle going as far as the turning point
at the second attempt. Four such flights would only put the
pilot over unfamiliar terrain for the second leg.
Having examined in broad terms the problem areas, let's
consider ways in which appropriate training can be given.
There are three; cross-country flights in two-seaters. escort-

ed cross-country flig'hts and task weeks or weekends,.
Instructors without practical experience will probably
regard the former as most effective but this will not
necessarily be. the Case. The escort,edcross-country flight has
been dealt with comprehensively by John Jefferies in his
paper "Cross-oountry Soaring Courses" (published in the
CFls Handbook and S&G, December 1977, p243). This
would seem to be the province of the very expert pilot/instructor although there is probably scope for an experiment
in training some instructors to undertake this task.

The requirements for two-seater cross-country flights.
, Some of the considerations regarding the glider were
dealt with in "First Impressions" (S&G, February 1978,
pI4). One consideration IS "do we need a high performance
glider?" Ask this question in Germany and the answer will
almos~ certainly be "no". The answer might have been the
same in England in 1976 but now I'm not so sure. Last year's
task week seems to prove this point. The other important
factor is how quickly can a pilot of average experience settle
down to fly the glider well; ,in this context ease of handling
and lack <;>f-compIexity are important.
Operating costs for the modern two-seater, which will
coslm the order of £ 12 000 by the time it is equipped, could
prove to be a problem - £4-£5 an hour would be realistic.
The final point if the glider is to be used in the role
envisaged - CfOss-country and performance training rather
than cirwit bashing - ,is whether your club has enough
instructors to do this? Which is a rhetorical question for
many clubs.
A factor which had to be taken into account in choosing a
glider for the BGA's coaching operation was the ease of
handling. While some similarities are desirable between the
two-seater and the types that the pilot has flown, it may be
equally desirable that it has sufficiently different handling
characteristics to make initial flying challenging and interesting. If speed control proves to be difficult because the
pilot has no previous experience of high-performance
gliders which accelerate readily and therefore need more
attention to the ASI, this could be remedied by providing
better club gliders to broaden the pilots' experience rather
than having an easy-to-fly two-seater (which may not be the
best available). The lack of decent single-seaters at many of
the bigger, and so-called better clubs, is an indictment of
their fleet planning and management policies.

Summary
To keep your ideas in perspective while contemplating
buying a high-performance two-seater for advanced training at your club, answer the following questions:
I. Is your club big enough to get sufficien t use of the glider
in its proposed role? (Bear in mind that it may not winch
launch too well due to its weight nor will. it earn its keep
doing winch launches at current rates).
2. Have you got enough instructors with adequate
cross-country experience and the enthusiasm to provide
cross-country training?
3. Will you club members tolerate (or afford) radical
increases in soaring charges to meet the operating costs?
4. Is your club so commilled to an Ab-initio training
treadmill that it would be better off getting another T-2 "
K-4 or similar?
5. If it is difficult/impossible/inconceivable to go crosscountry on a club glider then is advanced training likely
to be of much value?
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The new laminar flow fuselage Speed Astir 11 in 15mtr and 17mtr Class.
Carbon fibre incorporated in high stress components.
Unique sealed aileron and flap hinge line.

With the pedigree and established production of the

ASTIR FAMILY: CLUB· STANDARD· TWIN and TWIN TRA.INER
.,

For further details:

Sales - Delivery - Demonstration

Fitting Out - Service - Repairs

U.K. & Eire Distributors

Spares & Instruments

Speed Astir demonstrator now available

Large stock of plywood, metric bolts, glass
cloth, fabric, tapes, etc

SOARING OXFORD LTD.

CHILTERN SAILPLANES LTD.

Telephone: 086 736 565

Telephone: 0494 445854 (Works)

Telex: 83251

90 OXfORD ROAD
GARSINGTON
OXfORD OX9 9AE
(P. Curtis, D. lidbury & P. Pratelli)
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or write:

0865890517 (Home)

BARCLAYCARD

BOOKER AIRfiELD
Nr. MARLOW

r=-I

BUCKS Sl7 3DR
(D, W. Patan)

I LEARNT
, ABOUT GLIDING FROM THAT
DEAN CARSWELL 's third article is on

-Keeping a Good Lookout

A few summers ago J was staying with friends in the middle
of Wisconsin, USA. Having watche~ the cumulus clouds
developing artistically shortly before noon for a couple of
days my thoughts inevitably turned towards using them, and
after lunch one day I borrowed a car, excused myself from
hosts and family and set 'off for the nearest glider rental
location a few miles away. It had just happened that the
week before we had been near a Federal Aviation Administration local office and I had taken the opportunity to
obtain a Temporary Airman Certificate Private Pilot
(Glider).
The airfield was the local county airport well equipped
with hard runways, approach lights, but no air traffic
control, and inhabited by around 100 privately-owned light
aircraft of a myriad of varieties. The local fixed base
operator was also an accredited Schweizer agent, and
provided sailplane rentals. I quickly established an easy
going relationship with the operator and, not more than half
an hour later, I was off on a dual check in the front seat of a
Schweizer 2-33 towed by a Citabria. After a pleasant 20
minutes local soaring we returned to the airfield and at once
accepted the suggestion that I should fly one of the operator's Schweizer 1-26.
With most of the day's soaring over, we walked smartly
over to where a 1-26 was tied down, and dragged it across to
the launch point. For those unfamiliar with the type, I
should explain that the 1-26 is the most widely used
single-seater in North America (over 550 built). Indeed
there are annual championships held just for 1-26s. It is a
mid-wing all-metal aircraft with a span of a little over 12m
and modest performance with best LID of about I :23. The
cockpit is large and comfortable taking a generous maximum load of2551bs and the ship is in general pleasant and
viceless to fly, although perhaps its responses are (to use a
power flying analogy) more akin to those of the Cessna 172
than the Chipmunk. This particular aircraft had already
been checked and flown that day so my instructor, followed
by me, looked only briefly round it before explaining the
basic cockpit layout.
As I climbed in, my modest weight (around 140lbs)caused
the aircraft to rotate from a tail down to nose down attitude.
I strapped in carefully, looked around the cockpit, checked
the placards and tried to recall my briefing. Cockpit weight
was within although close to the aft limit. The day was
drawing in, the lift no doubt diminishing and the tug waiting
so I carried out the standard preflight vital actions, had the
rope attached and shortly thereafter was accelerating down
the airfield. Once the 1-26 became airborne I held the nose
down to await the tug unsticking, and gingerly tried the
ailerons and rudder for control response.
The Citabria unstuck and quickly started to climb away
and I let the glider drift up into the high tow position. Then
suddenly it happened. The tug disappeared smartly below
what appeared to be a remarkably high instrument panel

and cockpit edge. I was taken completely by surprise, while
away in the depths of my mind I recalled my instructor
remarking that the seat cushion was in his office as the first
pilot to fly the aircraft that day had been about 6tft. Being a
normal (at least as far as height is concerned) 5ft 9ins I had
paid little atlentiOll. At this point I came to my senses and
remem bered my training. If sight of the tug is lost release at
once. I then realised that while my mind had been idling in
neutral, the combination had crossed the upwind boundary
of the airfield and was now flying low over the large wood
which surrounded that part of the airfield.
Instinctively snatching my hand back from the release
knob (what would people think of this Limey pulling the
plug and landing on the treetops, or worse, on his first solo
from the field?), I quickly looked around and attempted to
assess my situation. The wings were level; the speed
remained around 70mph, there was little turbulence - the
status quo appeared to be being maintained, at least until the
tug started Its first turn. I loosened my shoulder harness, sat
up as high as possible and there was the tip of the fin of the
Citabria just above the bottom of the cockpit edge. Ease the
nose down gently and there were the wings. The rest of the
tow was, relatively, uneventful, and I managed to keep the
tug in sight until I released in a gentle late afternoon
thermal.

Problems of an unfClmiliar aircraft
My heartbeat was getting back to normal and I was
beginning to enjoy myself soaring over the pleasant Wisconsin countryside when I started to consider the problems
of landing what was still an unfamiliar aircraft. There was a
IOkt 20° crosswind, there were substantial sodium lamps
sticking up close to either edge of the runway, a large
proportion of the local fleet of priva te aircraft on tie downs
were only a short distance from the upwind edge of the
runway and a large portion of the ground I most wanted to
see right ahead of the glider was going to disappear from
sight as I rounded out prior to touchdown. I considered
improvising a seat cushion, but quickly discarded the idea
as the 90" heat on the ground meant that my most substantial garment was my Bermuda shorts. I tried to recall what I
had read in World War 11 flying books about Spitfire curved
approaches, and after considerable deliberation I decided
that the best plan was to land close to the downwind side of
the runway from a gentle slipping approach, and keep
straight with rudder by reference to the runway sides visible
to the left and right of the instrument panel.
Approaching and lining up carefully, selecting an aiming
point well down the runway past most of the parked
aircraft, I made a good landing keeping almost to the edge
until the speed dropped and I was able to lower the nose to
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• Uncluttered, easy access cockpit.
• Easy, straightforward rigging.

• Instrument panel easily removed for security.

• Retractable tailwheel.

• Measured not calculated LID 40.5: 1.

• Wide rClnge of wing loadings .

• Easy wrist action for flap operation .

• Positively stable in all flap and CG positions to VNE of 135kt.

NOW IN SERIES PRODUCTION
Orders placed now will secure late '79 delivery

Our production demonstrator G·VEGA is still touring UK gliding clubs

NOTE. We sti/l carry out repairs, overhauls and Cs of A to most sailplanes
constructed of wood, composite materials or metal
For further information write to, or 'phone Roger Bull,

VICKERS-SLINGSBY
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Kirkbymoorside, York.

Tel: 0751-31751

Telex 57911

reveal a welcome unrestricted view ahead. As helpers came
running up I mopped my brow and the other exposed parts
of my body hopi~ that they would put it down to the hot
afternoon. Having"s:xpressed my thanks, paid my flying fees
and shaken hands all round, I drove back slowly pondering
over the lessons of the afternoon.
The two most basic were clearly that I should never be
rushed into getting airborne again (by the way, have you
ever taken-off.and discovered you have left a strap undone,

the canopy unlocked or completely forgotten to carry out
your checks?) and particularly not in a strange aircraft.
Secondly 1should be prepared for an emergency at any time
- one is not less likely to occur just because you are at a
strange airfield in a strange aircraft. Finally, there is a clear
responsibility on instructors and other pilots giving briefings
on conversions to type not just to give a comprehensive
briefing but also to check that the aircraft is fit in all aspects
for flying by the new pilot.

VIC CARR, Chairman, BGA Instructors' Committee
Many gliding people see the National Air Traffic Service as
something of a Dragon which has yet to be slain by a gliding
St George. So when it was reported that two of our ilk had
penetrated the Dragon's very own and exclusive territory
there was considerable concern that the resulting fire might
engulf many more of us, even the law abiding.
Jregret to disillusion those of you who might have wished
to hear that this was part of a courageous plan to slay the
Dragon in his lair. The facts were that one tribesman was
hopelessly lost and the other crossed the border on his way
to a safe landing haven. Those responsible for our territorial
integrity naturally react by calling for further training and
perhaps some form of punishment; but I suggest there is a
need for something more.

Balance the work load
Certainly we need to maintain discipline within the tribe.
Certainly additional navigation training will be a help but
that is not the whole story, nor will it altogether avoid
further intrusions. I doubt very much if you were to test
these or other failed navigators, whether, if given their
undivided aUention; they would make an error of these
proportions. The real difficulty that early cross-country
pilots have is to balance the work load.
First and foremost is the primary need to soar the glider.
Done well this means maintaining an accurate 3600 turn
every 15 or 20 seconds with careful attention to attitude and
speed control in what must inevitably be turbulent air. That
assumes that the centre of the thermal is already located.
Whilst circling, the area ahead must be scanned to determine the best route approximately on track. Check how far
the glider is drifting with the wind so that compensating
track adjustments can be made. Check the position the
dider has reached and how that corresponds with the
desired goal and the appropriate controlled airspace. Iflow,
or getting low, some account will have to be taken of
landable areas, particularly in summer months when so
much of the countryside is covered with ripe unlandable
corn..Unlike a.emplanes most gliders. demand ~~nstant
attentIon to malOtalO Course and speed 10 the condItIOns of
a thermal day. There may be the radio which needs
attention in the context of other cloud flying gliders or
perhaps retrieving crews who need to know what progress is
being made.

With all those conflicting demands it is clearly necessary
to balance one priority with another. Over-emphasis on one
will certainly lead to neglect of others.
Local soaring aces often find that their ability to soar
diminishes once the home airfield is out of sight. Power
pilots with stable aeroplanes, steady speeds and courses are
not beyond making wrong assumptions about passing
landmarks or when flying reciprocal courses. That we have
similar problems amongst our budding cross-country pilots
should not provoke surprise. Recognition of the problem
should cause us to do something to reduce the risk, not only
of penetrating the Dragon's territory but perhaps avoiding
some of the accidents which I believe are work load
induced.
I once mentioned to a fellow pilot at the launch point that
judging by the tone of the last radio message the work load
in that cockpit was rather high this morning. What I did not
know was that whilst I was busy chuckling the glider in
question was spinning into trees just short of the chosen
landing field.
So yet more navigation training? - but most clubs don't
do any! By being better at it, it will take less of our valuable
time. But more than that we must encourage pilots to make
better use of their time in the air. Every flight should have
an element of pre-planning which will help to improve the
capacity to think and work. I do not have a monopoly of
ideas but here are a few suggestions.

Recording airborne instructions
On non-soarabledays towtoa pre-determined position and
glide home via aseriesofpoints which will bring you overhead
of the field with height to spare. Alternatively, when hill
soaring you could calculate a series of final glides from the
middle of which you could glide back into the hill lift. If you
were an instructor you could work hard on putting your
airborne instruction on to tape, replaying it later and improving. It doesn't really matter what you do just as long as it
makes you work harder and more effectively.
Work load management is a very real skill in flying and it
is often the factor which makes champions in competition
flying. Its absence makes for heaps of useless glass-fibre and
instant matchstick kits. Without it you could easily become
Dragon fodder.
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h is always a pleasure, when walking or flying, to See birds
soaring the ctiffs or riding a thermal. Like us, some do it for
food whilst others do it for fun.
The simpiest form of bird flight is gliding which makes
little demand on muscle power. In addition to utilising
soaring techniques used 'by glider pilots, thermal, ridge,
front and wave, birds also dynamic soar, slope Soar waves
at sea, use trailing vortices when flying in vee formation
and may be seen soaring cliffs in the curl over from an
off-shore wind. Birds are phenomenal creatures, one
moment diving at 150mph and the next landing on a cliff
ledge. How do they do it and how does their performance
compare with modern sailplanes?
The flight feathers, which are basically an extension of
the skin, are light and form a very efficient structure. A
feather consists of a spine, called the rachis, with barbs
making up the vanes on either side. By preening, the barbs
hook together to form a continuous looking vane. This
allows the feather to absorb a certain amount of damage
with no lasting effect. A feather split by a blow is merely
zipped up again by the bird. The feather is not quite
atrtight and a controlled seepage of air through it is
thought to be responsible for some of the high lift
properties. Birds' win~s are flexible and do not stall easily.
Both form and skin fflction drag are kept to a low value by
contour changing of the surface. Part of the wing may be
stalled whilst the rest is kept unstalled. Near the stall the
wing area is increased whereas at high speed the area is
decreased, the tips being swept back keeping the best angle
of attack. A large proportion of the drag comes from the
wingtip vortex which increases further still during flapping.
The wingtip vortex is lower with long narrow wings and
reduced further still by using wingtip slots.

Have you placed
your delivery
reservation? .

SUPREME

When the wings of birds of prey are fully expanded the
feathers on the tip, caned primaries, are emarginated
resulting in slots er notches. Some big eagles have seven
primaries resulting in deep noticeable slots with square
bases. These reduce tip turbulence and help prevent
stalling. Each one acts as an individual aerofoil bending by
va~yin& de&rees u~der load. ]n levelffight the lo?gest
p~lmafles he frac.tlOnall'y one a.bove the othe~, WIth a
bl.-plane ~ffect, so mcreasmg. the ~lftat the e:xtremtty o~ the
wmg. ThIS produces extra 11ft WIthout haVIng long wmgs
like an albatross. The bataleur has long pointed primaries
and about 25 secondaries which form the wing trailing
edge. This makes the wing appear long and slender with
swept back lips resembling a swept wing aircraft. This
allows continuous gliding at a high speed of 50mph over
240 miles in a day.
ou~er

Projected to create slot
Stalling may be delayed on some birds by using the
"thumb" to create a leading edge slot. The thumb, called
the alula, is a tuft of feathers which can be projected
forward of the wing to create the slot.
h was once thought that a bird swam through the air.
However, the inner wing and secondary feathers provide
the lift whilst the "hand" controls the primary feathers
which provide the propulsion. On the down, power stroke
the feathers fold flat against the air. The primaries may be
seen to bend and propel the bird forwards. On the up
stroke the primaries twist open allowing air to pass through
them and the wing is rotated about the shoulder to increase
the angle of attack and maintain lift.

SILE N E

Side-by-side togetherness at 38: 1 in a
seductive, slippery glass, two-seater, with
a docile manner

IRRESISTIBLE

~ ..
.

Send or 'phone today for your brochures:-

SOARING EQUIPMENT LlD
Sole agenh UK and Eire for Inoir. Aviation
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IRI S
-

If you must do it alone, fly an
inexpensive, glass IRIS. Or
build your own from an
excellent kit

B.G.A. C of A now issued for both SILENE and IRIS

ASHBY LODGE. DAVENTRY. NORTHANTS.
TEL. DAVENTRY 3725

Or hnw will you return?
Trim is generally accomplished in gliding birds by a fore
and aft movement of Ihe wings. The long fan shaped
spread tails may be used 10 brake and sleer. When soaring
they are spread 10 increase lift whereas when descending
they raise and lower their lails to slip air 10 conlrol the rate
of descent. The spr,ead tail sometimes aCls as a slolled wing
flap 10 increase ),if! at slow speeds.
Legs and feel are also used 10 produce high rates of
descent and act as airbrakes 10 reduce speed when landing.
The auk uses its feet to increase the tail area when flying
slowly.
The lower the wing loading the slower the bird can fly.
The harrier flies slowly to use its specialised searching
technique. The blunt bodied swift falcons, with their high
wing loading, are ~lter suited to fast diving than buzzards
and harriers, With a lower wing loading tlte smaller
Egyptian vulture can soar using smaller thermals earlier in
the day. than the larger vultures which usually can't soar
until around 9am. Vultures may have to travel up to
lOOkm from their nests for food. 1500 - 3000ft dim bs are
followed by 6 - 'I2km glides. However, they are good at
finding lines.of thermals which enable them to dolphin
distances of 30km or mOre with little or no loss in height.
Although the vulture's best glide angle is only about
one-third of that of a good sailplane, its turning radius is
also about one-third of sailplanes. Hence it can soar more
often and Qver more hours each day.
Some birds of prey make a long low swift attack from
dista~es up to Skm whereas others attack from the hover.
Some birds call descend rapidly with a high lift wing shape
controlling break away so that its approach is silent and the
prey not disturbed. Attack from the downwind position has
the advantage of quietness whereas allack from upwind is
swifter.
Storks and pelicans, sometimes in flocks several hundred
strong, may be seen to spread oul horizontally when

gliding (0 find thermals. Once the thermal is located the
whole flock quickly centre on the core.
Wh~n mi$ranls lake-off they may well contain up to 50%
of. ,their weight as disposable fuel. This gives some small
~llgrants ~ range of 2000km taking up 10 60hrs. A ,typical
Journey tIme from England to, Say, Uganda, may lake
160h.rs of flying wilh at least two refuelling stops. Some of
the long rang~ Pacific .cross.ings incll!l~je ~tage~ of over
3000kf!1. The hlg~est flyIng buds occurrIng In thiS country
are migrants which may be found as high as 23000ft.
Kestrels may be found up to 7000n whereas swifts often
climb to 6000ft at night to sleep on the wing. However
mosl birds are found below 500n.
Whereas the albatross has an aspect ratio of up to 25.
some, 15% less than many Open ships, the glide angle of
25: I IS half that of the same glider. Wilh a weight of 25lb
and a span of 11 et there is a vast difference in size.
The griffon vulture often thought to be a good soarer
has an aspect ratio of only seven with a glide angle of up to
15: I.
.If the~e is to be a life hereafter it is quite obvious that
glider pilots are already in training to be the birds of
tomorrow. George Lee and Bernard Fitchett, supreme in
the world, will be albatrosses. John Delafield and Steve
While, consistent in this country, will be fulmars. Ivor
Shatlock will be an eagle. champion in the mounlains.
':'ou've all seen the skylarks going up and down over the
site - never to flyaway; the cuckoo pushing "his" to the
front at the slart of a new season and the swallows seen
only during the warm summer monlhs. There are the field
fares, t.he rooks noisily .bui.lding away, the gooney birds, the
love. buds, ~nd the Ublq~ltous ~ecretary bird. Let us hope
the mterestmg Mrs Partndge Will always remain a colourful bird. You .might think the CFIs will be mother hens,
but for all their hard work they must be given free choice.
The question is. how will you return?

GLIDER & LIGHT AIRCRAFT
I SU ANCE
Including Aeroengine Breakdown and Flying Accident Insurance
All premiums payable by Access or Barclaycard

For a Specialist Service at Competitive Rates
Contact: John S'ivell or Jeffery Temple-Heald
,r-'-----w

Aviation U:nderwriting Dept.

HOLMES HULBERT (~~~~~n&) LTD.
12-14 DEVONSHIRE ROW
LONDON E.C.2

Represented

ot

Lloyd's

TEl. 01-247 7311
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A. W. HANFREY (SAILPLANES)
Sole UK Agents for Glasflugel"Mosquito b"

* Top performance flopped 15 metre ship for competition
and long distance cross-country pilots.
* Highly functional cockpit.
* Wide range of wing loadings.
* Air brakes - Second to none (in GRP) for field landing
confidence. Full drag range from one lever.
* Quick to rig with automatic control couplings.
* Early delivery possibl'e.
* Also expert instrumentation and trailer fitting services
for any glider.

A. W. Hanfrey (Sailplanes)
5 Auclum Close, Burghfield Common, Reading, Berks.
Tel: 0735-29 2544
Workshop at Membury Airfield.

PEAKIN ENTERPRISES LOW WEIGHT/LOW BULK
PARACHUTE SYSTEMS OFFER THESE FEATURES

• Rapid opening design
• Exceptional comfort for the longest flights
• Quick ejector hardware
• 5,500 lb. nylon harness
• Cordura pack fabric in a choice of colours
• Choice of new or surplus canopy

For more information telephone 0385-44490, or
write to 36 Minster Court, Belmont, Co. Durham.
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THE DAY I CHICKENED OUT
i

We "can allow ourselves a little nostalgia from time to time during this 50th anniversary

year and the following account brings back the intrepid quality of the earlier days.

J. C. RIDDELL
For me the Secret Society has always had a fascination, but
not as something in which I can see myself taking part. Not
for me the exclusive tie of I Zingari, the academic superiority of a fellowship of All Souls, or the discreet conviviality of the Bath Club. It was Phil Lazenby who
reminded me that once, just once, I was a member of an
exclusive group, the Burley in Wharfedale Gc.
I had returned in that summer of 1955 from the heat of
the equat@rial Mynd to the home county. Out there I had
met Peter and his Kite. As we sat, the sun going down,
sipping our A~sell's, he ~Id me of his dreams and doi~gs in
hIS valley, for It was On hiS estate that Peter had estabhshed
a gliding field. Al1 that winter, in the off season, he had his
men construct a winch.
The evening was humid, overcast with stratus undulating
to a slight wave from the west as I drove up to the
gatehouse, then along the drive to the stables, where we

WINTER BAROGRAPHS
MAIN STOCKISTS:

THERMAL EQUIPMENT
LIMITED
Lasham Airfield, Alton, Hampshire
Telephone Herriard 359 or 0256-83 359

WHO?

WOT?

WHERE?

met. I shall always recollect with nostalgia the illumina ted
sign at the gate - Twisters Wanted. There were three of us
there, Peter full of confidence in his enterprise and Carry,
broader and taller than either of us. His great energy and
ability was channel1ed into an enthusiasm for fast cars and
aeroplanes that reached (Messianic) proportions.
Carry elected to winch. Peter had had the glider taken
out earlier - it was a Cadet - and I offered to assist Carry to
tow the immaculate machine to the designated spot on the
western end of the flying fields below the pines. Carry said
to me: "Peter built this winch but the gear ratio isn't quite
right. I have to slip the clutch and snatch you to get you
going, but once in the air you're all right." Then he added
as an afterthought, as I started to tow the cable to the
waiting glider, "Leave the gate open."

Reluctant Crew
The Cadet lay with one wing resting in the shade of a
beech tree that marked the other end of the launching run.
Peter took the cable from me and motioned to a lugubrious
character in a crumpled blue suit, who joined us. "That's
John" he said. John was the tackman from the home farm
who, having a slight interest in things mechanical, was
cal1ed out to make up the numbers. Peter was authoritative.
"John, go and signal," and, turning to me: "You can hold
the wingtip."
Peter mounted the Cadet with great style. Somehow
these Bradford men always seem to invest an occasion such
as this with an importance and exictement that few can
equal. "Hook on," he said. I held the wings level and with
my handkerchief signalled to John, now astride the fence

YOU SHOULD KNOW BY NOW!!!

HUMBERSIDE AVIATION,
Telephone 0302 711 005 (770101 evenings). Telex 541192
I. Major repairs to BGA, BHGA & PFA aircraft by our
fast, cost·canscious Senior Inspector and staff. An
hones' service by enthusiasts.

WOODSIDE ROAD, WROOT, S. YORKS.
(10 miles east of Doncoster)

5.

Vintage sailplanes refurbished carefully: Grunaus,
Weihes and Kranichs.

6.

Tourbillon, Colibri and Isaacs Fury PFA aircraft
under our supervision.

3. Designer and manufacturer of all-metal trailers far
OGAR MOTOR GLIDERS, exported to Poland and
Spain. Light and stable. Tested to 80 m.p.h.

7.

In conjunction with a Racing Car Team, we offer
engine rebuilding and tuning for VW aircraft engines,
BMW's, Jaguars, Cooper, Formula Ford, Lotus, ete.

4. Builder of first "Easy Rider" Hong Glider in the U.K.
Motorised versions to follow.

8.

Agencies invited from manufacturers of instruments,
radios, engines, sailplanes, motorgliders and trailers.

2. Aircraft welding and instrument servicing facilities.
Glider lyre retreading facilily.

GREETINGS

to our friends and customers in Poland, Spain, Germany, Norway,
France, U.S.A., Holland nnd the U.K. from Cornwall to Aberdeen!
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Origin~y~2J<N~:lt5~t}5~ P.& P.
FLIERS WORLD

by lames Gilbert
The book which catches the thrill of flight, from
homebuilts to racers and biplane to sailplane.
Beautiful photographs and excellent text. Money
refunded if not satisfied. As this is a limited offer,
send cheque or credit card now.

BOOKSELLER
42 Drake Circus
Plymouth, Devon

WAIKERIE
Site of the highly successful' 74 World Comps.
AUSTRALIA'S PREMIER GLIDING CENTRE
•
•
•
•
•

The record breaking weather experienced then is aur normal summer
pattern.
Top fleet: Twin Astirs, Astirs, ASW IS, ASW19, ASW20, Kestrel.
Two Pawnee 235'5 for aerotow.
Package deal hire: All launching and flying inclusive on 5010
sailplanes.
Residential clubhouse. Dining and bar right on the airfield.

WAIKERIE GLIDING CLUB INe.
BOX 320, WAIKERIE
SOUTH AUSTRALIA

by J, S. EVANS
This book, by 0 professional pilot and instructor. has been
designed primarily for student pilots os they progress through the
training syll'obus lar their Private Pilot's Licence. With the help of
aver 330 diagrams it desc·ribes 0 typical light aeroplane. its
engine, airframe. system's and controls. and of course ,ts
handling an the ground and in the air. "flying instructors whose
new students have this book in their night cases would be
advised 10 do some thorough revisioll before commencing
instruction . . . Pilot's Manual at £7.00 is excellent value and
shoul'd become 0 standard' basic nying training lor the 'Private
and Commercial Pjlot's Licence, It w~u'd also be'OI useful wor~ of
reference for bQ,ic revision by qualified pilots and instructors."
Journal of the Guild of Air Pilots and Navigators.
368 pages. £7.00 ne' (pas/age 66p extraJ

[~rnrnu ffiOrnrnillillGTI
~rn~UJarnTIDrnm
by J. E. HEYWOOD

Explains clearly, with the aid of over 80 photographs adjacent to
the text. how to carry out regular inspections and preventative
maintenance.
r36 pages. £4 00 net (pas/age 32p extra)

T. & A. D. POYSER LTD.
281 High Street, Berkhamsted, Herts HP4 1AJ

ASW 20F

AVAILABLE
AUTUMN 1979

THE TOP PERFORMER

Sole UK agents:

13 Rookery Court, Marlow, Bucks. Tel. 06284 4035

The ASW 20F is built under
licence in France by
Centrair. It has improved
fittings and water ballast
system plus, of course,
outstanding performance,
handling and approach
control.

P. S. We also do Compasses and Batteries, please ask for details
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between the two fields. It was with relief that I saw him
repeat my signals.
Deep in the wett Carry coaxed the eight cylindersof the
Ford engine to a higher level of activity than ever before
experienced. A column of black smoke rose above the line
of distant trees like a Pontiffs signal. The wingtip was
snatched from my hand and the Cadet rose like a startled
bird from the lush meadow. The cable fell away at 800ft
above the trees. Peter turned abruptly across the field to the
main road thmugh the village, to .turn south above the
thoroughfare. Another right turn to the gatehouse, to
crosswind to the final turn 'at 200ft over the cricket match
and side-slip to pass between the upper levels of the beech
and its neighbour. Then he kicked it straight into a spot
landing. It was a masterly performance, but you could
expect no less from a Bradford man with many hours as a
naval aviator.
But now it was my urn. My years in the arid plains of
Cambridgeshire were to be put to the test. This was an
initiation ceremony. Would my qualilies of character and
self-control stand the strain? My mere paper qualifications
of a Silver C were of little help in this sItuatIOn. Could I slip
between those trees like that11 was up against it. This was
it.
The cockpit was familiar enough. ASI, altimeter and
cosim were there, promising the application of alien
technology. The foliage above me was unusual. True the
winch was some way off, but there was a gate in the fence at
the half-way mark. Still, Peter had cleared it. I could do the
same.
I remember Peter's briefing as if it were yesterday. "The
Cadet hasn't got a wheel, so remember to hold the stick
hard back or the snatch won't get you off."

The ritual was as before. The scream of the winch
embraced us. We were snalched forward. But no maller
how hard I grasped the stick to my tummy, we were unable
to leave the ground. I remained in this rigid position in the
cockpit for some moments, when I noticed the gate come
rapidly towards me, slightly above my line of sight. I then
resolved to take an active part in this exercise. I released the
cable. The Cadet stopped some ten feet from the fence. The
winch just did not give me enough power to get airborne.
Peter was civil enough when he approached, but there
was a certain mocking note in his voice, a coolness was
evident - there would be one more attempt allowed, but no
more. Again I took up my position in the cockpit beneath
the tree. This time there would be no failure. I knew what I
had to do. We men of Leeds might be slow to start, but in
the end we lick them all. The stick was held in a grip of iron.
For the third time that night the winch emitted its
banshee cry in homage to the sky. I steeled myself for the
awful acceleration. Then ,came a monstrous report. Frame
one, a good deal of flooring and the Otfur hook shot across
the turf like a hare on a dog track. The glider, however,
remained calm and very static.
It was some moments before Peter and I spoke. As we
drove to appraise Carry of the situation, we resolved that
this was the time for decision. We went and had a drink.
But that was not the end of the story. The Cadet was fixed
later that week and next time it flew it sported a dropable
dolly wheel undercarriage. These men of Bradford let
nothing deter them from their purpose.
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LET THE SUN CHARGE
• lfOUR GLIDER BATTERY

Trlng Road. Dunstable. Beds.
Telephone Dunstable 62068

ONLY £54

•

U.K. Agents for Tost and A. Sch/eicher

SOLAREX UNIPANEL TYPE 2200

Open Monda'l to Saturda'l 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
C.AA. welding and re·sprays

As recommended by
Co/in Dews in
October's ortlcle

Repairs to wood. glass-fibre and steel tube machines
Stocks of most materials for repairs and re-builds
Wide range of instruments in stock

INSTALL YOUR
SOLAR PANEL NOW

Barograph and AS.1. Calibration

Only £54.00 inclusive delivered free to ony destinotion worldwide.
Suitoble for charging NiCd or Lead acid 12V batteries. Charge current
lBOmA in full sun. Tolol chorge typically 900mAh per day. Simple to
install, no skill nedded. 5 year guarantee. Nothing 10 wear out. Lasts
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inde~nilely.

SHEPLEY LANE, HAWK GREEN,
MARPLE, CHESHIRE.
Telephone: 061-4272488

SOLAPAK PRODUCTS
Tel. (0632) 464646
School House, Great Usworth, Washington, Tyne & Wear

1-------------- - -------I

The Qualified Repairers
C.A.A. "8" Licence approval in all materials
B.G.A. Semor Inspection Approval, "E" & "M" Rating
P.F.A. Approval- all airframes

I

L

Please send me without obligotion
........ .Solor ponels type 2200 or
£54.00 each inclusive.
I enc/ose a cheque lor £ ....
payable to SOIAPAK PIIOOUcrS
and understand this sum will be
returned in lu'" il I return 'he
pane/Is) wirhin 7 days.
-leu p.&p. an overstas orders.
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AIRTOUR
INTERNATIONAL
Illustrated is the new
Glider Pilot's Logbook
with the GI ider
Kneeboard and
Flight Log Pad.
The Airtour CRP-6
circular computer
is useful for all
glider pilots' fuel
and wind triangle
problems
GLIDER PILOT'S LOGBOOK
GLIDER KNEEBOARD
GLIDER FLIGHT LOG PAD
AIRTOUR CRP-6 COMPUTER
BALLOON AND AIRSHIP LOGBOOK

-
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Further details, catalogue and full mail order service available from:

AIRTOUR INTERNATIONAL
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ELSTREE AERODROME
ELSTREE, HERTFORDSHIRE
Telephone: 01-953 4870

£2.97 inc.
£4.32 inc.
£0.81 inc.
£7.29 inc.
£2.97 inc.

VAT.
VAT.
VAT.
VAT.
VAT.

Every Club has got several
RUTH TAIT
Note carefully the mood and number of verb and pronoun
in the title. It is not a matter of whether or not a gliding club
should have one, but a hard fact that wherever five or ten
glider pilots are gathered together they will have one, and
pretty soon another, then another, to keep company.
No, I'm not referring to gliders: I mean children, those
ubiquitous spoilers of father's sleep, mother's figure and the
colour and quantity of the CFI's hair.
Unfortunately, in these days of women's lib, a man can
no longer go swanning off to the gliding club at the
weekend leaving the little woman at home to look after his
offspring. If she is not already half-way round her 300km
(having risen at dawn, leaving him to get the breakfast), she
has other hobbies and is likely to say, as he tries to slip out
of the house: "For heaven's sake take the kids with you to
the gliding club whilst I dig the garden/catch up on my
Open University course/attend a concert/have flu." And
father is left holding the baby instead of a wingtip.
Most peopl~ would agree that a gliding club is no place
for children, but they come nevertheless, sometimes in
large numbers: in our club, for instance, we can muster
res,ularly only ten-20 adults, but we have eight to ten
chJldren under 14 out every weekend!

Child minder the perfect answer
Ideally, every club needs a creche, a fenced off area,
(with barbed wire, sentries and dogs, perhaps?), and a child
minder, but such Utopias don't come cheap. The be~' we
can do is a fenced off area at either end of our 70 yard strip
and a rule that no child goes beyond the fence.
Infants and toddlers, of course, need constan t su pervision, and parents have to bear the responsibility, taking it in
turns with other parents to do the minding. Flying fathers
and mothers soon leam to Mock their ears to the infant
screams thM always arise when the glider is a bou t to
take-olf. Many were the limes, before I learnt better, that I
abandoned a glider on the launch ,point when the familiar
shrieks of distress told me that yet another child had bit the
dust.
Older children, from seven to eight upwards, present an

SAILPLANE & ENG.
SERVICES LTD.
Cs of A
REPAIRS TO GLASS-FIBRE,
STEEL TUBE & WOODEN Ale
WRITE OR PHONE:

KEN BLAKE

BUXTON 4365

SAILPLANE & ENG. SERVICES LTD.,
HOLMFIUD RD., aUXTON, DERBYS

altogether different problem. Hotter for their rights than
any Trade Union militant, they are quick to strike against
the endless, boring weekends spent at the gliding club, and
a group of bored children on the rampage can represent a
danger to people and equipment. As the architect and
co-builder of o~r new clubhouse observed gloomily,
watching the juvenile members scattering muddy wellies
and potato crisps all over the new lOp carpet: "There's one
thing we overlooked in planning this place - the Destruction Factor of children."

A dults more destructive!
There is more to solving this problem than saying "Don't
.. ." Children learn very quickly, often a lot more quickly
than adults, where they mayor may not go, or what they
mayor may not tOuch. Indeed, we have never in our club
had any damage inflicted on gliders or equipment by a
child. Adults have been far more destructive.
As children get older, depending on how sensible they
are, they can be trained more constructively, though
admittedly this is easier in a small club where all children
are known to everyone. They can learn under supervision
and in the right conditions how to put on a cable, hold a
wingtip, signal, do the log, and they all love to push, which
is more than can be said for their elders. They can be very
useful on retrieves, being very observant, and can be
trained to soften the heart of any outraged farmer who
might be thinking of impounding father and/or his
precious glider. They are, alas, quick to pick up and
comment on mistakes, to the embarassment of the club
pundits who thought they had got away with it.

The kudos ofgliding
The rewards for hard work and good behaviour are easy:
a trip in a glider every now and then and. for those not
minded to fly, vast quantities of all those dreadful sweet
things most gliding clubs seem to sell. And. of course, they
have the added bonus when they go to school of boasting
about thelf flying and baffling their teachers with words like
Boshun. or Kay 6, or Upslack.
Why go to all this bother? you may ask. Because the
gliding club children of today are the pilots of tomorrow.
By catching them young and training them so that
ground-handling and flying are as natural to them as
playing in the garden or going to school. we are providing a
continuity and a stability for the next generation of pilots.
So if next time you are around the sea breeze zone of the
Moray Firth you see a Bocian in some rather unusual
attitudes, you will know that Robert, aged nine, is trying his
hand at the controls (his feet don't reach yet) and wishing
he was 16; and if you have plucked up the courage to drive
onto the strip you may be met by a small. worried-looking
girl, and you can be sure that your children will be
well-looked after by Catriona, self-appointed Child Safety
Officer.
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THE RALLYE 180T
BUILT FOR TOWING

PERFORMANCE
WITH
SAFETY

• Full Span
Leading edge slots
•

Giant size slotted
Fowler flops

• Wide 011 round vision
canopy
•
•

Safe slow speed
controlability

• Tested by SFA at
A.U.W. of aircraft
A.U.W. of glider
Take of roll
Rote of Climb at lOOkm/hr

Rugged trailing link
undercarriage on 011
three wheels

785kg
650kg
310m

2.35 m/sec

AIR TOURING SERVICES LTD, BIGGIN HILL AIRPORT, KENT
First dass spores & technicc'l back-up in U.K.

Rln9 11991n Hill (29) 13652 or 74038

FLOW TECHNOLOGY 2000 LTD.
Main stockists of:

BOHLI

PEAKIN
* * * * * *

COMPASSES

PARACHUTES
Available ex-stock

Also other Instruments and our special repa.ckaging of old beetle-type parachutes
into slimback packs.

Contact us now for further details.

FLOW TECHNOLOGY (2000) LTD.
126 Welham Road, Malton, N. Yorks, YO 17 9DU
Tel. (0653) 2469
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(,,=~~
Also Master Charge
and Eurocard

GRANT
FOR
.
TAILLESS
GLIDER
Above,
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AlIANTI : PLANEURS:
SEGELFLUGZEUGE.

SOARERS

As reviewed in April/May Sailplane & Gliding.
This ring-bound book has 78 pages 12 x 8tin., contains trilingual text giving much technical information, 54 3-view and
other line drowings of 47 different sailplanes, with 14 photographs including full colour covers.

Available e)l-stock from ...

RADIO MODEllER BOOKS High St,eet, Sunnlngdale,
B.,kshi,. 5U ONF

Tel. Ascot 20184

PRICE £4.95

,
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model of the glide,. Below, John is pho'ogrophed wo,king on the full scole mock-up.

John Buchanan, who represented Ausualia in the last World Championships, hopes to be flying a tailless glider which he has designed himself in
a future Championships. His government has given him a $A 10 000 grant
to help develop Ihls radiea'} glider which he describes as "just a pod big
enough 10 I1tthe pilot. witll a wing attached".
The fuselage is 3.7m long with a ISm wingspan and this is claimed to be
lhe firsl serious attempt at a tai'lless design for 20 years.
John. an aeronautical engineer with a master's degree in aircraft design
from the Cranl1eldlnstiture of Technology and a former pilot-engineer
with the Royal Australian Air Force. said Ihere have been several
developments which have made this design possible.
"Computer design techniques enabled us to double the aspect ratio and
we have a wing width half that of old tailless gliders. New materials also
enable moreslender wings to be built while avoiding structural and stability
problems. This glider is made from carbon-fibre and glass-fibre."
John added: "I have been able to eliminate the ancilliary controls which
were pan of old tailless gliders. For example. they had control devices on
winglips. My glider will have none of these."
At current world prices. John estimates that the glider when
manufactured would sell at $A 17 000.

+
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HAVE YOU ANY SWOPS?
Paul A. Schweizer. President of the Schweizer Aircraft Corporation. is
trying to collect a complete set of Sailplane & Glider - he has all the copies
of Gliding and Sailplane & Gliding - with the intention of donating them at
some later date 10 his country's National Soaring Museum. I-Ie lislS below
.• he issues missing in the hope of swopping or buying to fill the gaps. fie
also has a good supply of back numbers of Soaring if anyone should be
interested.
If a reader is able to help. please contact Paul Schweizer at PO Box 147.
Elmira. New York 14902. USA.
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Everybody who has ever had a bungey launch agrees that it is
the only way to ~et airoome; ,everyOOdy, that is, except those
who star'ted glidmg in the hand-launching era, who maintain
that bungeying is but a crude imitation of the real thing. J
cannot say aoout that, but I do know that winch launch,
autotow and aerotow are rude mechanical processes that
violate nature's laws and succeed by brute force alone and,
whe~ that force h~itates, one .is left dangl}ng, suspended,
claWIng at the very air one has tTled to cheat, m some IOfernal
attitude or above some eternal wood.
The bungey launch is different. One is either on the ground,
or one is nQt.1f not, then the launch is a Success; if one is on
the ground, but moving, there is still a chance of Success, but
also a distinct chance of Failure. Failure, therefore, always
takes place on the ground and this accounts for the fact that,
small though the pieces of wreckage may be, the pilot usually
remains intact.
For some, bun~eying is a means and not an end, but to the
true enthusiast it IS an end in itself, a way ofUfe, as was pointed
out by David Carrow in his article: "Some thoughts on
bungeymanship", (S&G, December 1958, p,312). (As a matter
of fact. that issue contains all manner of good things besides
Davi<!'s art'icle: there is "Priest's Crag - being an account of
-the travels of four gentlemen and a Skylark from I.he
University of Cambridge amongst the Cumbrian mountains";
an article about the Slingsby Swallow and an advertisement
for Olympia 2s, botb excellent ex pedition machines; a picture
of the Southdown Club bungeying their T-21; and, in the
Cambridge Club news, mention of the fact that I have entered
into a legal contract with my once and future crew, Ca:tharina.)
Of course, the fact that the launch is an end in itself does not
mean that the ensuing flight (if any) is not enjoyable. A flight,
after all, is a flight; but a bungey launch is a glimpse of
Heaven.
Time passes. Twenty years, to be precise and here I am,
stuck in the Fens, my :..Ist hope being that metrication will
cause the contractors for the Cambridge Western By-Pass to
make their embankments ten times too high. Too late! The
bungeys havt;. gone to Scotland for Pete Whitehead to use, the
Land Rover was ex ported to Iraq and Cockles. the best of all
the Olympia 463s. has a new owner in Birmingham (she never
fully recovered from Catharina drivi,ng her around a 316km
triangle - not kind treatment for a mountain bird). t did not
give up without a struggle; last winter I pored over the maps of
Cambridgeshire looking for the least unsoarable slope in the
county. I found it in thevery south-west corner and it really is
called Anthony Hill (you can check it on the map yourself).
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From the 250ft contour it rises in one magnificent sweep to
451ft plus a dump of trees. The village of Heydon lines the
ridge, which faces north-west and is nearly 1000 yards long.
One afternoon in late November, on aerotow from Dux ford, I
noticed smoke streaming from a mntire on Anthony Hill. The
lure was too much. My original sin took over and Cockles and
f crept away from the circuit. We settled down to practising
beats along the hill, too high to feel the lift, too low to get back
home. Inexorably down we wept but each turn was smoother,
each beat more perfect. Soon we were down to the ridge - of the
roof of the end house. Nex t beat it was the bedroom, then the
dining room, then - Oh! Help! -we're not going to get over the
t~ees this time! J turned that beautiful little aeroplane on a
sixpence and let her find her own way down the slope, inches
above it. Thus she flew, until she could fly no more. We shed a
tear together in that wide Cambridge field and k.new that the
time had come to pirt. The Arm-Chair Pilot is reduced to half
an Astir a.,d to amusing himself by seeing if his theories of
cross-country flying work. But it won't be the same.

Fear ofmindlessly following instructions
For many years I have resisted editorial pleas for an article
on expedition bungey launching on the grounds that it might
encourage some misguided enthusiast to behave like the
German officer in Those Magnificent Men in their ,Flying
Machines, mindlessly fotlowing instruc,tions. But noW that the
equipment has been dispersed, a new dimension has been
added to the plea: commit your ex periences to the archives
before the memory of them fades. So here, in brief outline, is a
description of the equipment I used between 1967 and 1974 to
launch Cockles - and various other gliders - from
out-of-the-way places. Some of the expeditions have already
been described in S&G "The Freedom of the Hills" (August,
1967, p294); "Huish Revisited" (August, 1969, p274)' and
"How we Bungeyed to the Bottom of Bincombe Bumps"
(June, 1973, pI74). Other expeditions were in April, 1968 (NE
Scotland), April. 1971 (Huish) and March. 1974 (Lake
District), besides isolated launches in Herefordshire (to soar
the Black Mountains) and near the Long Mynd.1 do not know
how many launches were done all told. but only two were a bit
on the marginal side. The first was of John Brenner in his
Olympia 463 from the Black Mountains above Pandy and was
caused - we realised afterwards - by the convex shape of the
hill. Although the surface was g~ .3sy and smooth, some of the

out down the hill. Thirty yards on down from where they stop a
second land anchor is placed, with a hook ready to receive the
large ring on the end of the bungeys when they are stretched.
The glider is placed so that the launching rings at the end of the
nylon rope just reach its own Ottfur. I t should be chocked just
enough to stop it rolling down the hill.

energy in the bungeys was dissipated as they contracted
because the convex surface meant that they were firmly in
contact with it. The second - of me in Cockles from a Scottish
hill - was a bit slow because the site was not very steep and
covered with thick short heather which slowed the bungeys an
unex peeted amount
The perfect launching site is a slightly concave grass slope,
facing into win~ unobstructed at the bottom and with landing
fields to hand. The slope does not need to be very steep, so long
as it is concave ·...:ith the result that the stretched bungeys
accelerate the ~lider rather than hea t ~p the. ground. Those
who know the Long Mynd naturally think of It as the perfect
bungey site, but in reality it is too convex at the top. We soon
learnt to stop looking for Mynd-like edges at the tops of hills
and started tli> seek out sloping fields near the bottom of hills but high enough to soar from. Let the wind do the work of
taking the glider to the top!

(b)
Hill profiles lor stotic bungey launches (0) unsuitable (b) suitoble.

By 1967 I had stopped using the "autobungey" launch
described by David Carrow in his 1958 article in favour of the
"static bungey" derivative developed by a number of Cambridge members, but especially Laurie Vandome. It is more
reliable and, if the actual stretching is done by Land Rover,
can be operated by one person. By this means Catharina
launched me from several Scottish hills unaided.
Three (preferably) 30-yard strands of bungey are laid out in
parallel and secured together at the ends. At the bottom end it
IS convenient te have a large ring. From tihe top end run two
ropes; the shorter is about one foot long and ends in launching
rings, whilst the longer is about 15ft long, of braided nylon,
also with ril)gs~:m the end. Starting at the top of the slope, first
there is a land anchor from which runs a wire rope perhaps 15
yards long to a sled plate 'on which is bolted an Ottfur hook
(facing down the niU). The ~0J?C' and the steel pl.al.e, are pe~ged
to the ground to stop them hftlOg, but the restralOlng force IS of
course supplied by the land anchor. From the Oufur's release
runs a light repe along the contour of the hill.
The launching rings on the short rope attached to the
bungeys are inserted in the Ottfur and the triple bungeys laid

Arongement of the
equipment prior to
stretching the bungeys.

A

Now the pilot can get in, the bungeys can be stretched onto
the bottom land anchor, the glider hooked on and the ground
Ottfur released by pulling its attached rope. Ping! And it is all
over! In order to stretch the bungeys, several short pieces of
rope can be looped through the large ring and used for pUlling,
if there are enough strong men around. Alternatively the
strands can be stretched one at a time, or a Land Rover used.
I fthere is ample space it is possible to stretch the bungeys by
Land Rover acting through a long wire, long enough so that
the Lartd Rover can remain in position during the launch, thus
obviating the need for the bottom land anchor. A very long wire
is needed, however: on both the marginal launches referred to
earlier the Land Rover was being used in this'way and did not
improve matters. It is of more use sitting quietly at the top as a

Another facet of the Arm-Chair Pilot
on the right of the picture by Kenneth Mason of the Daily Telegraph.
Anthony, a member of the Cambridge University GC and the University's Senior Proctor, was walking
olong Whitehall on his way to the
Privy Council's office to revive the
old custom when Pmctors came to
plead with the Crown for changes
in the University Statutes. Anthony
was with David Maudlin, the Cambridge University Marshal. Reprinted
by kind permission of the Doily

Telegraph.
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substitute for the first land anchor! (Laurie once managed to
stretch the bungeys up the hill after I had been la unched, but I
noticed he used my Land Rover, not his!)
The instructilJlls for the wingtip holders are "Don't run,just
let go," and for the pilot are "Fly down the slope until you see
the bungeys slacken, then release and pull away." Latterly I
declined to take 18m gliders on my ex peditions. Though we
always managed to launch them satisfactorily - even in no
wind - the ex tra weight made handling them and their trailers
so much more of a burden. The Olympia 463 might have been
designed for ex pedition la,..-.:hes, being light, slow and with an
exceptionally short fuselage with good ground clearance. It
even has its wings stuck on at a sensible old-fashioned angle so
that it leaps into the air almost instantly. I shudder to think
where my half Astir would end up.

Restoring confidence
And what of the flying? Never a dull moment! Let me end
with an account ofa flight of superlative enjoyment that could
never have ha ppened using orthodox procedures. The da y after
we had launched John Brenner off the Black Mountains a bit
too gently I determined to restore everyone's confidence by
launching from ~ sloping field near the Mynd in no wind. It
turned out to be one of those stable summer days with the
inversion below the top of the hill during the morning. If one
wanted to soar, one had to get down to it. Just beyond Bishop's
Castle there is a slope called Aston Hill which rises seven
hundred feet in a mile and faces north. Near the top is a
suitable launching field and here I rigged Cockles, throwing
out all unnecessary equipment so as to keep her as light as
possible.
I waited until one o'clock in case a wind sprung up, which it
did not and then launched. I immediately turned into one of
two gullies on the hill and found to my delight that there was
just enough thermal puff wafting up it to keep me airborne.
Hill soaring is mU'ch easier in no wind because you can judge
when a turn towards the hill will be safe so much more
accurately!

Farmer's reaction
It is custorr'<\ry to do a beat up past the launching crew as
soon as possible after a launch, but it was half-an-hour before I
could pay this debt and then only at 35kt! Round and round
the gully I went, keeping to within 100ft of the top of the hill
but never quite reaching it. After a while a farmer drove into
the field right on top and started waving to me. I waved back;
he waved harder; I waggled my wings at him.as I went past; he
replied by gesticulating wildly. I therefore took -off my hat and
waved it vigorously out of the window, which resulted in him
running for his car and driving off at high speed. As I later
discovered, the kind man, thinking I was m distress, was
signalling to me te' land in his field and when I failed to respond
to his entreaties he had rushed off to telephone the Midland
GC to report my predicament and to ask if they were in radio
communication with me. Alas, his name was not taken, so I
could never thank him.
Eventually the thermals developed enough puff to shift the
inversion and after an hour flying round that gully I climbed
past hill-top height up to the level of the Mynd itself. It took
another hour to cover the eight miles to the Mynd and
complete a most exhilarating goal flight, at the giddyspeed of
6km/h. In the clubhouse they were having tea. No one
had soared all day.
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AND

GENERAL
NEWS
COMPETITIONS, BADGES AND
RECORDS
New Badge Qualifications. The present system
of A, Band C badges dates back to the days
when straight hops and bungey launches
predominated and no longer sensibly retlects
modern performances and training methods.
Taking effect at the start of the new decade on
January I, 1980, the badges which are the
prerogative of the BGA (ie before FAI Silver
badge) will be structured as follows:
A badge - one solo circuit in a glider (or a
motor glider in unpowered flight after launch).
B badge - soaring flight of at least five
minutes at or above previous lowest point after
launch (ie as for present C certificate).
Bronze badge - as for present Bronze C.
To distinguish the new A and B qualifications
from the present ones, the new badges will still
bear one and two gulls respectively, but will
have the laurel leaf currently used on the Bronze
badge.
These changes will be included in a new
edition of "Notes for Official Observers" which
will be issued simultaneously with the new FAI
Sporting Code, also due to take effect from
January I, 1980.
British Team Selection. The precise method
of selecting the British Team for the 1981 World
Championships in West Germany will be made
known towards the end of 1979 when full entry
details should be forthcoming. Meanwhile,
however, a British Team squad will be formed
at the end of the 1979 season.
The squad will comprise the pilots finishing
first and second in each of the three FAI Classes
of the 1979 National Championships and
Euroglide (ie 12 names less any duplications),

plus six or more additional pilots elected by
vote, but further pilots voted if necessary .to
bring the squad to a minimum of 15. The voting
panel will be the top 30 pilots on the Priority
List of the Nationals Entry Scheme for 1980
and the vote will take place in September 1979.
The 1981 British Team will be formed exclusively from the 1980 squad.
Records, The following British National
records have been homologated: Single-seater
500km goal and return speed, 121.54 km/h, B. J.
G. Pearson (Nimbus 2) on December 14, 1978,
in South Africa; Multi-seater records, all by
Calif A-2IS in South Africa in 1978, IOOkm
triangle speed, 137.22km/h, M. R. Carllon and
L. R. Lawson, on December 27; 300km triangle
speed. 93.32 km/h, M. R. Carlton and C. M.
Greaves on December 18; 500km triangle
speed, 108km/h, M. R. Carllon and C. M.
Greaves on December 21; 300km goal and
return speed, 105.44 km/h, M. R. Carllon and
C. M. Greaves, December 19; 500km goal and
return speed, 113.08 km/h, M. R. Carlton and
C. M. Greaves. December 23 and goal and
return, 629.02km, M. R. Carlton and C. M.
Greaves On December 23.
Gordon Camp,
Chairman, BGA Compe/i/iolls Commi/lee

UNIGLlDE - '79
UnigIide - '79, a glider "meet" for university
and college students plus recent graduates. will
be held at Camphill, home of the Derby &
Lanes GC, from September 23-28. 11 is a low
cost fun event with the idea to test and improve
flying (see S&G, December, p283).
Non-solo pilots are also welcome and there
will be several tasks for two-seaters as well as a
series of informal lectures.
For further details contact Ken Gerber at 217
Albert Drive, Pollokshields, Glasgow G4I 2NB.
NATIONAL LADDER'S POOR START
Most of the entries for the National Ladder
during the disappointing start to spring result
from wave climbs and Mike Randle. National
Ladder Steward. says he only knows of about
two cross-country entries.
But he is pleased to welcome the Royal
Aircraft Establishment and Aquila, who will be
taking part for the first time and Swindon who
come back after a long gap.

OPEN lADDER
l~d,ng pilot
1 G. Corbelt

2 M. Throuell
3 D. Appl.by

Fits

E"",

PI,
3310
3090
2880

Club
London
London

Ph
225
132

Flh

Club

Euex
Es~)(

ClU8lADDER
Leodu'lQ Pilot

1 CS. Baker
2 o. RlCho,d~n

GLIDER RADIOS AND 720 CHANNEL
SPACING
Inquiries continue to come in concerning obsolesence of glider radius consequent upon
implementation of 720 channel spacing in the
aeronautical frequency band. This subject has
been wrinen about more than once in S&G but
for the benefit of new readers and also the old
ones who may have forgotten. the short summary of the situation is that virtually no glider
nor retrieve car equipment is either obsolete or
will be rendered so in the legal sense of regulations introduced by the CAA or other UK
regulatory authorities.
Thus, since glider radio comes under the
heading of non essential usage so -far as aeronautical control and safety is ooncerned, the only
requirement placed upon gliding usage is that
interference shall not be caused to other users.
Channel spacing is now half what it was
previously and hence it is now necessary to
ensure that the transmitter frequency is held
closer to the nominal than heretofore. Thus. the
previous requirement of .005\t, transmitter
accuracy has been tightened up to .003% for
airborne equipment and .002% for ground
based sets.
The majority of glider/retrieve car sets either
meet this requirement or are capable of being
made to meet it by relatively simple adjustment.
Hence there should be no grounds for concern
on this point.
The above deals with what may be called the
legal requirement implied in the 720 channel
plan. There is. of course. an implication that
users of old equipments may experience interference from users on a channel adjacent to the
gliding channels. If such interference should
occur and if also it is found to be troublesome.
then the first action should be to get the glider
equipment checked because: it may be that its
bandwidth is such that iriterference must be
expected. Again. however, this is unlikely
because the typical glider radio receiver has
always been designed with a narrower bandwidth than that of the typical aircraft radio.

all pilots can read - but the BEST PILOTS read

Sailplane & Gliding
The magazine can be obtained from most Gliding Clubs
in Gl. Britain, alternatively send £5.50 postage included
for an annual subscription to the British Gliding Association, Kimberley House, Vaughan Way, Leicester.
Single copies, including postage 90p.
Red leather·c1oth binders to take copies of the magazine ore
available.

Price £2.25, £2.65, includlnt I»0s' and packing,
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OVERSEAS AGENTS
CANADA:
T. R. 8easley, Soaring Supplie., PO Box 62\.
St. laurent, P.Q. Canada, H4L4V9
SOUTH AFRICA:
Peter Eich, PO 8ax 82707, Sauthdale
Tran.vaal.

2\ 35, Johann...burg,

HOllAND:
Aeropreu (Ary Ceelen) P Stockmanslaan 53, Eindhoven 4508.
USA and 011 other Countrle,
Payable In either Sterling £5.50 or US S11.50 but International Money
Orders preferred. direct to 'he Brltl,h Gilding A"Oclotlon.

The last lhing that shou Id be done is to
complain to the regulatory authori!ies. To do so
will only encourat;e funher unnecessary
regulation of what ~r may kgally be pe/milled
10 do. It is much better to suffer a little radio
inlerference than to cope with even more
unnecessary bureaucracy.
Terry Ml:Mullin
OBITUARY
JOHN SCHOLES AKED

Jack Aked. Founder and President of Blackpool
& Fylde GC died at home Oil February 24.
Club members and all the older members in the
BGA who knew him so well extend their sympathy to his wife Barbara - w'ho incidentally was
taughlto fly by him.
His father formed ll! gliding club in lhe J930s
at Blaekpool. Jack was determined to follow suit

BGA

and after his ATe gliding school he reformed
the Blackpool & Fylde GC in 1950. Unusually
the full members were lion-flying and the glider
pilots were associate members, and Jack supported the gliding fmm profits of the former
whose splendid clubhouse was known far and
wide as the Kite. He operated with a singleseater Cadet and Oaglillg lIntil 1954 when he
bought the T-211 which is still at the club.
Jack set high standards of basic Ilying skills
and airmanship which lhe club has tried to
follow. He was a skilled and dedicated instructor and never seemed to lose his temper,
though he had a way of letting you know he was
displeased. Jack was very conscious of the
ilnportance to a gliding club of owning the
airfield and for very many years whilst the club
operated from Squires Gate, Blackpool and
BAC Samlesbury, he searched for a suitable
location which could be purchased. He had the
satisfaction of seeing the club reformed into a
limited company and buying the present site at
Cock Hill, Chipping. Unfortunately he did not
personally benefit because in recent years ill
health forced him to give up flying, but his
interest in the club remained as high as ever. He
continued to dona.te funds from the Kite after
the glider members formed a separate club and
was to be seen almost every weekend at the club.
Also from 1965 he was the gliding representative on the CCPR.
There can have been few nicer characters
than Jack in gliding. and few others who have
been connected with it for so long and given so
much time and effort to il. He was surprised and
delighted to be awarded the BOA Diploma in
1973 for services to gliding, but in truth it was
well deserved.

An appreciation by Bill Scull, BGA Director of
Operations; We share with Barbara the memory
of a man who undoubtedly made a significant
contribution to gliding. To my mind the names
of Blackpool & lFylde OC and Jack Aked are
synonymous. That the club is secure in its new
site is largely due to him, his foresight and
determination. It will remain for ever as a
tribute to those qualities - I doubt whether he
would have asked for any other memorial.

EXHIBmONS AT

THE OANTAS GALLERY
Corner Piccadilly & Bond Street

LondonW.1

ANNUAL EXHIBITION
13th JUNE-6th JULY
Weekdays 10.00am-5.00pm
Satll'days 10.lIOIm-1.00pm
FriIay .ft8l1lOOllS c.... 12.00 noon

BATILE OF BRITAIN MUSEUM
HENDON
Untl 30th JlIlI
Enqtiries to OHi93 3033

leo.

MAIL ORDER ITEMS FROM THE B.G.A. SHOP

Every pilot should have.
Brazer Badges
Car 8Qdges

68p
,

£3.20

Car Stickers {'Golden Jubilee)
Glider Pin Badges

30p
,......... 65p

£ 1.57

Certificate Holders
Sew-on PQtches

,

"......... 28p

Magazine Binders

,

£2.65

Golden Jubilee T-shirts (5, M, L, XL)
BGA Ties (navy or maroon)

£2.50

..........•... £2.35

fAr Ties (navy/silver)

£2.95

Gliding Wings

,

Laws and Rules (8th edition)

49p
50p

OROER THUE ITEMS IF.OM

I
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BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION
SALES DEPT., fREEPOST, LEICESTER LE 1 7Z8
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PHILIP WILLS MEMORIAL FUND

GLIDING CERTIFICATES

The Trustees of thl Phi!ip Wills Memorial
Fund thank the follo~ing for their donations.
received up until the end of March.

DIAMOND GOAL
Name
No.
2/888
G.M.Chmn
21889
J. J. T. Toylor
2/890
W. E. Goldl:trow

~~~r~fSou'h Africa

Air Apparatus 4: Valve Co

~k,~~ile Lld

t~~~~e~~~.J·

Leach. J. W.
Lee. D. G.

DIAMOND HEIGHT
No
Name
P. F. Whitehead
3/404
K. B. Smllh
3/405
3/406
S. Fraser·Beck

Lombard. W.

Alexander. A. l. L.
Alien. P. R.

Longstaff. W. R.
LO\lo'ndes. R, A.
Macfadyen. I.

Anon,'~

Anonvrnou,.

MaHin. A.

May. (j. H.
Mchoy. Sir Thcodore

"'hursl. H. R.
Ashworlh. G. D.
Av,,,. R.
Baijey. D.
Bailey. 1.
Bail.-. M. J.
Barren. R.Q.
8axtcr, S.

McNicol. D.M.
Mead,. 8. A. G.
Meycr. J. W.
Micvillc. Pew
Millcr.J. W.

Minton. P,

l\tildlclI.K.
Bladpool.t Fylde Gliding nub Mowbray Vale Insurance
BoIlen. M.
Mo~elay-Williams.Mr~ J.
8onehaRl. J.
Nady. R. M.
8owd~n. w.
Northumbria Gliding Club
Ik1d'On. D. S.
Ord"... AI ....

Dri!den. R. F.
British Li~hl Aviation
&: Gliding Foundation

Ilaync. E. P,
Pears. R.

Pocock. M.
Proct~r.

aryan. P. S.

R. & A.

Cadman.J.

RAFGSA ('entre

('adman. K.l.
farrow, O. D.
fhri5ty. Naomi
narl<c.M.
nark.. w.
C1em~nt5. N.
Clote. J03n
('ok:. R. 1.
(,ollinsspl;lII.G.

Re:dshaw. Sir leonard
R~c\'~. Deidre
REF 'Electronics
Richard.;. E.
Rob~rtson.

L. R.

Rmhon. R.

Clevelaf\d~

GOLD C COMPLETE
Name
No.
696
J. J. T. Toylor
697
W. E. Goldstrow

London

Name
A. Kennedy
H. M. Gordon
A. W. A. Koy
J. G. Le!shmon
N.G. Evons
J. Hough
R. N. Parry
K.MOrlon
R.l. Fox
8. SIOII
P. F. Whitehi:!od
C. A. Baker
J.lIlldge
P. K. M.lner
A. J. Soulhord

Club
SGU

n..ames Volley
Thomes Valley
SGU

South Wales
Bleesler
Four Counli~~
Clevelonds
Wolds
Wolds
C1evelonds
In U5A
Derby & Lanes

London
London

1979
4.10.78
24.10.78
24.10.78
4.10.78
24.9.78
6.10.78
23.10.78
11.3
23.2
23.2
11.3
5.1
179.78
7.3
7.3

GOLD C DISTANCE

~~~~~~~~'. i' R.
Shcphard. E. G.

f.~w~~t.GcP

Simpson. C R.

('oowold Gliding (,Iub

Sling,by - Vega

Coventry Gliding Club
('owley. f.

~~;,~: H.

Craven.J.
('",wshaw. G. H.

Smilh Industries Aviation
UIYlSIOn

Srny.h. 8.

~~~~~~.a,(.~ :

Southdo",,'n At:ro Services
Soulhdown Gliding Club

Davidson. R.
Dimod.tl. R.
Dcugllly. A.

Enlman. M.
Fender, R. E. H.
F~her. W. T.
Flow Technology 2000
fors<)'. L. K.
foot... R.
Francklow, J.
Garlicld. A.
Garrod. M. P.
Gay'·M.
Gce.M.
Glider (n:ilrumentS
GoIdficld,.G.('.
Goodhart. H. f. 1'1.
g~~~n~~o~>on Lld
G",... R.
Gran!. S. P.
Gr<enhalgh. R.
Harbcr. J.
Hacnngton. T. C.
Harwood. J. E. (j.
HddilCh. H
Hudson. J.

~:~~~~~~~·I. W.
Terreu. R.

Tbornpson. R.
Thor'burn. A. J.
T~wai(c. R. N.

~~1f.rf'~b(Soaring Group

Toolell. W.
Town~cnd. A.

Ttus.l:o((. G. H.
Tucker. J. H.

D~~;~~.M.

Vennc1fd. D.
Warrninger. A. H.
Watts Tyre & Ruhber Co

~~~~ly:~~odH G.

Winchcst~r. 'Mrs V.
WiII,.C

Will,.F.A.M.
Will,. Kitty
WiU:,.S.
Will,.S. B.

NOPfe
J. J. T. Toylar
w. E. Goldstraw
SILVERC
No.
5193
5194
5195
5196
5197
5198
5199
5200
5201
5202
5203
5204
5205
5206
5207
5208
5209
5210
5211

Name
B. V. O·Ne.ll
K. B. SmIth

Club
C1evelands
Benollo

1979
It .3
19.1.78

Club
Wolds
Clevelands

1979
23.2
25.7.78
28.2
9.2
12.3
13.'
16.4
15.4
15.4
16.4 .

P. Margon
R. J. Robbed
T. l. Robinson
O. Foster
C. Boston
A. A. Bloek
P. R. Gommell
F. W. Chopmon
S. R. Nosh
J. M. Alexander

Fenland

P. A. Hoig
1. M.Gill
R. D. Nogloy
C. R. McEwen
A. Cooper

Phoenix

M. A. Johnson

P. C. Jones

London
Enslolle
S. Yorks & Nolls
8lCcsler
Angus
Surrey & Honts
Btcesler
Sw.ndon
B.cesfer

E. Mldlonds
Fenlond
SWll"ldon
SGU

Kenl
Thames Volley

STORCOMM
Give your glider 0 commonding voice equip it with 0 TR 7603 - the full power
rodio.

Wilb.T.J.
Wilson.Mis..'iJ.

WiltiH. CP Lld
Wray, A.
Yate& A.

CtntctiMl We apologise to Tony Honlrey lor the pr;nling ~rro' in his
advttirwment on pl'l rn /he lost issue though we doubt anyone reaTly
liovQh' fte wo, 5I!flmg lOm gl~defi.

.Wings

'Two-unit design with .moll ond unobtrusive
control box
'Extremely rugged construction
'Highly sensitive and selective receiver
·Four chonnel capobilily. 130.4, 130.1 ond
129,9 ~lted as stondord
'Supplied obsolutely complete and re<'dy to
use
COMING SOON - Our componion 5 watt
olllronsistor vehicle set

Appeal

Send for deloiled informoliort 10,

During September

George Storey
H.T. Communications
P.O. Box 4
SUNBURY 'ON THAMES
Middlesex, TW16 7TA

Give 'or those who Gave

Making glider rodios since 1967

~

~

\..

1979
11.3
19.1.78

Club
Clevelonds
Benolla

Rotter. L.
Russ<lvia Lld
Russcll. F. K.

~:&~I~I~~f;anl~~~~lise

Hulin<.J.

1979
11.3
11.3
11.3

Club
Clevelonds.

GOLD C HEIGHT

BQllie,J M.

Jadson. R. D.
Johnllon. J.
Kirkby.J. M
Lamb. J, R.

1978
24.9
11.3.79
19.1

Manlcy. P.

AnonynlOUs

('(RUC

NEW PRODUCT

Club
Four Counhes
Clevelanm
Benollo

~

15.'
15.'
29.3
1'.3
14.3
15.'
15.'
14.'
16 •

Avionic Systems (Heathrow)
Ltd are pleased to announce
the C. S. 100 Communication
Loud Speaker,
'Small size 6.8 x 6.8 x 4.2cms
'High Output
'Power Handling 10 watts peak
'frequency response 500Hz - 3.54KHz
, Swivel mounting bracket

For full details contact;

AVIONIC SYSTEMS (HEATHROW) LTD
VISCOUNT WAY
LONDON (HEATHROW) AIRPORT
HOUNSLOW, MIDDLESEX
Telephone 01-7591261

AP

12

12
CHANNEL
CRYSTAL
CONTROLLED
PROFESSIONAL AIR BAND MONITOR
The AP12 professional oir bond monitor presents 0 new answer to the problem of keeping
in touch with air and grourtd activity. Using
crystal control for accurocy Ort up to 12
channels, the AP12 useS on internal computer
to measure the cryslol frequertcy artd automatically oligrt the receiver for optimum performonce - performance which is maintained
Ocr055 the entire 108·136 MHz band.
The AP12 is light weiQht, pocket size and
supplied complete with Internol rechargeoble
batteries ond 0 mains powered charger. Although designed for the professionol and semiprofessional user, the AP12 is equally ot home
In glider, hang glider and keert omoteur honds.
We plan to introduce 0 companion tronsmitter
in due caurse so os to complete on emergertcy
rodio system for the private pilot.
Sertd rtOW for 0 detoiled leaflet on the AP 12.
This receiver will become your constont componion.

LOWE ELECTRONICS
Cavendish Rood, Matlock, Derbyshire
Telephone 0629 2430 Of 2817
Telex 377482 Lowlec G
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INTERNATIONAL GLIDING COMMISSION ((IVV) MEETING
IAN STRACHAN, 8<jA Delegate to CIVV
The 1979 meeting of the Commission lnternationale de Vol a Voile (CIVV) was held at the
headquarters of the Federation Aeronautique
Internalionale in Paris on March 23-24. Having
been briefed ,OD the BGA view on agenda items
by tile Executive and Competitions and Badges
Committee. I attended on behalf of the BGA in
company with Gordon Camp, (Chairman of
the Competitions and Badges Corn mittee). This
account is a condensed version of my full report
which is circulated to the Executive and Competitions and Badges Committee.
Twenty-nine countries sent representatives to
the meeting and a delegation from the Peoples'
Republic of China was welcomed for the first
time.
LiJienthal Medal. This annual award is voted
at CfVV from a list of candidates put forward
by member countries. This year there were six
candidates, including Oerek Piggott who was
proposed by the BGA. After the vote, the
distinguished West German competition pilot
Helmut Reichmann was awarded the medal for
1979.
1981 World Gliding Championships. The
most important item for the BGA was our bid
to run the WGC at Cranfield in 1981. Our bid
was also valid for 1983 and had been formally
submilted to FAI in October 1978. Other bids
had been received from Argentine, West Germany and the USA. The Argentine bid was
withdrawn and so presentations to CIVV \vere
then given on behalf of West Germany, UK
and USA. The GermaI'l site was at Paderborn
and the American al Rent). Nevada. It was
appareM ilia,t 'Ihe German bid included a large
element of financial subsidy whereas the
American bid opened the prospect of consistent
strong thermal soar,ing u,p to 15 OOOft in magnificent terrain. My view had always been t:hat
Cranfield stood little chaJllce of acceptance for
1981 bUI a good chaJllce for 1983. Tile BGA case
was presented using slides and vu foils to· back
up previously circulated details and was generally acknowledged to be a good presentation. It
was. however, no surprise and in accord witll
whall had pr(dicted to' the BGA Competitions
and ExecUotive Committees, that after voting the
choice went. to Ihe Paderborn site in West
Germany for 1981. The site is a ,grass airfield
1500m I'ong, some 2km south of the town centre
and 120 gliders can be accepted in the three
Classes. Open. 15 Meter and Standard. A vital
BGA decision which is now under active consideration by the Competitions and Badges
Committee is whether to modify team selection
procedures. and the policy to be adopted on
entry to Classes and short listing of pilots before
the team is finally selected. (See pI34).
1983 World Gliding Championships. In BGA
negotiations with Cran,field, 1983 had always
been ".possibility and airfield rental charges
had been negotiated for that year ljS well as for
1981. Our strongest bid at CIVV was therefore
to hold a WOC ,in 1983, which amongst other
things would give more time to arrange corn·
mercial sponsorship (virlually a necessity these
days). 1 therefore made the strongest possible
case for Cranfield to be provisionally selected.
We could then make definite financial com-
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mitments and also be iJll a much stronger
position ,in approaching sponsors. Unfortunately (for us. anyway) CIVV took the view that a
decision would be taken in 1,980 when other
countfies would have a chance to bid - indeed
Australia. USA (but not for Reno) and the
Argentine indicaled a willingness to bid for
1983. The BGA will obviously have to pull "all
the stopS out" 10 succeed and any members who
have contact with potential major s,ponsors
should contact the Competitions and Badges
Commillee Chairman through Ihe BOA office
as soon as possible. Our updated bid has to be
with FAI in Paris by September 30. 1979 <Ind
voting will take .place at the nexl CIVV meeting
on March 28, 1980. Members with access to
cheap colour ,printing and good pictures of
Cranfield and relevant turning ,points. showing
good cu development. should also contact the
Competitions and Badges Commiuee. as
should anyone with ideas on how we can best
"sell" our bid.
European Club Class Competition. This event
is being held in Sweden from June 11-23 and
the winner will be declared a European Champion. The BOA is entering a full team of four,
although they are not being subsidised by BGA
funds in the same way as for our World Team.
Chris Rollings is "player/manager" for the
event.
1981 WGC Rules. For Paderborn in 1981 it
was decided that unless pilots made a correct
starting line crossing for speed tasks, no speed
points would be scmed. This was opposed by
the BOA who prefer a revision to take-off time
in the event of a mistake at the start line. A long
discussion on lurning point photography was
held. The BOA view is that there is lillle wrong
with the present CIVV system and the BOA
penalty zones. within r·eason, work well and
encouFage good pllotography wiihOlrt overpenalising smaU errors. Other nations wanted
different systems with photographic points as

well as turning points and a, decision will be
taken in 1980. The USSR put forward a
proposal for a team classification to be included
in WOC and the Hungarian delegate made the
point that in "socialist" ,countries more state
supporl would be· [Q[thcoming if there was a
national team classification as well as an individual one. This in the past has been opposed
by the BOA on the grounds that it would lead
to more politic.s being introduced and would
discriminate against nations wbo could not
enter a full team. A decision 'here would also 'be
taken in 1980.
1980 Edi:tion of the Sporting Code. The
gliding Section of the Sporting Code will be
revised and 'become valid on Jalluaty I. 1980. A
draft had been circulated before the meeting
and was discussed page by page.
Sporting Glider Definition. In previous CIVV
codes a specia'l definition of a "Sporting
Glider" has appeared. The nGA view is that
this should specifically exclude hang gliding
'but include motor gliders where the engine was
not used during t'he claimed performance. The
pro'blem is that as from January I. 1979. FAI
have introduced a new "General Section"
Sporting Code which gives the master definition and procedures which a pply to the 15
Classes of aeronautical sporting machines from
which FAI makes rules. The present definition
of a glider in this General Section is Simplistic,
including hang gliders but excluding motor
gliders. This anomaly has been pointed out by
the BGA and a revised definition of a "sporting
glider" proposed. Unless this is sorted out we
could find ourselves o'bliged to certify
achievements by hang gliders. taking authority
away from the BHGA and its ,international
body. CIVL. and entering an area where we
have no rea'l knowledge or expertise.
More Versatile Distance Rules. .Jl has long
been the policy of the Competitions and Badges
Committee to make the rules under which long

CONVERT TO POWER
THREE COUNTIES
AERO CLUB LIMITED
Blackbushe Airport, Camberley, Surrey
ION A30 TRUNK ROAD

45 MINS. FROM LONDON)

Sepciol Courses for Glider Pilots to obtain
Private Pilot's licence
Silver C Conversion Courses
Normal Courses for Private Pilot's licence
Nigllt 'Flying - Instrument Flying - RIl - Aerobatics
Flying Instructor Courses
CA.A. Approved Courses 35 hours
licensed Bar, Diners Club Credit Cards accepted
Batcloycor·ds and Access accepted

eFl, lourie Adlington

YATElEY 873747 (Management) 872152 (Operations)

flights can be carried out as versatile as possible.
on the basis that where free distance or a
downwind goal tlig~ is still valid. any course
involving turning po1pts is more difficult and
sometimes unusual shapes are needed to gel
round controlled airspact: or awkward
topography. Gordon Camp therefore advocated that the 28 per cent rule for triangles of
SOOkm and undq should 'be replaced by the
more versatile 45125 per cen·t rule that was
originally proposed by John Glossop and is in
the 1975 Code for large triangles. There was.
however. no support for tbis. Neveftheless a
decision was made to allow ,Iriangles to be
started from points other than at their corners.
the distance to count being the periphery of tht:
triangle and taking no congnisance of extra
distance nown to and from the start/finish
poin!. This should be a major improvement for
some sites. I also proposed. as agreed by the
Competitions and Badges Committee. that for
badges. a two turning point zig-zag should be

valid and quadrilateral distance should be
introduced. A postal vote will take place on
these matters and the Competitions and Badges
Committee have also suggested that any failed
goal tlight shall be eligible for distance badges.
to encourage pilots to declare long tlights and to'
give recogllit,ion to distances actually tlown
when goal declarations conform with other
('IVV badge rules. Whether this wdl appear i,n
the 1980 Gliding Code is problematical because
it has been sa·id lhat amendments 10 the Code
are nol allowed between publication dates and
so anything not app.:aring in 1980 cannot be
valid '\Il1til the next edition in 1985. The BGA
view is that this is too rigid. although constant
smaH amendment is· obviously not desirallle.
This matter is therefoce bei,ng raised by Roger
Barrel!. BGA Chairman, in the Royal Aero
Club for transmission as a general point to FA!.
Governillg nature or the new General Section
Sporting Code. As mentioned this master
document has all the basic definitions and rules

for the conduct of all aeronautical sport. Copies
are avai1able from the BGA office and it is
emphasised tha't it is a separate document to the
Gliding Sporting Code (FAI Section 3. Class D
Glider~).

Next ClVV 'Meetillg. The Bureau meets on
October 26, 1979. and March 27.1980. with the
full Plenary meeting of CIVV on March 28-29.
1980. The bureau is a non-decision making
body composed of the ClVV President (Bill
(vans. USA). the si~ vice-presidents (voted each
year and cunen'lly the delegates of Frallce,
Italy. Norway. Poland. Switzerland and West
Germany)
and
the
CIVV
Secretary
(Netherlands).
BGA Members' Questions or Suggestions.
CIVV is our international governing body for
malleI'S of badges, records and competitions.
Please send any questions or suggestions to the
Chairman of the Competitions and Badges
Committee. through the BGA office.

BGA WEEKEND - March 24·25, Post House Hotel, Leicester
Perhaps it was the excellent cross-country day
on Friday. March 23. on which .many of those
present enjoyed their first cross-country of the
year ... Or perhaps it was that Barry Rolfe.
BGA Secretary. had the mixture exactly right in
organising the various sessions ... Or. thanks to
Ralph Jones. the unexpected pleasure of having
Klaus Holighaus of Schempp-Hirth in our
midst - but probably it was these ingredients
mixed with the unsoarable weather on Saturday
and Sunday which gave ,the BGA weekend its
relaxed atmosphere and made it the success it
undoubtedly was - or so I was told by those
who had taken the trouble to attend.
Roger Barrett entcred his last year as Chairman of the Association at the AGM. with Keith
Mansell re-elected as Vice-Chairman. The only
newcomers to thc Executive were John Holland
of the Cotswold club and John EHis from
Booker. Those retiring were Eric Wilks and
Frank Irving. the latler having served the
Alsociation for no less than 30 years. Roger
thanked him especially for his contributions
over this long period.
The motion that "in future BGA general
funds should he used to top up British Team
funds if necessary" was discussed at length and
accepted without dissent. The reason behind
this is that the BGA can no longer be certain
that a Sports Council grant or subsidy would be
forthcoming in future.
During the weekend we heard that the next
World Championships are to be held at Paderborn. West Germany. and that our own bid had
failed. (See (IVV report).
Although not necessarily everyone's "cup of
tea",the audience appreciated the talk by Mike
Russell on th~ preservation of vintage gliders.
This was the first half of a session under the title
of "The last 50 years. and the next 50 years".
Roger Bull. of Vickers-Slingsby. spoke in the
second half of this session. He drew attention to
the fact that despite all the delays and problems
with the Vega. this machine was in production.
Its finish was now as good as that of its
competitors.
Paul Thompson. Chairman of the Magazine
Committee. introduced a short session ,on Sail-

plane & Gliding by outlining its history and its
aims. inviting commcnts and criticisms from the
audience. Orthe lauer(criticisms not audience)
there were very few. The meeting felt thal the
Editor (Gillian 13cyce-Smil'h, who was unavoidably absent) was to be congratalated on
doing an excellellt job.
Dick Strallo",. the BGA's Technical Officer,
spoke in his own inimitable way of the work
done to get tug Cs of A and maintenance sorted
with t,he CAA for the bencfil orall 'lUg users and
opera'tors.
Klaus Holighaus. who had too modestly
declined to speak from the platform. was persuaded to say a few words from the tloor. He
menlionedlhe 2! years work his firm had
devoted to carbon fibre research and development. and was pleased to announce that this
had paid off. The fint German Cs of A on the
Mini-Nimbus C and Nimbus 2, with all carbon
fibre wings had now been issued.

No chance ofcomplacency!
Sessions on security of sites. planning. crosscountry tlying and techniques. competitions,
coaching. etc. were all well atlended and discussed without causing any "aggro". This one
could translate into the majority being fairly
happy with the objectives the BGA is pur~uing
at present. maintaining a reasonable stable
period in which it can develop. As we have
never been short of members to speak out or
"stir it up" it is unlikely that the Executive will
be given the chance to become complacent.
About 175 members and their guests sat down
to dinner on Saturday night. Our guests of
honour were our World Champion and his wife
Maren. who. however. had to work for her
dinner by presenting the annual trophies. lan
Scoll-Hill. Royal Aero Club Chairman. and his
wife Jean. were the other official guests.
The main after-dinner speech. brilliantly
delivered and enjoyed by all. was by Michael
Bird. It was equally eloquently replied to by
George Lee. Doc Slater's performance on his
penny whistle hrought him a standing ovation

RIKA HARWOOD

which should not leave him in any doubt about
the great esteem in which he is held.
The impromptu visit by a well-known joker in
the form of a Sheikh. accompanied by his
camet. or was it a dromedary?, acnieved what it
set out to do ~ hilarity! The magnum of c,nam·
pagne. ramed before dillner. brough t in, a,
welcome £120 tOwards British Team funds.
On the Sunday the \'1s,ii to and the '~undl at
the BGA office were a greal success wllh more
people turning up than had booked. The office
staff made a surprise presentation to Naomi
Christy on her fctirement as Deve,iopment
Officer
After this. we all drove home in
abominable weather.

Are You Interested?
Having observed how interested people were
at the presence of Klaus Holighaus, and how
keen they were to hear him talk. I have the
following suggestion:- that next year's 13GA
weekend should include a symposium or forum
inviting English-speaking dcsigners/manlllfacturers. or for that maller anyone else who can
present interesting. stimulating talks (and I can
think of quite a few names). to come and tell us
about their techniques and developments. I
think many more pilots would allend such
lectures and would be willing to pay admission
fees towards the costs of such a Venture. (It
should be held in early. rather than late.
March).
It was after all the foresight of the original
BGA members who got people like Robert
Kronfeld. Wolf Hirth and Carli Magersuppe. to
come over and impart their know-how. Their
contribution at the start of our firs! 50 years was
invaluable.
It seems to me a good way of launching our
next 50 years of gliding in an interesting way.
quite apart from the. no doubt nostalgic. anniversary dinner on November 30.
If I am right. and if readers are interested. I
suggest that they write to the BGA now. suggesting possible names of speakers they would
like to hear and subjects discussed. as well. as the
Willingness to pay admission fees.
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OVERSEAS
NEWS

Please send news and exchange
copies of journals to the Overseas
Editor: A. E. Slater. 7 Highworth
Avenue. Cambridge. C64 260. England.

FLYING AMONGST THE PYRAMIDS
JOHN E. LOWE (Thames Valley GC and 373 Std Libelle syndicate member)
Egypt is a long way from Booker but at least
there's a Gliding Institute so it can't be that bad.
Naturally, like any self respecting glider pilot.
on hearing Ihat my company was moving me to
Cairo instead of Coventry the first thing on my
list of priorities was to get the details on local
flying, The Egyptian Gliding Institute has three
locations. at Embaba Airfield. Cairo, Alex and
Assyoul. £moaba seemed ideal for it is only tcn
mtnlltes from where we live.
On my first visit in January '78. I received a
very eOUfleous welcome and even managed a
circuit in a Bocian. Now Egypt for some time
has had problems with "red tape" and the
wheel's of officialdom grind exceedingly slow! Of
course I could join they said but as the military
were using the field I had to get clearance from
security. This ,involved submitting five photographs (of me) and my life history.
Back

10

the beginning again

Time went by and still no news. The club had
told me it would be months rather than weeks. I
had assumed security would send me a pass; no
such luck, I eventually talked my way past the
guard on the main gate to find yes, I had been
cleared! Hooray I thought, now I can fly again but no, the clearance was for three months only
and it had expired the day before my visil. OK.
so now we start again, five photographs as
before and this time a supporting leller from the
General Manager of the club,
Another two months went by and great news,
I had been given clearance for a year. On arrival
at the airfield I found the military had pulled
out and I no longer needed a pass to get in never mind I could fly. But no; a lillle earlier
there had been an unfortunate fatality during a
launch, The official inquiry (with no glider pilot
included) decided the winch driver had
deliberately killed the pilot by pulling her into
the ground! The result was no flying for three
months and proceedings against the winch
driver who. thank God. was acquilled,
A year later and the wait had been
worthwhile. Three metre thermals to cloud base
at 4000ft in ':ebruary, a super view of the
Pyramids and a BA 15\ departing for London at
the same height a couple of miles away,
The club fleet consists of two Bocians. two
Pirats and a Cobra. We fly on Thursdays and
Fridays and members are spoiled by being
looked after by a full-time staff consisting of a
general manager. CFI. two secretaries, a winch
driver. retrieve car driver. chief engineer. carpenters. rigger and a couple of hands to clean
the gliders and hangar. Flying for the locals is
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subsidised at 10pts (81') per launch and for
expats 50pts (401') which includes the first
half-hour. The first 500km out and return has
been completed and a Diamond height in
thermal had to be aborted a few metres short
when the canopy shattered. This could be a very
good year.

NEW ZEALAND NATIONALS

Ardmore to Kawerau l'ja 'ife Kuiti. al1d in even
beller weather than forecast. all gOI away easily.
though Doug Hazlw had such trouble with his
$1700 VHF that he landed and installed a
portable instead, Fastest speeds: D. Hazlell
(LS-I) 72.22km/h, M. Rix (lS·I) 62,09 km/h
and L. Stephens (LS-3) 59,83km/h, Overall
order; M. Rix. P. Lyons. D, Hazlell.
The following day the course was against a 15
to 20kt wind to Rahetihi. 196km 'by direct route
but actually much further to avoid lake Taupo
and the mountains. Thermals started early but
were broken by the wind: ,cloudbase was 4000fl
but convention had lilll'e depth. Weather improved but remained fickle. so that Peter Hobhouse (Hornet) did well after Iwo poor days.
whereas M, Rix was brought down in a difficul,j
patch, L.ea<lling scores for tile day:
I. Finlaywn (l46km). IOOOrl~; 2. P.
and), p, Hobhous< (176km I 770pb.

n

Open Class: f. Fin/oyson {A5W. t
6.A30ptl; SrOfldord Hondicop: T.
r;mmermons (ASW·20}. 600Jpl5; S'ondord, A. Cameran (ASW·' 9),
5192pIJ and Sports: A. von Dylc (1(·6£), SSB lpb.

R.M

THIRD NEW ZEALAND AERIAL DERBY
After a rainy night as guests of the Kaikohe
Club at Hangi, ten starters were launched on
Sunday. February 25. into a sky with cumulus
based at 1800fl. Often starters four landed back
in rain. three landed out, three got past the hills
on the way to Hobsonville and two reached it:
but Finlayson (ASW-17) got stuck on the wrong
side of a cu-nimafter going 72km. Peter Lyons
(Mini Nimbus) won at 36,52km/h and M, Rix
(LS-I) scored 937pts with 32.5km/h.
Next day. with a beller looking sky and
higher cloud base. the course was 286km from

(133.5klllI97tlpllo

There followed three days of rain at Raetiki,
The final day was fine though with low cloudbase and it was midday before thermals became
reliable. The rOlJte. Raetiki 10 pper HUll. was
184km oirect, but pilots ,tended to drift to
Ruahine Range for lift. Peter Lyons landed out
twice and damaged his glider: two others landed
out and five got there,
Finnl Ic.:ading

A December anticyclonic drought continued
into February for the first six days of the 16th
New Zealand Nationals before the usual rains
came. The number of entries. 57. was the biggest
ever, made up of nine in the Open. 39 Standard
Handicap (biggest ever in a single Class - 12 of
whom were also classified as plain Standard) and nine in the Sports Class. including a Skylark
3F and a Dart 156 which, in the hands of B.
Pen hey. won a 178km triangle race on Day 4
starting with long ridge-soaring along the
Kaimai Ranges. A Cobra pilot this day reached
16 OOOft in a wave. That night a cold front went
through. followed next day by a 6500ft c1oudbase and 10-I2ktthermals,
Visiting pilots included once again Ernsl
Peters from West Germanv: also two Swiss
pilots. Hans Naegli and Fred-Herbert, invited in
return for the hospitality they showed to the
New Zealand team during last year's World
Championships at Chateauroux: this was their
first sight of New Zealand and they found the
soaring conditions unfamiliar.
The contest ended with several days of poor
weather. two of which were soarable but with
devalued scores, Final winners and their scores
were:

L~on~

scon:~:

Open

CI'I~.,:

P. lyons. 2790pt,:

S'"ndard: M. Ri" JOS4plS and IS metre: P. Lyons, 2907pts,

ROSS MACINTYRE (Condensed)
on

Stop prl!Sj, Klou!. Holtghous flew hIS new corbon fibre 23.5m Nlmbu!.
0 1OOSkm rrlangle 01 about 105lcm/h on Moy 7 in Germany

COMPETITOR - DOLPHINI
Congratulations George Lee!
World Champion used Dolphin Vario
Conversion

"Simple - Effective - It Works!"
Basic Dolphin
Double Dolphin

£ 1 7.00
£30.00

W"te or phone for detoils

JSW SOARING
12 WARREN RISE
FRIMLEY. SURREY GU 16 5SH
Tel. CAMBERLEY (0276163236
ond JSW Co!culotor\ £3.25
PfICC~ Int:lud~ PO!.I09~-t<.l U I(

PUBLICATIONS
··SOARING·· - offiCial monthly rournal of the Soorlng Sociefy of
Americo. EdIted by Douglas Lamont. Addr~s: Bo:JC' 66071, Los
Angeles, California 90066 USA. Sub.Kriptiom: $13.00 outside USA;
apply to your poSI office for 0 form.
Put yourself m the Picture. Buy AJR PICTORIAL each month for the
world Olf v:ew m pictures and features. Reports ond photos of ClfCroft
ond !.OllpJones. military aViation news, spot1elS' notebook, elC. Price
SOp from your ne.....:sogent. For free· specimen COpy !.end 20p
In slomp\ to Dept S.G., Seymour Preu Ltd, 33,4 BfI)(ton Rood,

London S.W.9.
SlOPE SOARING wllh a rod la canlrol model $011 plane IS 0 faSCInating pastime and a lyplcol phose af oeromodhng. Read about this
and other aeromodelhng soblects In Aeromodeller and Radio ConlraJ
Models and E/eclroniu, the world's leading magazines publ.$hed
moolhty price 20p each. Model & Allied Publications Ltd, 13·35
Bndge Slreet, HemeJ Hempstead, Herh.
AUSTRALIAN GLIDING Monthly, pub/lcoliOn of the GlidIng FederQ.
flan of Aus:lralio. A complete coverage of Australian soanng cnd
e:JCcluslve features of International Interest. Subscripllon; $\2.00
AuS! or S13.50 US, to Bo:JC 1650, G.P.O. Adelaide, Sovlh
Austraha 5001. Money orders preferred.

NEW

ZEALAND: '"Gilding

NZ. GildIng

KiWI'"

offiCial Gliding Mogozlne of the

ASSOCla~tion. l'rlnled Oclober dnd a'Jlt'rnale monlhs.

Write N.l. Gilding KIWI, Pnvole Bog, Touranga, New Zealand. £:4.00
sterling for years wbscnphon (mclosive of postage).

00 feet to freedom
WIIGA
4 minutes to tow a glider to 1,000 m
1 minute to descend from 1,000 m
5 minutes for the whole towing operation.

----!?::.!:!'---------~

IS..

PZL-WILGA MAYBE BOUGHTI HIRED OR LEASED - Please enquire

lOO

SID - JANTAR STANDARD '2'
40: I

Delivered with full set of instruments, dust covers and
technical documentation.

Two available ex-stock

JANTAR 2B
20·5 m span

48: 1 glide angle

The choice of champions.
One available immediately

c~

OGAR
Two seat training and touring motor glider
Glide angle 27·5,1

Limbach 68 h.p. engine

Pleare
,antadu,

;

and arrange for demonstration

.

SZD- 50 PUCHACZ
Two seat all fibreglass training glider.
Designed to complete and compliment the new generation of
Polish gliders.
Available from September 1979.

1--------8380 - - - - - - - - i

FUll RANGE OF PZllNSTRUMENTS IN STOCK

Ang a-Polish
SAl LPLANES LTD

WYCOMBE AIR PARK: BOOKER,
MARLOW, BUCKS

'.I.phone: High Wycombe (0494) 40911 24 hour onswering service
(evenings and weekends 0628-39690)

Or '.101·6067392

"DO USLYSZENIA··
(which means: hoping to hear from you)
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BRISTOL & GLOUCESTERSHIRE
(Nympsfield)

Our photograph, loken at YOI"tshire GCs annual dinner, shows. f,om left fo right. (Jeaff Crowshow (Cholfmon). COlol Woodheod (Se<retofY). Hentylc
OoktOT (CFIJ, DICk 5',ollon (9GA Technical OffICer and gtJest of honeuI}, Nino Ben$on and Mike Sensan.

CLUB NEWS
Copy and photographs for the August-September issue of S&G should be sent to the Editor, 281
Queen Edith's Way, Cambridge CBI 4NH. teI. 47725, to arrive not later than June 12 and for the
October-November issue to arrive not later than August 14.
April 20, /979
GILLIAN BRYCE-SMITH

Sai/plane & Gliding is the only international gliding mogazine in the world thal regularly devotes 0 number of
pages to Club News. We hope to continue to do so for the very good reason that the clubs ore the bockbone
of British Gliding - without them the movement, os we know it, would soon disintegrate to the detriment of 011.
Without club correspondents this section of the magazine could not exist and the Editor wishes to thank you
011 for your contribution> and 'hopes you will continue to keep up the good work.
However, at the recent BGA weekend, during 0 short session on the magazine, it was felt that perhaps a
few general guide lines might be of help to some of you who write for it already, or are newly recruited as club
correspandent.
It might surprise you to know that one well-known overseas world class pilot recently told me he read the
Club News with the greatest of interest - when it was up to standard. So what is up to standard? Before I go
into this I might explain Ihot he reads it because it gives him on insight into what we in Britain are about in our
approach to gliding. He is interested in the way we run our clubs ond our affairs and he likes our sense of
humour. So you see you :have Cl very respansible job of which you con be justly proud. like him there must be
many other readers who feel exactly the some.
Now "up to standard" does not mean literary masterpieces every time you write Club News, or appearing
in every issue regardless whether or not you have news or worthwhile items to record. Apart from the flying
side, it should reflect your .current club policies, aims and achievements, innovations or eVen specific club
problems; in fact items which ore as informative as possible and of general interest. Reflect the things which
make your club whot il is and makes you proud la belong 10 it. Here are 0 few ideas 10 bear in mind.
• Make notes of news items os and when Ihey happen, or arrange to have Ihem passed on to you.
• Keep yourself informed of what is happening in your club at all levels.
• Remember your notes take abouI six weeks before they appear in prinl.
• Study whol other club correspondenh write about. Make a note of what you like and dislike abouI it and
keep this in mind when you wrile your own piece.
• If you are really stuck and don't know what la write - miss an issue rather than being accused of being
o bore.
• Try to submil the add photograph or cartoon, or ask your fellow members to show you their
photographs.
• Weigh up what is of general' interesl and what should be on the c1ub's notice board being of interesl only
to you. own dub members.
• Don'I write five lines when one will do.
• Mark lhe paragraphs which you leasl mind being deleted if the Editor has 10 do so' for "ny reason.
• Always mark your copy with yavr name and address and (if passible I with your telephone number and
please use one side of the paper only. Whenever possible please Iype your copy, treble
spaced. If hondwrillen, ,prinl th., names.
• .Always trY to make your nexl contribulion better than your lost one.
• After you have written your piece, sleep on it before pasting. It is amazing how often you can improve
it.
• Above 011 remember thol whot you write today Ibecomes Ihe histor,y of tomorrow.
We know people in general like to see Iheir name in prinl and il does help 10 sell copies. This is perhaps the
reason club carres,pandents oft!'n mention everysingl" badge or leg flight - but w" ,ould ~onsider having a
separate column soy for C, Bronze C and Silver C legs. This would then leave more space under your club
heading for more general news and achievements. Please lel us know whal you feel aboul this and let us have
any other suggeslions which could make Club News even more informative and stimulating.
RIKA HARWOOD
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iI was wi,th deep reg~et that members read of the
death ofOordon Dorward in a gliding accident
in California. Cordon was an energetic and
popular member during his time at Nympsfidd
and our sincere condolences go 10 his wife and
son.
The ant,ual dinner-danceo'! March 10 was at
a new Venue for us, the King's Head Hotel at
Cirencester. It was the most successful for many
years, thanks to the efforts of Eric and Mavis
Drummond and we :have already booked for
next year.
With summer holiday courses rapidly approaching, we have engaged a local builder to
finish off the rebuilding of the clubhouse act:ornmodation. We now have a me,eting room
and bedrooms on ,IWo levels. Although an
.expensive project, we are sure it will make the
club much more attractive and comfortable.
Our AGM' was at ,.he club on March 17 when
the treasurer, David Barker, reported a reasonable financial result, although the bad weather
and rising fuel costs did lillle to help. Very
moderate price increases for 1979 were agreed.
Owen Harris is our new Chairman, Keith Aldridge standing down after several successful
terms in office.
Some restructuring of the two-seater fleet is
underway with the disposal of the Blanik and
T-21 on the cards to be replaced. we hope, with
a K-13. Preparations are well in hand for the
Western Regionals (June 2-10) which we hope
will be the usual success.
R.A.R.
CORNISH (Perranporth)
First a correction - John Eaton didn't do his
Silver distance from Davidstow to Culdrose as I
reported in the last issue but to Predannack
airfield.
On June 24 we will be ready to fly at first light
and for as much of the day as possible to achieve
COOK VARIOMETER
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lIOMM DIAL LOGARITHMIC SCALE

WENSLEY COMPASS

DIRECTIONAL GRID GIMBAL MOUNT

J. HAIIlY INSTRUMENTS LTD.
HONEYSUCKLE COTTAGE, WENSLEY
MATLOCK, DERBYSHIRE
Tel: DARLEY DALE 062983 2652

the maximum number oflaunches -last year we
managed 146.
After a lot of perseverance. Fred Toms has at
last soloed and a re;J more pilots are near this
stage. We are hoping to take our aircraft to
Land's End airfietd for a weekend as our last
visit was a great success. Apart from gaining
aerotow praclice thero we should soon have a
chance at Perranporth as Bill Hosie has offered
10 tow us with his Super Cub.
lan Pilling and Colin McKenzie are going on
instruclors' courses bUl Don Jones didn'l get in
enough fiying on his course due to the weather.
At Ihe AGM thanks were gi'vell to Tony
Turner for his marvellous service over the last
len years as course instructor. We are selling our
Olympia 463 to make way for an improvedl fleet.
We are looking forward 10 the visit from 200
Army cadets as well as other dubs during the

season.
A.L.J.

DERBY & LANCS (Camphill)

...

Winler memories of ten foot snow drifts. impassable roads, dead sheep in our hangar and
water burst epidemics in the clubhouse are
beginning 10 recede, but will form bar topic for
Ihe next decade.
We owe a lot to our local heroes Pete Gray,
Mike Gray, Mark Ashton, D. Jefferson. J.
Haverly and many others who held the club
together under Siberian conditions and most to
Sam and Kate who survived it all to welcome us
back when the bulldozers cleared the way.
Stan Armstrong is ably organising our big
event of the year - the open week from August
5·11 - which will include aerobatic displays,
cross-eountry competitions as well as entertaining the Vintage Glider Club. A marquee for
beer and refreshments will be near the car park
and spring cleaning has already started.
The sharp end of our private fleet now boasts
two Vegas and an ASW-20F. Bar challenges
from our Kestrel and PIK pundits should be
¥try interesting on a decent cross-country day.
G.P.

DEVON & SOMERSET (North Hill)
Since we last appeared in S&G chere have been
many changes al North Hill. Al our AGM in
December, Davc Minson was voted Chairman
on the reCiJemenl of Roy Hodges, who has
served Ille club so ably for many years. Then in
January, Gerry teat. our CFI for many years,
decided to step down anQ Mike Filzgerald took
.over in March. We Ihank Oerry for all his hard
work both on and 'Offlhe fie'ld and welcome
Mike. whothas instructed at North Hill for some
time.
The club fleet has changed too. Our trusty
Dart 15 is up for sale and in its place we are
e)l.pecting delivery soon of a Club Astir. Also a
very pretty K-6cR has joined the fleet, giving us
three single and two two-seater aircraft.
We have run several "funcfions" for members
over the winter and one tangible outcome of
funds .raised is a pool table which now graces the
clubhouse, earning yet more money to subsidise
our flying.
As wilh other clubs, our annual pilgrimage to
portmoak wasn't as successfu.l as recent years,
but Derry Realley did achieve five hours, whilst
back at North Hill, Tony Thomas has gone solo.
The winch has-be·en rebuilt and we hope willlasc
until .the new winch, in .lhe process of being
designed by Nick Jones and Terry Jenvey, is
built.
Soaring has slarted, inclllding a meAlorable
Sunday in early March when: "'tou couldn't
come down!"
M.G.P.

DONCASTER & DISTRICT
(Doncaster Airfield)

Mark Hamill took the Bocian to 10 OOOft in
wave and then landed out when their last hole
filled in.
Dave Brookes and Clive Bruce have gone
solo; Mike Joyce gained another Bronze leg;
Nev Spencer and Keith and Sally Dudley are
now flying the Falke and Mel Morris is checked
out for tugging.
The first Diamond goal of the year was
declared on Easter Monday but over convection stopped Bob Fletcher at Saltby airfield after
80km. Ray Hufton flew his Skylark 3 to Syerston but forgot about the I per cent rule.
Our tea-bus is a great success - thank you
Edna. your hard work is much appreciated.
JAS.
DUNKESWELL (Dunkeswell Airfield)
Our soaring season began on February 25,
followed by continuous thermal conditions
throughout the Easter period - a great morale
booster after the perpelual winter grot!
The good weather has brought a flux of new
members and, to parallel our active ab-illi/io
training scheme, much attention is now being
given to the encouragement of early soar,ing and
cross-country flying. To this end we are running
a "soaring-cum-cross-country"' week during the
Spring [lank holiday. We are also greatly
increasing the number of aerotows and utilisation of club aircraft.
We welcome two new instructors, Tony
Eastelow, who has just completed a most enjoyable course and Barry Dixon, who arrived at
Dunkeswell complete wilh Motor Falke,
which is a popular feature with members.
B.H.F.
ESSEX & SUFFOLK (Whatfield)

The snow of winter gave way to the rains and'
floods of spring. The airfield became so waterlogged that winch launching was temporarily
suspended in favour of aerotowing.
Some soarable weather has blown through.
Nev Spencer continues to land in a different
field from the one he takes-off from. Eric and

THE DANUM VARIOMETER

CURRENT STOCK
K-6CR and Troiler

PIRAT, cheap, no trailer
Bergfalke 2 cnd Trailer
400 X 4 tyres £8.50
1.5 mm ply 59" X 59" £8.00
4.0 mm ply 50" X 50" £9.90
Accelerometers £28.50
Altimeters Mk. 148 £42.50

Rcn Wood cnd '6·yeor-oId Neil Sheat'" Of'C omOllg fnex & SuRolle GC's
ne.....es' solo pilots.

2r

Light Weight Oxygen Sets
~a5.00

And many other items
Send s.a.e. for

list
The Danum Variameter and AudiO £89.00

Deloil, from,

DONCASTER SAILPLANE SERVICES
DONCASTER AIRPORT, S. YORKSHIRE
Telephone: 0302 57695 and 61713

+

V.A.T.

We are hopeful that our planning appeal to the
Secretary of State will be successful and confidence in the continued use of the site is evident
amongst our members. The award of a BOA
Diploma for servies to gliding to our very active
Chairman, Eric Richards is well deserved and
his long awaited Vega now graces the
Whalfield skies.
Despite the incliment weather a number have
gone solo including Neil Sheath (at 16 years)
and Ron Wood (of more mature years).
After much hard work our clubhouse is ready
and resplendent with fitted carpet and comfortable furniture. Both tugs are fully operational
and we have an increased number of instructors.
W.H.
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HEREFORDSHIRE (Shobdon Airfield)

o~is

Since the beginning
year we have become
part of the Hereford Sports Centre Ltd. With
the parachutists and the Aero Club we each
have autonomy and the umbrella organisation
looks after the airfield. c1u bhouse etc. th us we
have security.
We have remembered how to tly gliders again
after a long. cold layoff. Easter weekend found
the air round Shobdon full of happy pilots.
Excellent thermals on Saturday and Monday
saw members and visitors up in wave for hours
with sparkling visibility.
There is the usual spring syndicate ring-aroses going on. A Vega has arrived with another
expected. plus a carbon Mini Nimbus. A group
of early solo people have bought a K-6cR and
the new club K-8 is delighting everyone with its
ability to ou:c1imb the exotics and its charming
docility.
Our next excitement will be hosting Competition Enterprise from June 16-24 when we look
forward to showing off an exceptional site.
R.P.
INKPEN (fhruxton)
With the ~'1ception of July 8 we should have a
clear run of weekend tlying until September 9
(unless BARC have other ideas). which gives
plenty of opportunity to emulate Bill Murray.
He kept the Oly 2n aloft for over two hours on
Easter Sunday to complete his first Bronze leg.
He also soared to over 6000ft. but alas no
barograph and so no Silver height.

GLIDER
INSTRUMENTS
Repairs, Overhauls and Calibration.
Approved for PZL repairs ahd Barograph Calibration.

PZL instruments in stock.

M. G. Hutchinson
5 Glendevon Rood
Woodley
Reading, Berks

Telephone 0734 696491

After several years of static prices we have
had to revise aerotow and soaring fees. but the
reciprocal day membership is reduced to £ I for
the benefit of all those lovely visitors.
B.J.E.
KENT (Challock)
Following the snow. the first weekend in March
produced some good soaring. We were again
lucky at Easter when there was thermal soaring,
including a couple of sea breeze fronts, on all
four days. Easter Monday was the best crosscountry day and Ray Smith achieved Silver
distance to Ringmer on the first attempt in his
Syklark 4.
Terry Bramfitt has transferred from being
course instructor to the workshop as assistant to
Peter Kingsford. his former job being taken by
John Downes from the RAF.
We welcome Ron and~endy Goodyear
from West Kingsdown who have taken ovenhe
catering and bar fr.om John Wise who left in
March to work in the engineering industry. Our
thanks to John for his efforts.
The annual club expedition to Portmoak was
alas unsuccessful in terms of Golds and
Diamonds but we understand an enjoyable time
was had by all.
D.H.
LAKES (Walney Airfield)

country fiying. resulting in a number of tasks
successfully completed and rather more interesting, _or frustrating, outlandings. The ever.
active Bob Chrisley. however, had already been
to fetch the Lasham plate and this was collected
on Easter Monday by a nice Lashamite in a
BG-135 who promised to clean it for us.
F.K.R.
MIDLAND (Long Mynd)
The end of a long hard winter was finally
celebrated (we hope) with the annual dinnerdance. Trophies were presented to John Stuart,
Addie Brierley. Heather Stephenson. Chris Ellis
and Tony Jones. AlIlhe other trophies were won
again by either the CFI or his syndicate partner,
with the exception of the Maxam trophy for
long and valued servicc which was awarded to
Ron Hayes. Many Ihanks to Pam AlIsop for her
cxcellent organisation.
More recently one of our retrieve winches was
transported to Portmoak where our winch
driver. Peter Salisbury. and ex-course instructor,
Gary Polkinghorne (who is shortly taking an
instructor's job in Vermont. USA). demonstrated its \Ise. (See Scolt:sh Gliding Union's report).
Despite.a very rudimentary main winch and
uninspiring weather. nearly 50 excellent and

o

The severe wintry weather has restricted flying.
However. behind the scenes our highly valued
"hard-core" members have been busy
rebuilding the winch on a recently bought lorry
chassis so that it can once more move under its
own power.
A lot of work has also been done on the Super
Cub - new control wires, new prop. new Pawnee disc brakes and the struts sonic-tested. It is
now one of the best tugs in the country!
E.GA

6:©.:1 0
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LONDON (Dullstable)

2
VOl

0
TM.61

o

TM.61. GLIDER RADIO
The dub's spring expedition to Shobdon was a
success in terms of Gold heights gained by Tony
Southard and Peter Milner (SHK) and Bob
Christey (ASW-20). Best height went to John
Cardiff at 18 500ft.
Dunstable's Easter Comp promoted a
number of people to start their season's cross-

Now the new TM.61 Glider Radio, same size but improved
output to t.8 wall at 12.' vol1s.
.

Actual size x 7)~" long, up to 6 Ch,nnels, normally sup-

plied with 130.1 and 1'30.4, complete with hand-held mike
(or Swan-neck boom mike, optional extra at £17). speaker

and wirin& harness.

PRICE £187.50
LONDON SAILPLANES LlD

Telephone Dunstable 62068

Now the New TM.62 Ground Set
Fitted with 129.9, 130.1 and 130.4.

5 watts output.

Actual size X 8" deep.

Price £210 plus V.A.T.

Send for details to: London Sailplanes Ltd., Tring Road,

Dunstable, Beds. Tel. Dunstable 62068.
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fumble free launches convinced those on the site
that our winching system would admirably
solve their launching problems.
The cross-country, ason starled with Bob
Scarborough completing Tim's triangle (lronbridge. Ludlow) in Ihr 25min. On the same day.
Anne Crowden gained her Silver heighl.
The following day members were faced with
the unfortunate problem of de-rigging a K-8
which was 20fl up in the Irees. I'm happy to
report that the pilot was uninjured and the
aircraft sustained much less damage than would
be expected.
Finally congratulations to Malcolm Allan.
Addy Brierley and John SlUarl on successfully
compleling their instructors' courses.
D.L.W.

NEWCASTLE & TEESSIDE
Norman Revel!. CFI. reponed at lhe AGM in
March Ihalthe number of gliding hours was the
highest since 1964. There was a tolal of 452hrs
(not 352 as rep0rled in the Annual Statistics in
the Febnlary issue. p24) which. despite the poor
weather. reflects the success of revamping the
club fleet a year previously. A record average
flight time over the year was 17.5min and Alan
Henderson also reported record profi IS.
Billlrving has taken over from GeoffTurner
as Secretary. Our thanks to Geoff for his enthusiasm and energy during his three years in
office. Geolf. together with Mark Stokeld and
Ken Culty have acquired a Skylark 3F. Ken
receives our congralulations on completing
Bronze C and our thanks arc again due to Don
Harker and Peter Uoyd for their immense
amount of work in doing the club fleet's Cs of A.
Norman Revell's course hist June was a great
success but the remaining courses were disappointing due 10 the poor weather. There were
several very enjoyable social evenings in the
clubhouse during the year.
WRI.

well-earned cu ps for hard work done for the
club.
Robin Combe's beautiful mill and fish farm
at Glandford were again the scene of our Easter
two-day fund r,)iser. This year two K-13s and
the Superfalke provided many passenger flights
over the picturesquc North Norfolk estuaries
from nearby langham airfield, giving us all a
change from TibenharH. Many thanks 10
Langham's owner.
Each year Ihe club ladder rules are tightened
up a bit in time for our task week in May. It's
350km to Rouen. our sister club in France could anyorte get there? Pelli-h~e.
Saturday. April 28. is Sporl for All Day and
we expect to give 70 OF more air experience
flights. This event is an excellent source of new
members which are needed to keep our two
dozen instructors busy.

Finally. if you would like details of how we
installed our underground fuel tank. they may
be obtained from the BGA.
M.T.B.

OXFORD (RAF Weslon-on-Ihe-Green)
The use of our airfield for sport parachuting at
weekends is on the increase. There are now two
Cessnas operating in relays and this hits our

BRIAN WEARE
CLAPPER LANE, HONITON

NORFOLK .Tibenham)
Nearly 150 members and friends enjoyed our
annual dinner-dance which was the usual great
success. Mike Watson collected the President's
(rophy, Ihe Chairman's cup and the Whisky
ClIp (always mysterious in its newspaper wrapping) for cross-country flighls during 1978. The
James Stewart book prize and the Geriatric cup
went to Shirley Evans and Evan Harris respectively, as youngest and old'est first soloists of the
year.. Ron Brown and Ivan Esgate received

DEVON EX 14 8QQ
Telephone HONITON 2940

Major or minor repairs
( of A to glass-fibre, wood or
metal, with BGA, PFA or (AA
approval

Dart Canopies ex-stock

launch rate badly. particularly since we operate
alongside our friends the Chilterns Club and
share the available launch slots with them. The
winch has been the only launch melhod allowed
to us for some years and now we find that
because of the parachute DZ we are sometimes
restricted to a fairly small sector of the circuit in
which to search for that elusive Iirsllhermal.
The Easter weekend weather was very good
for a change and the first entries appeared in our
cross-country log. The mos·t notable sucoess was
David Haigh's Silver distance and duration
flight to Lasham in the K-8.
P.H.
RATTLESDEN (Rattlesden Airfield)
Now that full planning permission and all the
legal aspects of our new hangar have been
sorted out we hope to get the building erected
during May. The odd weekend that has
produced some fine weather has brought our
first solo this year, Ron Westrup. Eighteenyear-old Sarah Lee (daughter of our Hornet
pundit and ever calm instructor Mike Lee)
obtained her C certificate. Steve Kiddy finished
off his Bronze at the Norfolk GC and Mike
Moyes completed his at Rattlesden.
M.R.M,
SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION (Portmoak)
Despite the below average weather. we have at
least had frequent hill soaring and the odd spot
of thermal and wave. We were fortunate in early
April 10 have use of the Long Mynd winch
retrieve system at Portmoak for a weekend trial
which went splendidly. Implementation of our
own similar system is now going ahead at full
speed. The Board are grateful to the Midland
GC for their help, co-operation and advice.
Work will start soon on the final stages of the
new runway in the north field. When the strip
comes into operation later in the year it will
significantly increase our operational flexibility
and help to alleviate erosion problems.
Our new self-service catering system, offering
a wide range of meals and snacks, appears to be
very popular.
R.H.
OBITUARY
THOMAS ARNOTT MOFFAT
Tom Moffat was killed in a light aircraft accident near Shoreham on March 11. Typically.
at the time. he was helping out by ferrying the
aircraft which crashed.
From the time he was an ATC cadet in
Scotland during the war. Tom was fascinated
with flying. starting in earnest by learning to
glide in Germany with the RAFGSA. He was
not satisfied by just flying: he required to know
not only how. but also why. and why not. It is
not surprising that he became involved in
instructing. both with the ATe and with. lhe
various clubs with which he was connected over
the years - he was a precise pilo,t and a
demanding taskmaster. but more importanlly
he was a sympathetic and help'ful instructor. He
was not a clubroom pundit. but he was always
willing to explain and justify his techniques to
the most basic beginner - arid they worked. He
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never forgot where his interest in flying was
really kindled and perhaps his greatest pleasure
was to encourage a similar interest in the
hundreds of ATC c' ets whom he sent solo over
the years.
~
Tom was. however. much more than that - he
was worker. helper. enthusiast and above all
friend and companion to those he glided and
flew with. There was almost no effort to which
he would not go to help those around him.
particularly when the going got sticky, and
regardless of the fact that he had probably
started work in his bakehouse at 4am lhe
morning before appearing at the airfield.
We will nol just remember Tom for that - he
was an individual, a character, a personality.
We will miss the wide grin below the glasses and
moustache. whether in the two-seater, the tugor
through the smoke near the bar. His death has
left a gap which won't be filled. Never again will
we see the Moffat caravan near the clubhouse
with two empty bonles of Glenmorangie by the
step. and a small note "only I pint today
please".
Our sympathy goes out to his wife and two
daughters and all those whose hearts are heavy
a t his going.
R. D. Carswell
STAFFORDSHIRE (Morridge)
The last two winler lectures were "Starting at
the Bottom" by Barry Gilman about his holiday
at Cairngorms GC and "Soaring at Morridge"
by Ken Whitton. We sold our Swallow to Peter
Skinner who soloed last year and gained his
PPL recently. Our request for a loan from the
Phi lip Wills fund was granted to enable us to
develop ou r si te.
Even with the problems of a smashed retrieve
winch, worn main winch and damaged K-I3.
our Easter was the best we have had at
Morridge. Eddie Willis flew the K-8 for the first
time and Cedric Meir (Olympia 419), Ken
Whitton, Joe Yarwood (K-8) and Peter Foster/
Bill Hughes (K-I3) all managed about an hour
on the Monday.
P.F.
STRATFORD ON AVON (Long Marston)
Only the odd flying day was losl due to the bad
weather this winter but the launch figures look
pretty sick. However certain members have
worked enthusiastically on the clubhouse which
now only needs a lick of paint and the water
connected.
The first cross-coufltries of the season were by
Gerald Kelly and Eric Gould who whilst practising field landing checks were forced to turn it
inlo a reality near Stratford, followed by Geoff
Knight in the adjoining field. Peter Gaunt flew
to Nympsfield for Silver dislance over Easter.
only 10 find his barograph was not recording.
Roy Williams has his five hours after a
number of years. Fred Haines (K-2) has two
Bronze legs. John Dutton passed his instructors'
course and Richard Newton and Graham
Blower have gone solo. Our congratulations to
Ihem all.
We have a flush of new members to start the
season. Non-residential courses are being run in
July for the firsltime and we welcome camping
or caravan enthusiasts on these wilh prior
notification necessary.
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The AGM was well attended in March when
Nev Skelding took over as Secretary and Tony
Edlin replaced Bob Abel on the Comminee.
H.G.W.
STRATHCLYDE (Strathaven Airfield)

PIGGOTT
SUPPLIERS TO THE
AIRCRAFT INDUSTRY
Windcones - manufactured

At firsl you may think this is a new club. After
many years of a very happy and successful
co-operation on the same site Ihe Lanarkshire
GC and the Universities of Glasgow and
Strathclyde GC have overcome the technical
difficulties and on November 21, 1978. they
amalgamated to become the Strathclyde Gc.
We operate from Strathaven airfield and
although we are a small club by some standards
our friendship and enthusiasm more than make
up for our lack of material assets.
We have a modern centrally healed clubhouse and a fleet which is very successful for the
site - a MOlor Falke. T-21, Prefect and Swallow.
This year we hope to extend ihe mnway and
who knows where this will lead!
M.E.
STRUBBY (Strubby Airfield)
Congratulations to Tony Staton on going solo
and our thanks to the rope for giving over 460
towcar launches.
We have Sports Council courses organised
during May, June, August and September.
Incidentally, if you want to know whe·re we are
try 53° 19' N 00" 11 'E.
M.B.
SURREY & HANTS (Lasham Airfield)
The snow drifts were replaced by floods and
rain. However. Easter did us proud. Our fcttling
leam of John Davies, Richard Thorley aI1d
Keith Lines. fresh from their ice encrusted
expedition (moderately successful) to Portmoak, are now leading the club in experimental
circuits and bumps in their new Mosquito and
the Kestrel 19. All four Easter holiday days were
very soarable with all the fleet aClive.
The longest flights were, of course. by Hugh
Hilditch and Alan Purnell who wenl to Saltby
and Coalville and return. about 350km each.
The more local good weather brought many
Silver legs including a 51.7km to a hill near
Upavon (!) and a height gain of 5900ft with
local cloud base at 7500ft as!.
Weekend tasks are now a fealure with a

In

Min. of

Defence Hyp%n. also nylon and
Cambric.
All Notional & Adverllsong Flogs and
Banners.
Canvas covers for

011 requirements.
Drogues mode from 'easy to clean
PVC Nylon.
PIGGOn BROTHERS & CO. LIMITED
Stonford Rivers. Ongar. Essex CMS 9PJ
Tel. 027763262

special briefing room equipped by "COMPASS", the local cross-country' promolion team
ofChris Garton. Paul Thompson and others - a
very good idea.
C.L.
ULSTER
Any flying we lost during a bad February and
March was more than made up during a very
successful 'nine-day cilrup at Bellarena over
Easter week. in which Dublin visitors with three
aircraft joined. It began warm and sunny
though only marginally soarable but developed
into some days of excellent ridge soaring wilh
some weak wave in which Mike Miskimmin
achieved both his Silver C duration and height
with an ascent to 5700fl.
Very welcome visitors were the Coventry
GC's CFI. Ron Davidson. who Austered in for a
few days; a ridge buff from Camphill. Dave
Baldwin; and. for the last four days. BGA
Director of Operations. Bill Scull, who came to
put our instructors on the grill and whose visit
we very much enjoyed.
Bill was able to witness the first solo of
perhaps our quickest-eyer learner. Jerome
Connolly. whose persistence in rousing tug
pilots. instructors and manhandlers from their
tents in the grey light of dawn, to beat the olhers
on 'to the flying list. paid off. He made his
maiden solo on the last day, having begun the
week wilh only five launches logged. Other
SQloists during the camp were Diane Foster and
Conly George.
Our project to ereCI a small hangar has
encountered a slight planning hitch and instead
of our beginning work at Easter. as we had
hoped, it is now likely to be late May before it is

*FlightPaks new super lightweight holdall is
ideal for carrying all those bits and pieces
you need for gliding - flying suit, log book,
pens, sunglasses ...
*Designed by gliding people for gliding
people, it's made of tough waterproof black
canvas rayon fabric with eye-catching
orange webbing handles.
*This exclusive bag, measuring 18" x 12" x
9", is top value for money, and available
only from FlIghtPak.
*Send £6.95 (includes p&p) NOW to:
FlIghtPak, 31 Toton Lane,
Stapleford, Nottingham.
*P.S. It makes an ideal overnight and travel
bog, too.

erected. Nonetheless. we are grateful to the
British Light Aviation and Gliding Foundation
for a loan of £2250 ~ match a Sports COlLncil
grant for Ihe other /Iaff of the cost.
R.R.R.

posts on t.he Board. We thank them both for all
the work that they have done for the club and
wish good luck to their successors.
E.S.

Service

WOWS (Poeklington Airfield)
This spring five gliders were taken to Portmoak
for some good ridge soaring and several
members achieved badgc flights. Bob Fox and
Brian Stoll gained Gold height and Heather
Norrison. Grant j'ohnson and Byron O'Neill
(heir five hours. Moni Chana. flying with Brian
Sprecldey in a Twin Astir. reached 16 500ft, the
best climb of the visit.
To encourage more cross-country flying from
the club we are ,again having a task week. from
May 28-June 2 and four gliders are entered in
Ihe Nonhern Regionals. A club K-7 has also
been enlered in Competition Enterprise to be
piloted by an instructor and navigated by solo
pilots.
The AGM was in March and our thanks to
the retiring mem~rs of the Committee. Byron
O'Neill. Brian McFadden, Bill Young and
Dennis Oxenham, for their hard work in past
years.
AJ.B.
YORKSHIRE (Sullon Bank)

News
ANGLIA (RAF Watlisham)
Al last we have a K-8 on the field again. On the
first flying day since its arrival Andy Queen
gained his first Bronze leg.
Our T-21 (238) is 21 years-old on June 19 and
along with our midsummer madness we will be
celebrating this happy event. Anyone who has
flown this aircraft at Anglia or its former homes
- Windrush (Bicester), June 1958 - February
1965;
Bannerdown (Colerne).
February
1965-July 1967 - will be very welcome to
allend.
John Sullivan and Mike Taylor joined the
Fenland expedition to Portmoak. They didn't
have any wave but some good ridge and thermal
soaring.

M.T.
We were privileged to have Dick Stralton as
guest of honour at our annual dinner in early
April and a capacity crowd of 112 enjoyed the
evening immensely. The snows retreated only a
few days earlier. but have since rapidly
vanished.
11 has been very poor flying weather and this
has slowed down training in panicu'lar. Congratulations are due. however, to John Shanley,
one of last year's course members, on gaining
Bronze C.
Club Chairman. Geoff Crawshaw. together
with Board Member. John Hayes. will be retiring
at the AGM. Geoff after nine years in various

BICESTER (RAFGSA Centre)
Despite the poor winter and early spring
weather il has been flying much as usual at
Blcester with some rewards for those who
braved the arctic conditions. About a dozen
pilots gained A and 8 certificates; Steve
Brownlow joined the select company by
qualifying for his on his 16th birthday in
mid-1December. Occasional soaring days in
Marcll and April have allowed some Bronze
duration flights, mainly by visiting pilots on

"MIDLAND SAILPLANE INSURANCE SCHEME"
operated by

Roger L. Fogg & Co. Ltd.
INSURANCE BROKERS & UNDERWRITING MANAGERS
MEMBER OF THE BRITISH INSURANCE BROKERS ASSOCIATION

ASSURANCE HOUSE· DAME FLOGAN STREET
MANSflElD . NOTTS NG 18 1DJ
TELEPHONES: MANSFIELD (0623) 24227-8-9
TElex, 377730 . CABLES: SECURITY MANSFIELD

•Immediate quotations for HuJ/-Liability-Equipment Cover
• Personal Accident' Life Assurance' Clubhouse Insurance

"For details, write or telephone (reverse charge facility quote PILOT)

Joint Service Adventure Training courses. The
first cross-country flights in early March suggest
better things to come.
Don Loucks Snr, a family member by virtue
of his son (an American Air Force FI-II pilot
who also flies at Bicester), showed all the
younger pilots how to cope with weak wave on
February 3 and made the longest flight of the
day to complete his Bronze C. His other one
hour duration was a flight on December 30;
again the day's longest!
There was no aulUmn expedition to Aboyne
in 1978 but six pilots with two aircraft made the
long hauls separately. Their rewards were
around 40hrs of good wave flying and Diamond
height gains for Paul Bolton, NiCk Murphy and
Ken Stephenson. Nine mem'bers made a March
expedition but this was much less successful
with only one flight to 10 OOOft ,in Ihe fortnight.
The ridge expedition 10 Nympsfield in late
March also had poor weather. Frank Chapman
braved rain and snow showers for a duration
flight. Despite the difficult conditions, including
a 30kt crosswind on one of the three flying days,
around 30hrs flying were enjoyed without
incident by the 14 members who took part.
The newest arrival, in time for Easter, was .he
long awaited Vega. It had been rumoured that
the Easter party was to celebrate its coming.
J.W.

CLEVELANDS/HAMBLETONS
(RAF Dishforth)
Our last write-up had some negative thoughts
and low morale in its make-up but one good
day's wave on March 11 after long periods of
bad weather has changed that, giving us four
Diamond heights, three Gold heights and the
club's firsl JOOkm wave flight from Dishfor.th
whe'll John Taylor achieved Gold distance and
Diamond goal. Eric Roberts also completed his
Silver C with a 70km flight from the same wave.
This year we have the highest ever number of
people entering National and Regional competitions, one of whicb is our CFI, Roger Crouch.
flying the ASW-20 in the French Inter·Services.
We wish them all good luck.
The main runway is 10 be re-surfaced in June
which will close the station to "Jet Promises".
To take advantage of this we hope to run
ab-initio courses ,during that period.
We were hosts 10 t'he Vintage Glider Club
over Easter and a'lthough we didn't have as
many old machines as expec.ted, it was a success.
The weather waS fine and we flew every day of
the holiday. We were pleased to have Dick
Stratton, BGA Technical Officer, with us over
the Easter holiday and his hard work in gelling
the Tug Maintenance approval scheme settled is
good news.

JAS.
EAGLE (Delmold)
Although we didn't reap many rewards on our
trip to Issoire in February (one Gold height) we
had an extremely interesting and enjoyable time.
Several of us flew the Wassmer 28 Espadon and
the Siren Silene (the one shown in S&G. February. p6). We were given a tour of the Issoire
Aviation factory and toured the countryside,
Skiing and mountaineering.
We flew at Detmold for the first time this year
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on April 8 as the a.irfield was waterlogged during
the winter. We now have a full fleet again after a
very extens·ive serv.~'cing program me and our
thanks to, those ","0 turned up on cold wel
weekends 10 help, The Falke. looks especially
smart after being revamped and resprayed. Our
Swallow is on temporary loan to GUtersloh after
an unfortunate incident with their K-8 at
Venllebeck.
Our future here is looking a lillle uncertain,
The authorities have nearly completed the 7ft
high secur,ity fence round the airfield which will
hamper our operations when flying from the
east end. They ha\le also threatened to close the
workshop which is soon to be demolished, We
have started looking for another site. Hildesheim seeming 10 be the besl so far. but we hope
a move won't be necessary for a while yet. The
BFG Comps are being held here from May 24 to
June 7.
Fina'lly congralUlations to Alan Thompson
on passing the instructors' course at BrUggen
recently.

IF.B.
EAST MIDLANDS (RAIF WiUering)
The year started promisingly with weak wave in
January and strong thermals in February.
interspersed with blizzards. Four members
completed their Bronze. Pete BUll. Dick Cadd.
Nick Marsh and Jeremy Parr. Easter saw better
weather. during which Ian Gill completed his
Silver with a flight to Four Counties at Syerston,
Work on the ground equipment continues at
the same unending pace. with the second winch
almost ready and the aircraft being prepared for
the Inter-Services Regionals.
We have had to say goodbye to Pete Carr. one
of the harder working members of the club. on
his move to Germany. His expertise will be
sore Iy missed,
I.M.G,

FULMAR (Kinloss)
We managed a mini expedition to Portmoak in
March. thanks to Ben Benoistletting us tag on to
his Marham expedition. but the weather
prevented us from achieving much, Unfortunately our Astir trailer was slightly damaged on
the journey home after it jack-knifed in the
snow. Luckily. after we mustered enough courage to put a saw through it. the repair was quite
easy.
Eric Smith and partner are having a last
minute panic to finish building their Astir trailer
in time for the Inter-Services Regionals.
We were glad we had just finished rebuilding
our spare winch engine when the trailer winch
sheared yet another cam shaft and timing gears,
We wish Alan and Sue Melior the best of luck
with their posting - they will be flying at
Dishforth, Congratulations to John Long and
Chris Kingspot on gaining the first Bronze legs
of the year and belated congratulations to Jan
Everet who achieved her A and B in September,
R,G.H,

PHOENIX (RAF Briiggen)

Bronze legs h3ve been accomplished by Jenny
Wilcox and Paul Guthrie with Silver heights by
Steven Wall. AI Stacey. John Harriss. Benny
Herberl and Andy Smith. A number of 50km
allempts have been made. all of Ihem interesting but lacking in success!
We ran the first ever RAFGGA instructors'
course under the guidance and extremcly dosc
control ofCFI. Kev Kiely, in two long weekends
at BrUggen with mid-week flyiJ;}g al Venlo: KK
was aided and abetted by Phoenix instructors
and John Jenkins and AI Eddy from OUlersloh,
The course was very successful with professional lectures each evening and the RAFGGA
gained six Assistants Cats. Oscar Constable. liz
Kiely. :lim Nash. Alan Thompson. Phil Willsher
and Mick Wilson - congratulations to them all.
Our expedition to Sisteron. although missing
out on the Diamonds. was extremely successful
- we flew 239hrs with four aircraft on ten flying
days and badge achievements were: Carol
Simmonds (Gold height). Derek Ballard. Pete
Haig and Colin Davey (duration) and Pedro
Parent and Danny Peterson eomp'leting all three
Silver legs. We had super thermal. ridge and. on
the last day. wave conditions. In addition 10 the
high utilisation of aircrafl we achieved 2030km
of CFOSS-country mountain flying - a most
exhilarating experience, Wave climbs in excess
of 4500m were made by Kev Kiely. Bill Tootell
and Roy Thompson, The Sisteron Club instructors were extremely co-operative and took
Pedro Parent and Danny I'eterson to 5000m
amsl and lan Macfadyen and Derek Ballard
round a 120km c,ir,cuit of the mountains on a
check ride' Our thanks to the Sisteron Club and
our gratitude to Eddie Wright. Neil Stagg. Dick
Hunt and Michel.;: Toolell for looking afler the
shop while wc were away,
We welcome glider and Jaguar pilot Nigel
Demery as the new 0 ilc Gliding at BrUggen
and we say a sad' farewell to two hard working
members. Dick Hunt (Ass Cat and MT) and
Ccilin Davey (Bar and SQcial) and wish them
well on their return to the VI(,
W.T.

PORTSMOUTH NAVAL
(Lee-on-Solent)
While the bad weather limited our flying it
brought a bonus by enabling Fred Stephenson
and his team to keep ahead with maintenance
on the aircraft. A considerable amount of work
was put into refurbishing the bar by Ray.
Lambourne. Kevin Bradford and their helpers.
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WREKIN (RAF Cosford)
A sponsored climb to 13 OOOfl asl by our
syndicate Blanik in the Vale of Clwyd has raised
over £550 for the Philip Wills Memorial Fund.
(See "Cold Climb Over Clwyd". p 107),
A successful soaring week in April gave Mick
Davis. John Richardson and John Marriot the
opportunity of CfOss-country flights. Steve
Bunting gained Silver height and Paul Griffi1hs
his Brollz,e leg,
We say goodbye to :lohn Marriot who is
joining the Fenlands Gc.
P.G.

WYVERN (RAF Upavon)
This year we were hosts for the Army Gliding
Association's AGM, 11 was a great success with a
large anendance at both the meeting and party
afterwards,
We are busy preparing for th.e Inter-Services
Regionals, The K-6cR trailer in particular has
been extensively restored. thanks mostly to Bill
Bailey. trailer memb~r, and Major Terry Colvert
who is flying lhe K-6cR in the Corn ps.
Four of our members have formed a syndicate and bought an Olympia 28 from Bicester.
Our main retrieve vehicle, which has been off
the road since the cylinder;head cracked in the
extreme cold weather despi{e having antifreeze
in it. is back in service again thanks to Ray
Hornbuckle,
Congratulations to Colin Hornbuckle on
going solo on his 16th birthday.
J.S,

AM F ENTERPRISES

(ANGUS FlEMINCI

Top quality metal GLIDER TRAILERS
Designed for the discerning glider pilot
Fast service on ~ttings for most
gloss glider>.
Jacking belly trolley,
Fuselage mounted
tailplane,

We ore pro'fessionols
BEWARE CHEAP IMITATIONSI
(25% of production for e.port)
And now our lates' development,

We have had a crop of early badge
achievements: first Bronze leg of the year went
to our musician. Andy Jenkins. and since then

the improvements being completed in lime for
our Valentine Night dance,
During the last few weeks we have relied on
our winch for launching as the Chipmunk went
sick and is waiting for ,spares and both Austers
are on C of A,
Congratulations to Les Groves on gaining his
full rating and to Paul Groves on going solo only
one week after his 16th birthday, Paul is our
youngest solo pilot for some time,
AI our AGM Dave Wadhamjoined the Committee and Keith Morton left. Patsy Dimock
presented the club trophies to the following: the
Goodharltrophy. "Nobby" Clarke: Corner cup.
Richard Fox: Instructors' and Tug Pilots'
trophy. Les Groves Snr and the Heyford trophy
for the most alert pilot to Mac McCallum for a
field landing at Blackbushe on a flight from
Reading to Odiham.
H.C.

Solar iBortery Charger built into the trailer
- just 'Plug into the fuselage,

Ask present owners

MEMBURY AIRFIELD
LAMBOURN, BERKSHIRE
Tel. Lambourn (0488) 72224
or 01-337 2S65

about the towing
stability 01 our trailer>

Bristol & Gloucestershire
Gliding Club

-==~==-

Glide~vvork

Welcomes private owners,

beginners and holiday members at their
unIque site in the Cotswolds

Cot A OVERHAULS
and REPAIRS

Open 7 days per week
April to October - Normally weekends only
,n winter, but weekday flying IS possible by
prior permission of the Manager, Te!.

By l. GLOVER senior inspector

045·3B6342.

~1<=

Courses run from April to October
For dela'/, wrile 10,

The Manager
Bristol & Gloucestershire
Gliding Club
Nympsfield. Stonehouse
Glos. GL 10 3TX

Husbands Bosworth Airfield, Near Rugby
Tel. Market Harboraugh 880375
lutterwarth 57544

The Cornish Gliding and Flying Club
Trevellas Airfield, Perranporth
Cornwall. Tel. Perranporth 2124
Gliding courses in modern fleet from
May - 8.GA fully-rated instructors
fine soaring
lovely coastal
airfield - ideal for a different family
holidoy.

Details with pleasure from:

The Course Secretary
Tremearne. Breage, Helston
Cornwall
Tel: Helston 62294

-v-LONDON GLIDING CLUB
Dunstable Downs, Bedfordshire
If you're an experienced glider pilot and
you're looking lor a good base to fly
from on your holidays, Coventry Gliding
Club is the place for you,
Situated just outside 'Husbands Bosworth,
it is within easy flying reach of many
other Clubs. Aero-tow launching ensures
that any machine with reasonable pene·
tration can enjoy long distance or local
soaring in our almost ideal conditions,
Club facilities include Licensed Bar,first
class accommodation, easy access from
motorways and good company,
We also eXlend an equally warm wel·
come to the nOI so experienced.

ABOYNE, ABERDEENSHIRE

GLIDING COURSES
FOR BEGINNERS and SOLO PILOTS
MAY·AUGUST

WAVE EXPEDITIONS

For details ring:
Market HarbOlough 880429 or 880521
or write to: COVENTflY GLIDING CLUB
Husbands Bosworth Airfield,
Husbands 80sworth, Leics.

SEPTEMBER·NOVEMBER
Enquire la,

A. J. MIDDLETON

DEESIDE GLIDING CLUB
ABOYNE, ABERDEENSHIRE
Tel: Dinnet (033985) 339

IT'S THE ONLY PLACE TO Gal

*

*

*

*

Telephone: 0582 63419
Situated at the foot of the Chiltern
hills, and within easy reach of
London and ·the Midlands by road
(just off the M1). The Club has a
comprehensive fleet of dual and
solo aircraft, reliable launching
equipment including tug aircraft,
This famous site has plentifUl
thermals in summer and hill soaring
with favourable winds throughout
the year. Resident instructors,
catering every day (weekends only
in Winter), licensed bar, accommo·
dation and other facilities, Visitors
welcome,
Write for Course brochures or
club membership details to the
Manager, or ring 0582 63419.

Learn to Glide

with Y.G.C.

For the novice or pundit

ab-initio to advanced training

cir.cuits to cross country

aerotow or auto launch

WHERE'S THIS - LASHAM!
Derek Piggotl, our C.F.I, leads a team of professional instructors
second to none

We shall be pleased to send you details, apply:

A short, intensive course is recognised os the
best way to start in 011 forms of Flying.

Y.G.c. offers residential holiday courses ot its
superb site in the North Yorkshire Moors
National Park. A modern dual and solo flight
with two full-time professional instructors and
tap class part-time help ensures an enjoyable
and rewording holiday subject only to weather
conditions.
Full board at £55-£66 per week and flying ot
£5.40 per hour.
Far details contact:

The Secretary
Manager,

YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB

L4SHAM AIRFIELD, Nr. ALTON, HANTS
Telephone Herriard 270

Sutton Bank, Thirsk
Tel. 08456-237
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NAOMI SENDS HER THANKS
Dear Editor,
Now I have handed over as BGA Development Officer I would like to
thank publically the many club officials and club members who have,
without fail, given me a welcome when visiting and have been so helpful
over development matters. This has made my work so very pleasant for the
last ten years and I will miss it.
Bill Scull will now be dealing with the operational side of development
and Barry Rolfe with the administration. I am sure they will give you all
the support you need.
I am continuing my connection with the BGA as FAI Certificates'
Officer on a part-time basis. Again thank you all.
NAOMI CHRISTY

HOW ABOUT A USA GLIDING HOLIDAY?
Dear Editor,
Back again from another interesting visit to the USA, I felt Ijust had to
write and tell you of some of the wonderful opportunities for soaring
holidays in that country.
This year the Soaring Society's Annual Convention was held in Chicago
and onoe again I was invited as a guest speaker to both the business and
commercial operators ;lnd tt.e instructors' meetings. Again I was almosl
overwhelmed by the hospitality and welcome I received.
Highlight of the Convention for me was the talk by Dr Eppler on future
developments in sailplane design in which he compared the relative merits
of various types of flap and area changing devices. [1'1 particular he
emphasised the cost effecti:veness of the ,elastic flap as usc;d on the new
Speed Astir and, ,of course, on the earlier Jantar designs. Dick Johnson
once ag;lin had an enthusiastic audience as he.explained his techniques for
performance testing and it waS great to be able to lislento these two real
experts describing their work and experiences.
I was also able to make another visit to the Schweizer plant and to be the
guest of Paul and Ginny Schweizer and of Jim Short, their assistant sales
manager. Before leavinl:; Elmira I attended a regional meeting of
instructors from all over New York State, many of whom had helped with
the 1968 Nationals at Elmira when t had flown the "tin tragedy" (T-53).
Chicago was in Ihe depth of a cold spell with the remains of over three
feelD[ snow around the CDnwention centre. This did not stop many
distributors bringing their latest sailplanes hundreds of miles and in some
cases over a thousand, 10 be rigged and on display in the Convention hall.
It was good 10, see a very smart Slingsby Vega attracting a good deal of
attention and, t hope, potential sales.
The four days of the Convention went only too quickly and we said our
farewells and waved away the trailers on their long journeys home. In my
case If was \0 m~)Veon to Caddo Mills near Dallas in Texas (where men are
men and women are glad of it - so they say!). This is the home of a really
active bunch of soaring enthusiasts which have included famous names
like Dick Johnson A. C. Williams, Marion Griffith, Fred Robinson and
many others.
At Caddo Mills, A. C. runs a large commercial soaring school and he
had arranged instructors' seminars for the two weekends. This involved
me giving lectures on instructing, sailplane limitations, spinning etc and
answering the inevitable questions from the audience of pilots who had
travelled hundreds of miles to attend. Between the weekends I had a go at
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the commercial glider pilots' licence and the instructors' rating in order to
legalise my position ,if I should want to instruct at a commercial school in
the USA.
This was my second visit io Caddo Mills and I was able to get to know
the pilots I had flown against laSl October when I had been up in a 1-35c.
Schweize-r's club wersion of lheir high-performance 1501 flapped sailplane.
This is a really nice handling ship with a good performance but with only a
powerful plain flap for approach control. On the day in question I had
soared for almost 3hns in super conditions. Cloudbase was low (they said)
but I stayed between 5-6000fI using the 3 to 4kt Ihermais under every
cumulous. Virtually no one had bothered 10 turn up let alone rig and fly on
this excellent day when in England we would cerlainly :have been trying for
a 300km Iriangle! In the season, they assured me, almost every day litas an
8000fl cloud base with much better conditions to the west about '50 miles
away. Normal thermal strengths are 6 to 8kt with the occasional strong
thermal on good days and 300km in 3 to 4hrs is just routine in a good
sailplane.
Silver C distance is just two airfields away with no excuse for a field
landing. Anyway the fields are mostly very large and flat. It sounds like
heaven doesn'l it?
All this set me thinking and when I compared the eosts with my trip to
Chateauroux and Fayence last year I rea'lised ,that Ihere might well be some
English pilots who might like to Iry a soaring holiday ,in Tcllas. Certainly if
you compare it with a holiday in the Mediterranean or laking a glider
across to France to g,et better soaring conditions than ,in England it is not
really so expensive. Atleasl you can be certain of being able to stay up all
day and fly when you want to.
Considering a two week holiday at a place like Caddo Mills, first of all
you will need medical insurance which costs £12 per person. The air fare
will be about £180 if you book in advance or take a chance and go standby.
Flights go direct from Gatwick to Dallas and are very comforlable with
good meals. Best 10 go with another pilot or small group to make it
economic to share a hire car as they cost about £7 per day plus fuel (about
half English prices).
Food is not much more expensive than ours if you choose your
restaurant and limit yourself to two good meals a day. (Allow about £5 per
day.) Motel accommodation is good wilh all mod cons, colour TV etc in all
rooms for about £8-£9 per night for a double room. Then the only other
expense is the flying.
Aerotows are about £4 per 2000fllaunch using 180hp Super Cubs. Hire
of the sailplane is generally on an hourly rate with a maximum payment for
4hrs so that on the basis of flights of about 6hrs or more it is not
unreasonable at between £6 and £10 per hour. Most of the schools have
both 1-26 and 1-35s which are all metal and handle quite nicely. You
certainly would not want to fly every single day in those fantastic
conditions but you rould guarantee weather for a complete Silver C, if you
have a Bronze ..Iready, and 300km is quite possible on many days each
week, even in the lower performance 1-26.
My syndicate members are already booked for their holidays, why not
join them?
Lasbam.
DEREK PIGGOTT

MORE ABOUT SITES
Dear Editor,
I was pleased to See in the last issue t!:le letter from Mr Fox ("The
Problem of Sites", p8S) ,that indicates some members of Ihe gliding
fraternity not directly involved in the site problem are concerned at the
present trend.
Our club is a typica'l example. We started in 1964 on a disused airfield
site and never had any security. The airfield was sold in 1976 for £75 000
for hardcore; we are now operating in a very restricted way at another
disused airfield. Ewen if we could have raised the capital to purchase the
previous site we had no permanent planning permission and the
combination of a planning permission and the opportunity to purchase a
site is a very ,rare thing inour area.
We now have obtained planning permission. following a 16 month
battle for a sile at Marchington. This ,is part of a disused army camp and
although it would need a considerable amount 'of work we estimate that a
first class sile with hangarage could be obtained for approx £70000. The
major difficu'lty is in. raising sufficient pressure. either political or simply in
weight of numbers. to persuade the Property Services Agen<:y to move at
more than snairs pace, the Sports Council to g,iwe sufficient importance to
a grant application or even a bank manage,r to take our plans seriously.
Although the BGA and Naomi Christy in particular, have been
extremely 'hel,pful over the years, I feel that the gliding movement suffe,rs

from a very insular approach. An established club is not panicularly
inlCrC5ted in the problems of a small dub at the other end of the country
and.ahhough in the shorlterm this is understandable. the long term effect
is to reduce the overall fnount of gliding and this will affect all clubs.
What I believe is needed' is a national approach with a programme for a
number of site! over the country with pressure from lhe whole gliding
movcmenton politicians. men from the Ministry etc. It needs to be a BGA
approach acti!lg for all glider pilots rather than one small club with a letter

members. but are any other Newsleller Edj,tors .or club Secreta,ries
interested in setting up a regular exchange11T so. please Wri.le to me a.1 14
Burnside. Parbold. NI. Wigan. Lancs. and I w,ill make an exchange list
which each club can add to its mailing list, sending say two or three c,ppies
of .each publication to be displayed in the clubhouse or circulated
internally. There is always something to be learned, and the literary talent
of some of our members surprises me.
D. W. SEED.

rlsuppon.
I feel that once a site is purchased, finance for development can be
found. It is the initial problem of raising capital', often for an auction
without a fixed sale date or price that is lhe big hurdle. The Philip Wills
fuod isa good slart bUll see there is at present approx £2000 in the kitty. I
feel this fund, or a similar one. should be restricted ta the purchase of
freehold land and we should aim to have £100 000 in the kitty. Tile aim
should be 10 use this capital as a buffer for the time 'between a site being
sold aDd a toeal club or group of clubs 10 organise lhemselv,es to raise
capilal and repay the loan.
BlItoo-on-Trellt, Staffs,
R. 1. STEWARD (B.urton & Derby GC)

CONTROVERSY ON COMPETITION NUMBERS
Dear Editor.
With reference to correspondence in the April issue ("Competition
Numbering" p9). 1 would like to add my plea for a system of only two
• &yllbols for identification of gliders.
Using a combination of 26 lellers of the alphabet with eight numerals
(Using out 1 and 0) we have 34x34 = \1156 ,Iwo-symbol identifications.
"'Yshould we be lumbered with tllree letters until the'] 156 have been

lied?
Identification of gliders dUJ,ing competitions would be much more
iIIp1e and this is so very important, as is al~o remembering the '1etters of
penonalised gliders on the ground and in the air. Most pilots would prefer
III bve their own initials and to transfer as new gliders are purchased, I am
Are. Oub gliders could be identi,fied' by lasham ll.2-3, Army by AI-2-3,
Naval by NI-2-3, RAF by FI-2-3 and so on ad infinitum.
Wore Keith Mansell finalises the three leller system 1 think that he
_Id give the whole of the oompetitors in this country the chance to vote
III his system or mine. I hope that t,hose who agree with me will make Ihe
Rljuest for this referendum to be held.
HUMPHRY DIMOCK
. ~,Hants.

AN EXCHANGE OF NEWSlETIERS
DarEditor,
For some years now our club. Blackpool & Fylde. has been publishing a
qwanerly (more or less!) newsleller which not only carries lhe duty crew
rota and news of meetings. work sche,dules and committee business. but
Il1icles by members on memorable flights, humorous incidents and
illstructional matters.
We occasionally get a copy of some other club's equivalent via visiting

A ('lASS fOR OVERSIZED BLOKES!
Dear Editor.
I was very interested to read the article on Ultralights by J. L. Sellars in
the April ,(The Ultralight Enigma. p70~ issue. This is the sorl of gliding I
have always felt I should like to end my days (not literally) doing.
However there are several points I should like to cOmment on. First it
dOes seem rather parochial to base the specification for a new International Class on the length of the average British garage' There must be a
beller criterion than this. Even a glider of the size proposed by Mr Sellars
is going to need a trailer for retrieves and could be stored in that.
Secondly I note that the design pay,load of ,the suggested specification is
only IM'lbs. Now ,I weigh considerably more lhan that and I'll bet a good
many ,other pilots would. especially with warm clothing, gloves. helmet
and goggles.
Thirdly the ratller dismal performance of the specification does not
allracl me greatly. Surely some of the most advanced rigid wing hang
gliders can achieve this now? And look what ,is c1a,imed for ,the American
Eaglet.
Finally I realise that a Class has to be defined in some way or other bUI
what is so terrible about an empty weight limit or, say. a 12m span limit
which would a\'low us oversize blokes to fly as well as those lucky few of
1651bs (clothed) or less?
Forest Row, Sussex
NICK CRANFIELD

CAN ANYONE HElP?
Dear Editor.
I am an ex-Royal Air Force pilot now confined to a wheelchair through
paralysis. My disability is very severe but I am quite mob'ile, fairly active
and for the past 13 years have been driving automalic ears with the use of
hand-controls.
In April 1978 II had Some air experience flights with the London Gliding
Club and fell in love with the K-13. II was evell allowed to assist in a
landing. Words are inade,quale to expl'ain ,the euphoria I found in those
flights - just 10 get back into flying again! I'm seeking information on any
pil'ot flying with the use of hand ,controlled rudders.
Perllaps SOmeone in your readership has knowledge or the expertise to
produce a control which would bring rudder function back to the left
hand. All my thanks go to the London Gliding Club for "turning me on"
once more.
Juniper, Old Brie,kyard Lane, Rye, Sussex
TONY NORTH MORE
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AEROTOWING
D.ear Editor,
One day whilstflnder training al t'he London, GC I was being towed
towa,ds the bowl 0"1) the north run. The down wash in the cUII·over I:ehind
the hill dropped me to what seemed like 100ft below the tug. The
instructor merely commented "ride her cowboy" and left me to get on with
the recovery myself. There we were nol .allowed to aerotow solo until we
had clearly demonstrated the ability to handle both a "normal" an~ an
"exciting" low.
This was excellent training for my recent trip to' the wave at Co10rado
Springs where you aerotow through rotor 10 get to tbe lifl generated by the
peak 22 miles upwind. What made the rotor extra exciting was the glider I
was flying - a Schweizer 1-35 with only trailing edge flap brakes like t'he
PIK 20B. The tug pilot said my rotor was only moderate and told me the
true story about the laconic radio message received one day. 11 simply
reported: "Both tug and glider upside down in rotor." Now that's real
turbulence.
As with any'thing else. good training and demonstrable compelence are
surely pre'requisites to going so·lo. h rather sounds as if Mr Heame's Dart
15 pilot ~S&G, December p263) had neither.
Onlario, Canada,
CHRIS A. BAKER

AN APRIL FOOL'S JOKE?
Dear Editor.
Heaven preserve us from citizens' band g;lider radio in particular and
Mr Bibby's Ass<X;iation in general. ,(see the last issue "Citizens' Band
Radio." p91).
It is questionable whether another air-ground channel is. in fact.
justifiable on present utilisation. With the exception of a few weekend
peaks during 'the height of the season in the Southern Counties. 130.1
MHz is quiet for a wery largc proponion of the time. An additional air-air
channel using CB 'radio is surely a non-starter on the grounds of a,ir safety?
(Well it was like this God. I always use channel blankely-blank and didn't
hear that other angers doud call on ),30.4MHz'l
Once north of Pr·eslon Flight Information Region. it is a fact that even
130.4MHz is largely under u,tilised and in Scotland all traffic could at
present be adequately handled on a single channel.
Regarding the problem of licensing such sets (we halle ·to assume that
HM Home Office will insist on .this for our grearcr protection) - if radio
amateurs. with Iheir generally superior technical knowledge. afe not
allowed 10 operate whilst airborne then w"at hope have CB cnthusiasts of
doing so lega'lly? Or Is Mr Bibby trying to encourage Ilile illegal use of radio
for aeronautical communication? 1 make no personal imputalion because
I may not always he the pnfect law-abiding ci,tizen myself - bUI I do know
as surely as Mr Bibby knows that CB radio operation in most of Western
Europe is illegal - and 'I do value mosl highly the good repute and
authority which has been earned by the BGA over many years. To
condone the use of CB aeronaulica'l radio would undoubtedly cause
serious loss of respect of our Associalion in the eyes of the C AA. the Home

Office and other such bodies upon whom the ultimate decision lies for
being able to conlinue to enjoy our chosen sport.
On a more technical note. let US jusI assume - purely for the purpose of
argument - that currently available CB equipment is to be allowed in
gliders. II is a fact that almost all such eq,uipmenl is designed to operate in
the frequency modu'lation mode and is lherefore totally inmmpatible with
a'll other existing ilir-band sets /wllich ar' amplitude modulated) ~xccpl by
extensive (and expensive) modification. The implication is clear: a pilol
must carry not one. bUI Iwo radio sets together with (wC) sets of aerials one for each mode ef transmission. No thanks. - one set can be trouble
and expensive enough in. my glider!
Accepting th'lt available CB e<.t.uipment was neither designed nor
constructed with air trafik communications in mind. the spurious signal
transmissions of some bands of CB tranceivers leave much 10 be desired.
Agreed" - not all CB lranceivers are bad in this respect. but oflhe 200 plus
Iypes now available who is to say which are satisfactory and which are not
satisfactory? Would the BGA? Would Mr Bibby's Association? Of course
no!. 1 will vouch that the Home Office. if asked. would answer "None'"
As most pilots are aware - Iransmission range is very dependent upon
heigh!. Even a relatively low powcr transmiller of less than! Willt output
can produce "loud and clear" signals many. many miles distant (Iypically
200 miles between two aircraft al4000ft amsl or an aircraft at IO()()()~lto a
ground station). likewise. any spurious radiations can and will producc
interfcrence with other transmissions al considerable distances. One "'ould
hope Ihat no pilot would ever knowingly - or even unwillingly - halard
another aircraft by (say) making Air Traffic Conlrol instructions unintelligible or unreadable.
If my rccent experiences in the USA - where CB operation is r,ife - are
any cr,iterion by which to judge CB operation. then it is fair comment to
say that the situation is chaotic and a,ppears entirely out of conlrol. 'I have
no wish io altClllpt to communicate with my base airfield or my retrieve
crew or anybody else ovcr the incessant-babble. whi'lles and other
interference which is caused (typically) by two housewives carrying on an
interminable "over the air" discussion abouI some new recipe and their
children's ailments. (Sorry girls. no offence intended!) And remember too.
if M r Bi'lJby's Associalion had their way. ther!! would be thousands and
thousands more CB tranceivers in the hands of untrained. undisciplined
and often ignorant and selfish operators. in and around our towns and
cities. At Ihe greatly extended listening ranges afforded to all pilots by
height - do they really wanl to "mix it" with such a babble?
No thanks.. 'Mr Bibby! Please take your fight for the recognilion of CB
radio ofl' gfiding frequencies. I deplore your altempts to use the gliding
fraternity in general as a fever to further the objects of the CB Associalion.
leave us free to indulge our own two exclusive and one shared channels
and perhaps acquire by sound argument and other legal means a fourtn
.channel; as our need grows wilh our sporl. It may be some small
consolation to nlY fellow pilots to learn that since the AmericanlJapanese
CB 00 27MHz is already allocated to other services in most of Western
Europe. the "new channels" if ever allocated for CB use will of necessity
be in the VI-fF IUHF spectrum. Thus. for "legal" operation. the immediate

SPORT AIR REPAIRS
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Glider & Motor Glider
C of A Inspection & Repairs
Argon Arc, Gas & Electric Welding
Wood & Metal Trailers built to order

Lakeside Farm, Middle Aston, Oxon.
Telephone Charlton-on-Otmoor 44 1
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dl'ect would be to make about 98 per cent of current CB radio selS
Rdundanl!

Glasgow

PETER G. BOWER

I

AN IRRESPONSIBLE ATrTITUDE
Dear Editor,
What Mr Bibby fails to mention is the irresponsible attitude taken by
many CB enthusiasts. At the moment there. are thousands of sets being
IIICd illegally which cause havoc to many legal operators on the 27MHz
band such as the radio ,control modeUing fraternity. Several letters have
bem written to nalional newspapers by CB enthusiasls pUlling forward
die argument that if enough people break the law b1' operating sets the
GPO will have to allocate a band for them.
lam sure Mr Bibby and tne Citizens' Band Associalion willl be the first
• agree that this is highly irresponsible. If you were to 'tune in to lhe
27MHz band you would be appalled 10 hear the id'le gossip and
obscenities transmitted. How could this be effectively controlled? I don't
Ihillk ilcan. Even Mr Bibby suggests that you could inform other motor,isls
police radar Ira ps. but surdy any law abiding motorist need have no
fear from these?
The gliding fraternity feel that their two channels for airborne
alIIImunications are crowded. Imagine tens of thousands of CB enthu_on 40 channels - but then again don't! let us save CB for the public
and 130.1 and 130.4MHz for the glider pilots and may we fed privileged
• can boast of our own private freq,uencies for sensible communications.
Stipton, Yorks
A. S. WALTON

or

Classified

A POTENTIAL MAJOR HEADACHE
Dear Editor,
;1 do not wish the pages of S&G to become another battleground on the
subject of cilizens' band radio. but feel that Mr Bibby's leHer cannot go
unchallenged.
I am neither for nor against a lechnically suilab'le form of citizens' band
radio, but in its present form on 27MHz and! used ill the context suggested
by Mr Bibby it can only. and will. lead io a siluation which is now a major
headache for lIIany countries that have authorised the use of public radio
communication.
Imagine, if you can, being interrupted halfway up a winch or autolaunch by a voice from the tJSAt:hanting typical CB chalter about
"slllo~ey bear" and "get the hammer down" et.:. Yes, this is ·qui·le possible
under certain conditions of anomalous propagation. Of course. if CB were
ever given Ihe go-ahead by the Home Office t'he likelihood of being able 10
use il in any form of aeronautical mobile situation is mOSt unlikely.
The final point I wish to make against 27MHz CB is 1hat many of the
country's aeromodelling enthusiasts with radio conir.ol equipment are
regular'ly losing very expensive models because of the illegal use of CB
radio. I feel quite sure thal no glider pilot would want to feel responsible
for destroying several hundred pounds worth of model and radio gear
thwugh the irresponsible use of CB radio.
h seems that !'vir Bibby is attempting to obtain signatures for his cause
through the gliding fraternity which is adequately served by an efficient
system on the VHf frequencies .
Horsham, West Sussex
JOHN R. MA TTH EWS

Ad'vertisements, with remittance, should be seflt to Chelron' Press Ltd, 8/10 Parkway, London NW1.
Te' O•• 267 1285. Rate 20p. word. Replies to box numbers should be sent to the same addre$S.
The closing dote for c1asslfieCl advertisements for the August-September Issue I1 July 6.

1I111111d1l1lood Iha' the British Gliding Association cannolaccepl responsibility for claims made by advertisers in Sailplane & Gliding.

fOISALE
PIRAT
OLY2a "Ranunculus". Low hours, excellent condition"
complele wilh C of A 10 April '80 and basic inllruments. Closed Irailer requires attenlian. Oilers
£2350. Con be seen al D&L GC, Great Hucl<law, or tel
02~H15706 evenings, or 0741 28354 days.
OLYMPIA ~19 and trailer, £3500, and T·21B, £1800.
IIcduuperb with new Cs 01 A. Also 8erglalke I vintage
IwlHecter lar restoration. Oilers lel High Wycambe

3S005.

ffTH SHARE in BOC\AN lE. Radio and enclQsed
Riler, also radio (mobile) and ~rochute. Very good
srndicole, sole due to move. Michael King, Ryall
llause, 156 Hulham Rood, hmoulh, Oevon. Tel
&mouth 79302, otlel Ken Mackley, Andover 65176.
OlYMPIA 28, basic instruments, closed trailer, para-

cllt>te, good condition. £2100. Tel evenings Grimsby
1~72177629.

Sf\3M er Motor Glide<,

25Q mile .ange at 10kt, Std
CiNsperformonce os glide., trailer, chute, numerous
....01. £11 0000n0. D. B. Jomes, Cherry Orchard,
MadcwCommon, Bucks. Marlow 3509.

REF ELECTRONICS:
Regret any inconvenience caused to
customers. This is due to a move of
worlcshop, and problems beyond our
ctlnlrol. We hope to start to move into
our new address by the end of April.

T,1. Penn (STD 049481) "483
REF ElECTRONICS
Church Rood, Penn
High Wycombe
Bucks HPl 0 8lN

5 year old aircraft
in good, condition
can be seen at Husbonds Boswotth

£3$00
Te' 06'02 392340

OPEN CIRRUS, Schempp-Hirlh, trailer, lull panel,
radio, parachute, needs 0 little lettling, but il you fly it
you'lI buy itl Will accept ~rst reasonable oiler. Tel
021-445 1175 (evenings) 021·643 9581 (day).
ASTIR CS. 188 launches only. Instruments, woler, toil
dolly, covers, etc. Conlest prepared wings. Beoutilul
condition. £7750. Tel 0509 890469.
K-6cR, basic panel, open trailer, very good condition.
£44000no. Tel 0487 831553.

NIPPER AlRFRAME, inoomplete, damaged, Stoma
engine, dismantled. Oilers 10 ,Box No. SG 5S8.
S'LINGSB¥ T-538 two'seater, ideal trainerlsolo maenclosed trailer. Brian Cole·Homilton, 04' -554
3801 (business), 041·641 2728 (homel.

~hine,

L1BELLE 20h
F,ul! ponel mcludlng Horizon, 8runswlck tube, Dolphin, Eleclrlc
yoria WIth avdlo, PZl and Cook- compou. Oxygen, ',Plvmb-ing"
and Conlpic:utty marking'. metal trailer. 100000tng-ovl halley and
099"'9 olds, e.c)lelle.nt conditIon. May be Te$t Rown ot losham

by appoinTment.

Price t:7000
Con/ocr, R. T. Cole, Winchester (0~62) B82222
(office), (096214565 (home I.
ASTIR CS, condition os new, 96 hours, standa'd
instrumentation, landing gear alarm. Price £6300,
Iree delivered i~ Esbjerg. Karslen Andersen, Hjorring,vej3, 9900 Frederikshovn OK Denmark.
ALlJMINIUM TRAILER, lull¥ ~"ed lor two-man rigging
01 Kestrel 19. Would suit other aircraft. £950. Also
530 litre. oxygen bottle/regulator. Tel Ashlord (Kentl
34899.

SMART MlOOs, full panel, audio, 'roiler. Rigging and
performance similar to K-6cR. Wide cockpit load.
£4000 (radio extra). Hemswell 368.
PIK 208 with instruments, tinted canopy, beautiful
condition, low hours. £8900. Trailer and fittings £600
il required. Tel Weston.Super.Mare, alike 23201,
home 413724.
MOTORFALKE, ! lhore, based Long Marston, 360
channel radio, electric slart and privately awned Irom
new. Own hangar, 1:24 glide angle sell launching,
cruises 70ktat 2.2 O/HR. G. Wilsan, 021-643 4269
day, ,Kidderminster 700845 eveningl.
OLY 2a, gOQ<! condition, instruments, closed trailer,
C ol"duly '79. £19S0. reI 01-668 3762.

The 'Novus Mk. I'

FLYING SUIT
Mode in simulated leather. 81ack with red arm
stripe. Small 36·38 chest,S' 8" ht. Medium 40·
42 chest, 5' 10" ht. Large 44· chest, 6' 0" ht.

IJrlce £38.40 pruI II .p&p
j(·6Cll Wor1monn Wing. CRP scal, good panel, ·£36vJ.
K·6CI )968, extro pty behind mrunspor.lnm lob. '£3500.
Nord 2000 [french OlympiC Melsej, offers around £: I 000.
A.l) ovailable wirh open Q¥ dosed troi/CT' and new C of A, Por'

e)tchonges wekomed.

80b McLean, 241 Bowt,ry Rood, Bessacarr,
Doncaster. Tel 030255861.

STD J'ANTAll.Full ponel. rigging aids, towing dollies,
water covers, etc. Glass 'railer. Unmarled and very
lost. Nick Hockelt. rei OS09-890469.

, 5% discount for Club purchases
Cash with order Istate size)
A modern leisure wear garmenl
Made 'far the sport by people in the sport
C(Jrries the usual money back guarantee

RED UON TECHNICAL SERVICES
23 Chando~ Close
BUCKINGHAM
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FOR SALE
SKYLARK 38, very good condition, full ponel, enclosed
troiler, po'OchuteJborograph. £3600. Daytime G.
Eade, GUIldford 1l;J1 0, evening O. Henry, Wonchester 64829.
STD L1BEllE 201. Complete with full instrument panel
and excellent trailer. This aircraft has been owned and
flown by one private syndicate since new and is in very
good condition. Con be seen at Husbands Bosworth
most doys by appointment. Price £7500ano. Tel
10455139157 evenings, (0922) 58311 daytime.

SHK-1 Immaculate
latest madeI with toil ·chute. Full competition
ponel comprising: AIH, T&S, ASI, AlT, Cook
electric vario with audio, Solfahrtgeber
(combined ASl/vorio/speed to fly), composs,
TIE venturi, V/C warning. Proven top
performance in wood with glide angle 01 38: 1
Professionally built fibre-gloss easy-load trailer
- no maintenance. 3 mOn rigging aids. C of A
to October 1979.

£6,100 ono
reI: McKelvie 08462·6078 (days)
08462-61.42 (evenings)
SlINGSBY T-blc MOTOR FAlKE, built 1973,
G-BAKY, one owner, one pilot, no prongs. Engine
hours 160, flying hours 280. Electric starter, 360
channel radio, VOR, AH, ADF, comprehensive instruments, dry hongored, wing covers. Tel Dolton-inFurness (0229) 62529_
ERT 2000 Glider Transceiver dolled 130_1 and 130.4
MHz, complete with mic etc. From £99.95. Please send
for details, or ring 045-382 4853. Electechniques,
Selsley, Stroud, Glos.
PlRAT with instruments, fibreglass t'Oiler C of A till Feb
'80. £4250 complete or shares available at losham.
Jean-Pierre Bartoli, 01-994 4547 (home), 01-628
8661 (work)_
IDEAL FIRST GLIDER. Goad performance, powerful
airbrakes, ~obust constructien. Cobra 15 - bargain at
£5500 including smart trailer, parachute, barograph,
oxygen, 2 'Odios, electric vario, TIS etc, Test fly at
South Manton Airfield. Te'l Swindon 35468 or 1.
C1illord, Blunsdon 701.
CAMBRIDGE PYE GROUND SET £120, Tel Northwood 26594.

YS53 - CaMP. No. 158
As featured Page 153 "Janes Warld Sailplanes"
available Autumn '79 with full years C of A.
Excellent Viceless soaring two-seater - only
300 hours total flying. Complete with
comprehensive instrumentatian (15 instruments)
including A/H and Cook Audio Varies; TM6
Radio and nearly new, fully fiHed, aluminium
trailer plus Rigging Aids.
Contact:
PEtER TAYlOR, DAVENTRY (03272) 3725
DART 17R t-T COSFORD. t share available in superb
example with full ponel, oxygen and recently rebuilt
trailer. One year insu'Once and C of A included at
£1500. Chester (0244J 36353.
COBRA 15. Glide angle 38: I, full instruments,
parachute, radio, new barograph, trailer. £60000no
0< shores. Sosed' Husbands Bosworth. Tel Hawkins,
0283 702235.
T-21-8 without C of A. Two Oly 2B. bath with BGA C of
A, instruments and trailer. Std Cirrus with BGA C of A,
competition panel and trailer. lel Bicester 43030.
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SPICIAl OFfER
VHF Portable Monitor Receivers
3 Crystal controlled channels, £35.00 with
crystals for 130_1' and 130.4
Send 15p Postal Order, not stomps, for details:
Radio Communicatians (Guernsey~ lld,
St Sompsons, Guernsey, Cl.
OPEN CIRRUS, complete with trailer, instruments,
oxygen, C of A till Morch 'BO, immacul'ate. Based
Nympsfield. Tel Barrelt IBristal) 0272 44961 or
Pennycuick 0277 39014 evenings.
IMPECCABLE DART 15, complele outfit plus superb
Iraile•. £4950. So" No. SG 557.
SKYLARK 4 - t share, based Shabdan. Excellent
condition, C of A April '79, oxygen, 'Odios, etc, plus
closed t'Oiler clw rigging aids. Ollen around t 1200.
Contact Roles 061-477 5500 ext 231 (business hours)
or 061-747 7470 levenings).
HARBINGER two-seater tandem Sailplane.
lightweight, modern construction, very low hours,
basic instruments including, Crossfell and audio, very
good all-metal closed trailer, new C of A. Performance os lor Olympia 28, Tel 061-427 2488 (day) or
09967 6038 (evenings).
£2500 for my 1963 l Spatz, 1:29 glide angle, basic
ponel, parachute, tail tralley, open metal trailer,
currenf C of A. Tel 04B7 831553.
UBEllE 2018. low hours, prongfree, wate,ballasl,
owygen sysfem, conspicuity markings. Full panel
includes AI Horizon, T and S, electric vario/audia,
3-<hannel Banlam, aplional, C of A to March '80,
lowllne troiler, new hubs, tyres. See at Boaker. £7800
reod''1to flyaway. Nunneley 01-940 0181 evenings.
PI LATUS B-4, new C of A and trailer. £57000no or will
syndicate if based close to London. Hunter. 01-B36
6775 (day). 01.402 7821 evenings.
SAGITTA, Dutch production machine, standard
instruments, K-6f performance, dosed t'Oiler, everything in excellent condition. £3500. Hengelaar, D.
Stalpertstraat 23, Amsterdam, Holland. Tel 020
716190 (evenings).

THE LEADING NAME IN

TOWING
BRACKETS
o."er

0

~~
vt~R

1'~1HC IIRAC'd.'tS

million mode

Nollonwlde 5rodisls and SpeClOjl~t, Fitters. loo. in Yellow
Pages of yOUf locol Wilier Specialist or write far deloils

C. P..Wlnll LlMITID
CHUTE. 43 • TELlPHONI U"" 41166

K-6cR, full panel, Brunswick, DoI'phin, closed trailer,
superb machine, autstanding condition. £4600. Tel
lea brooks 4766.
lOVELY lIBElLE, excellent condition, with instruments,
Dittel radio, parachute, oxygen and lightweight
trailer. C of A expires March '80. £6950. Tim
Harrington, 08444 5440 (eveningsJ, 08444 3211
(daytime).

CANOPIES. To fit K-2, K-6, K-7 mod, K-8, Oly 2, Oly
463, Pirat, Blonik, Dart, Skylarks, etc. Prices from £48
to £ 165. Bob Reece. Tel Worcester 25812 daytime,
Warcester 353372 evenings.
TO CLEAR QUICKLY, six year old Pirat, £2950. Oly
463, £2900. No VAT. Bob Reece. Tel Worcester
25812 daytime, Worcester 353372 evenings.
ASK·18 for sole. New condition, 20 hours only, full
instrument panel. G. E. Gillord. Dunstable 67700
(evenings).
DART 15, excellent condition, instruments, good
wooden trailer, new C of A. £4700. Tel Derby (0332)
792458.

1/4 SHARE KESTREL 19M, based Doncostel. Includes
full inslrument ponel, o"ygen, radio, porachute,
barog,aph and glassfib,e trailer. £2600. Offers for
complete outfit considered circo £10500. Tel (0246)
414624 evenings.

NORVIC RACING ENGINES llD'.
lycoming, Continental, GiPSY, Cirr"s, Renault
and VW based engine repoirs and overhaurs
Viestgale Hangar, The Airfield
little Staug,hton, Bedfo,d MK44 2BN
Tel: Colmworth (0231 062) 700

DART 15, with 17r wing root tie mod. Full ponel, C of
A. audio, radio and t'Oiler. View Sleap Airfield. Tel
061-430 5803.
QUARTER Share Open Cirrus, based 01 Doncaster.
Full panel, o"ygen etc. Good trailer. J. Ellis. Tel
Mosham 431. Also Keslrel 19. t'Oiler, wooden construction, good condition. Tel Mashom 431.

OPEN CIRRUS 17M
We>rks No. 86
Original Schempp-Hirth build for sole, excl
instr. Good condition, waterballast, broke
porachute, 800hrs.
Price £7000
Write 10: Knucl Elver>eS, Skomagervej 29, 9300
Soeby, Denmark. Tel 08 464026 (evenings
only)
T-21, good condition, £16000no. Blanik low hours,
£45000na. Apply to the Secretory, Bristol Gliding
Club. Tel 0242 35399.
DART 17 ('797') - immaculate condition. Originally
built for, and flown in, 1965 World Championships. A
'500' and many other long distances to its credit, Fully
equipped with new parachute, barograph, Bontam
radio, ~Hed oxygen, lull panel includes AlH, TIS, 2
varios and audio, good 'railer, C of A valid March
·BO. Tel(eveningsl Haywards Heath 54270.

EXCLUSIVE AVIATION GIFTS

Pon-uchenge SIngle· seater con$ldered.

Commemorate (j very $peclol
ovlohon occasialll wilh one of our
exclusive Tankards, Goblets or
1ro·ys_ Engra.. . ed (nol sromped) in
our own workshops and dep«::hng
your OIrcrah type, rePfodtKed
fram on originol "ne drawing by
aviation Qrhst Mike $harpies
AGAVA and irtdua.n9 'IOU'
WOl'dfng 10 80 teneri.

Frank Crisp. Derby 8404B2 or Derby 840287.

Adverllsed In leading power fttghl

BOCIAN 11
197~.

Two pd... at. own.,., 200 houn onl)', 'chutr:s,
int.tryments, dud coven. n.... oll-metel troile',

£525Oono

magozine$, OVf products offe'
ycu a unque gift.

GRUNAU BABY 28. A /ine little glide' fQ' winch or
oerotow. Enjoy reallun flying at minimum cost. Only
£7500no with trailer. Tel Bidlord--on-Avon (Works)
2517.
PIK 20. Excellenl condition, only two owners from
new. 223 hours, never pranged. Fully instrumenled,
works glassfibre trailer and rigging aids. £8750 or
nearest oiler for quick sale. Can be viewed Cambridge. Tel (0223) 811323.

'FIRST SOLO fUGHf tankard os $hawn above, ref

~OOl,

With

yeut' glider name, place and dote of night ond registration,
£17 inclUSive IUK and Eire)
W"le or 'phone for free IIlustraled pamphlets.
Personal callen Qnd o....ersees enquiries wekome.
Coo'ed: Grant Gordon f.B.H.I,
G. f. GaRDON & CO.

27 Poullon Rood. fl"rwood fY7 6T8. Tel. 2421
Access, 8ordo)", Visa, fUlocord, Di"ers, M.c., Am. fxp.

FOR SALE

K·8, basic panel, excellent condition, £>1500. Grunau
Baby 2B, immaculate, £695. New Cs of A. Poiling,
0905 54054 (Worcester).

S~FE

'TOWING
ALL 0·8 TOWING
BRACKETS, STABILISERS, ACCESSORIES, ore'
backed by 50 years' experience of trailers and
towing equipment.
Terro~rip Glider pickets, wings level, with
webbing lashings for tips and toil. Also trailer
and caravan kits.
DlXON·8ATE LTD.
Dept 33/4 Chester CH3 5NA. Tel 24034

'0

DART 15. Full instrument panel, oxygen, enclosed
koiler. £4000 including VAT. Contact Brian Weore,
Ho,i'on 2940.
K~, 2 seat, basic instruments both c.:>ckpits, good
condilion, with or without 12 month C of A. Offers
near £1000. Lunn, Blackpool (0253) 56415.

1975 STD CIRRUS, very low hours, full panel and
rodio, C of A to May 'BO, lowline trailer. Tel 01·262
2288 (evenings), or 01·937 5464 Ex. 156 (work).
LlELLE 148, Competition trim with aileron sealing
and waler, radio and full panel, new C of A, fitted
koiler, ground handling aids. Tony Burton, Slough
37343 (cloy), Windsor 6B654 (evenings).
SKYlARK 3, excellent condition, years C of A, full
panel, radio, oxygen, trailer, Dart canopy. Total
rlCover in lost 4 years. £3900. Tel Nottingham
233595 or may test fly at RAF Syerston. Notts.

DART 15 wilh excellent trailer. Less than 400 hours,
TM6 radio, new C of A. Offers around £4800. Tel
Gffe(0782) 814631 or 621531.

OlYM!'lA 463, excellenl condition, full panel, para·
M, lOdio, good easylood Irailer. £37500nQ. Eric
~ Hastings 426057.

PORTABLE PYE CAMBRIDGE RADIO. Three gliding
frequencies, completely self·contained, battery
pawered. Talk to your pilot without being tied to your
cor. £1250no. Roger Borrett. 01·439 7144 (office).
NEW TRAILER, suitable 011 modern 15m gliders. Joe &
Terry Linee, Higher Bockhampton, Dorchester. Tel
Dorchester 2307.
.
OLY 2B, excellent condition, good Irailer, parachute,
barograph, full instrument panel (radio available).
£2400. Tel Holnest26B, Parkstone 749701 (Dorset).

IRVIN EB62 parachute, os new condition. Tel 022B·72
62B evenings.
SKYLARK 38, very good condition, full panel inc AI H
and radia, good trailer and fittings. £32500no. Tel
evenings 021·427 7219.
GRUNAU 3. Qpen cockpit, great fun. fuselage
resprayed blue/white, new upholstery. One of lost
Grunau's built. Good glue. Owned by BGA Inspector.
New C of A with purchase. includes Open trailer. £940
or vno. H. leverett, Sunrise Cottage, St Kew Highway,
Cornwall.

OPEN CLASS CIRRUS. Immaculate, full panel, toil
dolley. metal trailer, very low hours, C of A till March
·BO. Tel 037·88' 2557 evenings.

WANTED

T·45 SWALLOW, excellent condition, low hours, PZL,
year s C of A, Dart canopy. £ 1500. Tel 03317 3126 or
02266726.

PILATl,IS B·4 wanled 'or outright purchase. Tel
evenings, Walton·on·Thames 44146 or write to R.
Dixan, 8' Frith Knawle, Walton-on·Thames, Surrey.

SALE

SALE

SALE

SALE

MY OlHER KESTREl 19M Works No 1812
nis is the ex·Oaldsborough machine now re·
built with many detailed improvements by Ites
Welburn. All structural work completed, requires
max 01 £750 to complete column controls and
gel cooting. Offered with very little used Slings.
by GRP trailer but without panel or instruments.
Only extreme current financial embarrassmenf

on the port of my bank manager impel. this
painful parting.

£8000

Fully instrumented, Nocelle also available, includes YOR/360 and £100 worth of nickel
batteries.
Incredible gift £2000
SKYLARK TWO-FOUR super little ship, handles
like a dream, well OK not quite os good os 0
K-6, low wing mounting. 3F canopy, 125/230
lbs loading. Offered wirh lighrweight open
trailer.

£2750

GlUNAU BABY, BGA No 1432. Very good condition,
tl~e W, with open trailer, £B50 or best offer. Open
German built tratler suitable for K·6 etc, £ 1OOono. Tel
Stoflord (07Bs) 58541 evenings please.

Really is in very good condition.
Inslrumetlls, B day clock £25. Entenox type
oxygen equipment £50. Bendix A/H c/w inver·
ter. needs attention £ 100. Cook audio only
£25. Cook compass £30.

KfSTIlfL 19 'D' series, radio, oxygen, full panel,
kailer, Cof A February ·BO. Linee, Higher Bockamp.
ton, Dorchester, Dorset. Tel Dorchester 2307.

Houghton, The Cottage, Main Street,
Harworth, Ooncaster ON 11 8lB.
Tel742021

PAtMER reducing valve to match Diluter Demand
oxygen regulator type A 12A. Garrad, 40 Whaley
Rood, Wokingham, Berks.
BROKEN GLIDERS always wonted. Tel Worcester
25812 daytime, Worcester 353372 evenings.
OPEN TRAILER, in good condition, to suit K·' 3'
wonted. Tel Longford, Harwich 4035.
K·3 in good condition. Apply to the Secretory, Bristol
Gliding Club. Tel 0242 35399.
FRUSTRATED GLIDING COUPLE require Winter
amusement! Back issues S&G 1970·76. Good condition. Chertsey 65864 evenings and duff weekends.
OPEN CIRRUS, complete with trailer. Ring Hempseed
on 041·332 5471 any day 9·5 pm except Tuesday
and Saturday.
RADIO AIRS ET 130.4 and 130.1 or more, also
Barograph 8km or 10km. Bockwell, 1 Zinnia Close,
Bosingstoke. Tel 67120 evenings.

? CANOPY DAMAGED?
don'f despair - ca/l
"CANOPY DOCTOR"

061·9733086
and FLY again - FAST

MISCELLANEOUS

AUSTRALIA'S LEADING GLIDING CENTRE
0.(.V. - BENALLA
• Full Time Training by 4 Staff Instructors.
• Cro'ss Country Dual Training. January and February.
• Open and Standard Class Sailplanes for exclusive hire.

• On SIte Accommodation.
• Accessible to Internal Transport.
• Close to International Air Terminals.

Standard
bual
Tugs

ACCOMMODAnON

COTIAGE accommodation to rent - 3 miles from
Scottish Gliding Union, Portmook. Details tel 031·225
7764 evenings.

HANG GLIDING

MODERN FUn
Open

HAVE YOUR AIRCRAFT accurately portrayed in full
colour side profile, airbrush and h~nd finished. John
Dimond, Covent,y 76251, evening,.

1 Kestrel 19m
3 Hornet, 1 Llbelle, 3 Super Arrow
5 Brosov IS·2BB, Falke Motor Glider
3 Piper Pownee

GLIDING CLUB OF VICTORIA
PO BOX 46,BENAllA 3672
Telephones: Benalla 057.621058 Melbourne 03.232\ 098

BEGINNERS LESSONS at Robert Bailey's "Yorkshire
Hong Gliding Centre". Glider soles and equipment.
BHGA/HIA regi,tered. Details 2 Dentan Avenue,
Leeds B. Tel (0532) 66251B.
HANG GLIDING HOLIDAYS
in North and South Wales.
2, 4 or 6 day courses to suil the interested to the
enthusiastic.
Colour brochure from, Dept SG, Welsh Hong
Gliding Centre, Crickhowell, Nr Abergavenny,
S. Wales. Tel 0873 Bl0019.
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J. Hardy (Im.truments) Lld

142
133
156

J. A. HOHlson (8rokersllld
Herefordshire Gliding Club Lld
Holm~/Hulbcrt & Co lid

BEEN TO
SHROPSHIRE 'RECENTL Y?

121

HT Communications
J. Hulme
Humberside AVlollOn
JSW Soaring
Kent Glldmg Club lid
L01hom Gl,dmg Society Lld
London Gliding Club
London Sailplanes Lld
Lowe Eleclronlcs
Mechanical Services Lld
Midland Girding Club Lld
Mowbroy Vale Insurance BrOkers
Nme Four AVIation Lld

137
112

123
140

156
149

149
125. 144
137
145
156

108
124

NQ"folk Sailplanes

New Terms for
Private Owners
AIRWAYS
WYCOMBE
FLYING
GLIDING
CLUB
SCHOOL
THAMES VALLEY
GLIDING CLUB
Aero tows and a modern training fleet
ensure trouble-free training to a high
standard. Modern Club-house, Bar and
Canteen. Accommodation available. Our
instructors can cater for all your flying
requirements.

at Long Mynd
Also Courses Easter-October

129

Eng,ncs Lld

154
122

PeoklO Porochules
PIggall Bros & Ca lid
1. & A. D. Poyser lid
Rodia CommunICatIOns (Guernsey) Lld
RadiO Modeller
Red lion Technical Ser ... ices
RH E1Ktronics

146
124

SEND FOR DETAILS NOW

154

129
153

Midland Gliding Club Limited

153

Course Secretory

Royal All Force Auociohon
Sailplane & Engineering ServIces Lld
Sailplane & Gliding

137
127
134

Sc.hlelchcr Aircraft
Scoltilh Gliding Un-on

114
156

Soonng EqUipment Lld

120

Soaring (Oxfordl

116

Solopak Prodvcb

125

Southdown Aere SeNkes Lld

133

Sovlhern Sailplanes

65, Sylvan Avenue, Timperley

FOR DETAILS APPL Y TO:

Altrincham, Cheshire, WA 15 6AD

THE SECRETARY ISG), WYCOMBE
GLIDING SCHOOL, WYCOMBE AIR
PARK, BOOKER, MARLOW, BUCKS.
le!. High Wycombe 29263

phone 0619733086 (9am-9pm)

Back cover
125

Speedwell Soilplanes
Sporl Air Repairs
The Guild of Av,ofion Arhsts

Thermal EqUipment Lld
Grohom Thomson lid
Three Caunties Aero Club ltd
Vickers·Sllngsby
WOlkerie Gliding Club Ine

All dero,/s from:

Herefordshire Gliding Club,

155

Concoster Sollplane Services

~ocing

Aerotow and motor-glider
Standard or Intensive
Elementary to Advonced

InSIde Ironl cover

Cambndge ANO Instruments Ine
Chlllern Sailplanes Lld

Norvlc

GLIDING COURSES
AfSHOBDON

152
135

123
InSide bock cover

138
118

124

Brian Weore
Welsh Hong Glldll\9 Centre

145

155

C. P. Wlner Lld

154
156

Wycombe GlidlO9 School

Yorhhlre Gliding Club (Ptyllld

SOAR YORKSHIRE

Soar ridge-twelve miles in suitable conditions.

149. 156

SOAR THERMALS
Club record is 524km. in 15 metre standard class glider.

SOAR WAVE

Club record is 29,500 feet gained in 15 metre standard class glider.

Soaring over the Downs at Challock

5·day Holidays £80 -£125
March - October incl.

All InclUSive of accommodalion, instruction and VAT.
Winch and Aero-tow FacIlities. Beginners or Solo Pilots.

Kenl GUD.G CLUB
Challock • Ashford • Kent
Please wnte (0 the Secretary 101 details
or Ring: ChaI/ock f023 3741 274

156

Visit us and stay in our fully licensed residential clubhouse. This is ideally
situated on the South West corner of the North Yorkshire National Park
in superb surroundings with views of up to 50 miles. Full catering available
in season. Self catering at other times.
Courses-April to October
Visitors always welcome

We shall be delighted 10 see you

YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB
SUllON BANK, lHIRSK

lel: 08456 (Sutton) 237

J

CERTIFIED OXYGEN EQUIPMENT
MASKS
SK-6 mask, with tubing, flow-indicator
and Connector; for use with A8A
$15.50
regulator
SK-24901 mask, professional quality,
with inhalation/exhalation valve,
A 13 type facepiece, tubing, flowindicator and connector; for use with
A8A regulator
$54.50
Sierra 659 "Posiflt" mask, with
inhalation / exhalation valve, for use
with A 14A regulator; includes hose
and MC-3 connector for H-2 bailout $108.50

A8A Regulator

HIGH-PRESSURE REGULATORS

HIGH-PRESSURE CYLINDERS
Price

Volume

Weight

Length

Diameter

7 cu.ft.

5lbs.

17 in.

3tin.

$62.50

11 cu. ft.

7lbs.

22 in.

3t in.

64.50

22 cu. ft.

12 Ibs.

22 in.

51 in.

64.50

22 cu. ft.

161bs.

30 in.

4t in.

99.50

30 cu. ft.

15 Ibs.

20 in.

6{ in.

81.50

38 cu. ft.

181bs.

23 in.

6{ in.

87.50

H-2 bailout, complete .......................

88.50

.

A8A

Continuous-flow, for use to 30,000
feet ...
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $64.50

A8A

With dual outlet

A 14A

Diluter-Demand pressure breathing,
$124.50
for use to 40,000 feet

A 14A

With pressure gauge and flow indicator blinker
$172.50

$94.50

HIGH-ALTITUDE SPECIAL

CONTINUOUS-FLOW SPECIAL
A8A regulator

Al 4A Regulator

$64.50

A 14A regulator, with gauge and blinker

$172.50

22 cu. ft. cylinder

64.50

Regulator outlet hose, with fittings

High-pressure line

26.50

38 cu. ft. cylinder

87.50

15.50

High-Pressure line

17.50

SK-6 mask

.

list: $171.00

'.' . . . .

9.50

Sierra 659 Posiflt mask

108.50

H-2 bailout, complete

88.50

Sove$25.50with our package price of ......... $145.50
Add $39.00 for optional SK 24901 mask

List: $484.00

Add $8.50 each for cylinder mount brackets, if required.

MINI-PAK SPECIAL
Ideol

05 0

back-up for your primary

system, or mq,y be used for short climbs.
Complete outfit includesA8A regulator,
7 tu. ft. cylinder and SK-6 mask
$121.50

Save $72.50with our package price of

$411.50

FOR THE FINEST IN NEW AND EX USAF OXYGEN EQUIPMENT CONTACT:

GRAHAM THOMSON LTO
3200 AIRPORT AVENUE
SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA 90405
(213) 390-8654
Overseas orders shipped freight collect

AVON SOARING CENTRE
BIDFORD AIRFIELD, BIDFORD-on-AVON. WORes
MANAGER - Bernord Fitchett

SEVEN DAY A_WEEK OPERATION. USING POWERfUL TUGS
WE CAN LAUNCH YOUR GLIDER WHEN YOU WANT TO fLY!
SORT OUT YOUR CROSS COUNTRY FLYING TECHN'IQUES,
flY W,ITH BERNARD flTCHETT in the MAGNIFICENT

JANUS B.
PLUS A LICENSED BAR (non-flying)

WHY NOT TAKE A SOARING HOLIDAY WITH US ON A SAFE,
FLAT SITE ON THE EDGE OF THE COTSWOLD ESCARPMENT?
Phone Bidford (078 988) 2606

SOUTHERN

SAILP~·-NES

(R. Jones) .

Membury.. Airfield, Lamb
SPECIALIST REPAIRS for HIGH PER

RMANCE SAILPLANES

(and the not so high performonce ones)

Sol'eU.K. agents forSCHEM P-HIRTH, manufacturers of
tomorrow's ailplane oday.
CONTACT US for details of

JUS, NIMBU 2C and MINI-NIMBUS.

DfMONSTRA nONS
RANGED FOR SERIOUS ENQUIRIES.
CREDIT
elUTIES CAN BE ARRANGED.
Phone (0488) 71774

